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CHAIR HOKAMA:

We shall bring this meeting to order,

18

Budget and Finance Committee of the Council for lhe

19

County of Maui.

20

ITEM NO.1:

FISCAL YEAR 2005 BUDGET (C.C. 03-265)

21
22
23

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We are on the 20th of April, 2004,

reviewing the Fiscal Year 2005 budget proposal.
This morning we have Mr. Carroll present,
Mr. Mateo, Mr. Molina, Mr. Nishiki, Mr. Pontanilla
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1

and Ms. Tavares.

2

Ms. Johnson.

Excu.sed are Mr. Kane and

3

OFFICE OF CQUNCIL

SERV~CES

5

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, this morning we shall review

7

Council Services' request.

And we have,Director

8

Fukuoka to present the Council Services' budget

9

proposal.
One advantage is because each of you, as

10
11

subject matter chairrnans, have tried to work with

12

your areas of responsibility, I beliGve at least we

13

had a brief overview earlier by Mr. Fukuoka of his

14

intentions.

15

Director if there have been changes to what was

16

presented oarlier to the members and to give

17

highlights of the 2005 request.

18
19

Therefore, we will -- shall ask the

Mr. Fukuoka.
MR. FUKUQKA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

20

and members.

21

Council Services,

22

Good morning, Chair

My name is Ken Fukuoka, Director of
for the record.

Today assisting me will be Jean Yokoyama and

23

Frances Hirano from the support section --

24

administrative support section of the office.

25

llS

I wanted to, first of all, put things in
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perspective by pointing out a couple of odd features

2

of our budget.

3

details -- and I assume you folks are going through

4

the details here -- we start with a listing of the

5

expenditures for Fiscal Year 2003.
Now,

6

If you look at Page 5-3 of the

the expenditures are listed, but

7

you'll -- you'll notice that in the appropriation

8

for 2004 and the request for 2005 columns it's --

9

it's zero.

And that's the re -- and the reason for

10

that is we don't budget a specific portion of the

11

individual accounts for salaries.
You know, members differ on that and -- so,

12

13

we don't put it there.

14

accounts amounts later on, and those appear

15

beginning on Page 5-6.

16

So,

We budget the individual

in 5-6 we see the appropriations for

17

Fiscal Year 2004; and then in 5- -- beginning in 5-7

18

at the bottom we see the appropriations for Fiscal

19

Year 2005.

20

There was an effort actually to simplify

21

this.

22

presentation

23

reports.

24

25

And that's the requested amount.

This has been kind of an ongoing prohlem of
~n

this -- in this particular series of

And what -- the reason why it seems
confusing -- the reason why it·s split out in this
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1

way is primarily because of the need to segregate

2

one fiscal year from another.

3

worse than that.

4

fiscal year from another.

5

take care of situations where there's a change,

6

where there's a transition at the end of a -- after

7

an election at the end of a Council term and the

8

beginning of the next.

Actually it's even

It's to segregate one half of a
And it's primarily to

9

But there was an effort to try to consolidate

10

this so that there would be an easier way to look at

11

it, and that will continue.

12

last time i t was tried,

13

accounting system just didn't work out and it -- and

14

we ran out of time to fix it.

It's just that this

something about the

Our internal bookkeeping system does have it

15

a more simplified format.

And we can provide

16

III

17

that to you separately, but -- but it is attached to

18

the memo of Mareh 25th as Exhibit B.

19

I

wanted to point out a couple other things.

20

On Page 5-5 there are some items that look curious.

21

Council members' mileage,

22

Fiscal 2003 and 2004 -- I mean,

23

that there's a classification problem there.
It should be

25

-~,

if you try to compare
it's pretty obvious

i t should be as it's stated

in 2000 -- in Fiscal 2004 and 2005.

The -- we would
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1

not budget separately the excess amount that is

2

actually treated differently for tax purposes, but

3

originally it looks like things

4

reversed actually when you look at the figures for

5

2003.

6

is actually the one we I re looking at.

7

Going on down the page,

things got

But for budgeting purposes, the total amount

for the transcription

8

program thcr0 was also a problem in classification

9

there.

It is as it should be in 2005, in Fiscal
These are the two types of transcription

10

2005.

11

contracts.

12

is transcriber, non-court reporter types of work.

13

One

Okay.

~s

a court reporter based; and one

If I can move on to Page 5-11,

that's

14

where the adjustments are.

15

those people and those expenditures, including the

16

individual accounts, which are not covered by -- or

17

which are not tied to collective bargaining

18

adjustments.

19

The adjustments are for

So, the staff of the Office of Council

20

Services,

21

salary range, then we have been informed that the

22

funding for that sort of change would corne from the

23

County -- Countywide cost accounts; but the members'

24

salaries, the non-salary items in the individual

25

accounts, the Executive Assistants - .. the Council

for example, if there's a change in the
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1

Executive Assist.ants' sa] aries would not bc covered

2

from the Countywide costs.

3

amount is set asidG.

4

So,

that's why this

'I'hose are the structural kind of issues, you

5

know, the issues in presentation that I wanted to

6

cover before I went into the substance.
As far as the substance of the budget is

7

8

concerned, you know, most of the changes are

9

explained in that memo,

that March 25th memo.

10

merna points out really just a couple of major

11

issues, more

12

attorney pay scale.

13

explain the different factors that went into

14

thinking about this.

15

The

well, the major issue is the
And I

think the memo tries to

The difficulty -- the complication here is

16

that until now, at least,

17

our office have been tied to the Deputy Corporation

18

Counsel and the Deputy Prosecuting Attorney pay

19

scales.

20

the Maui County Code.

21

the attorney pay scales in

That's set up in the ordinance.

It's in

And so, I was ambivalent about whether 1
should directly propose an increase in l~he pay sCale
because I didn't really know what the overall impact

24

on the County would be.

25

days, we've received enough information from the

But. just in the last few
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1

Department of the Corporation Counsel and the

2

Pros[Ocuting Attorney's offices to be able to compute

3

the impact of the fees that -- I mean, not the fee,

4

the salaries that I had ended up proposing.
And it turns out that in the -- it wasn't as

5
6

bad, actually. as I

thought.

7

Prosecutor's Office, i t looks like they would need

8

an additional 40,000; and in the case of the

9

Corporation Counsel, they -r::eally wouldn't need

In the case of the

10

anything,

11

the new salary scale, they would actually drop.

12

13

In fact,

if they were to follow strictly

The Corporation Counsel's Office, when
they

when they provided that information -- and

it's in a memo in front of you folks -- they
15

explained why they need a little bit more of a

16

cushion there.

17

think that's basically what -- what the big

I

18

thiDg is.

19

take questions or if I could clarify anything,

20

be glad to try.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So, maybe now is a good time for me to
I'd

Are you going to -- is it your intention to

allow each section present specific information?
23

MR. FUKUOKA:

Not today.

My intention actually is to try

24

to field all the questions that I CQuld a.nd respond

25

~n

writing w1th respect to the ones that I couldn't
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1

answer; but, no,

2

presentation section by section.

3

CIIAIR HOKJ\.MA:

Okay.

I wasn't intending to have a

That's fine.

'l'hat's fine.

Mr. Carroll, questions for the Director?

4
5

COUN"CILMEMBER CARROLL:

6

CHAIR lIOKAMA-:

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

Ms. Johnson, questions for the Director?
Ken,

on the Department

8

organization chart on the first

I guess it's 5-1

9

in the program, can you explain to me how everything

10

is structured?

Because it would appear that -- you

11

know,

12

members, Office of Council Services -- I don't know,

13

just organizat.ionally I'm just -- it looks very odd

14

to me.

15

MR. FUKUQKA:

like all the district offices and the Council

We've always considered -- Mr. Chair, if I

16

may, we've always considered the Council Chair to be

17

the chief administrative officer of the legislative

18

branch.

19

administratively to the Council Chair.

20

Because of that, our office reports

I think the Chair has always,

though

21

least In my -- in my experience,

22

always observed the tradition,

23

office tries to be somewhat detached from the

at

the Chair has

I guess, that the

members in the sense of trying to maintajn a degree
25

of objectivity, at least as much as possible.
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1

the reason why that's necessary is because the

2

office has to be able to respond to the needs of

3

Council members even if different Council members

4

may disagree.
But

5

J..Il

the end, it's important to have some

6

one person who's going to make decisions and in the

7

end, I suppose, be accountable for operations.

8

so, we report to the Council Chair administratively.

9

The thought is that the Chair is appointed by

10

the members; and if the members wanted to changG the

11

Chair, you know, the members would.

12

way we get, on detail matters, the voice of the

13

Council, through the Chair.

And

And that's the

As far as the district offices are concerned,

14
15

we've never had a true integration of that operation

16

into our office.

17

might be evaluated for the future or considered for

18

the future; but the problem is, you know, our

19

processes for hiring people and basically trying to

20

avoid us from geLting in between the members on

21

conflicts involves a lot of attention that's hard to

22

give that far away.

23

the process of trying to select people outside there

24

or actually even tried to effectively manage them.

25

You know, we're a support -- we view

RALPH

ROS~NBERG
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1

ourselves as a support agency to those offices.

2

so, it's hard to -- it would be hard for us to

3

exercise authority over those offices.

4

don't really have

5

~

And

You know, we

role in selecting the people.

And a lot of times I think -- you know, the

6

reason why the offices were set up becomes a

7

limitation on our ability to manage those offices.

8

They were set up to kind of be relatively tailored

9

to the needs of those communities which were thought

10

at that time to be different from what we normally

11

see over here.

12

And so, you know,

our constant effort to

13

bring uniformity and consistency to the output of

14

our office is,

15

get into those outlying areas.

16

to some degree, a detriment when you

But, you know,

it's a policy decision.

We

17

don't directly control those offices.

18

things if the Chair tells us to do it, and different

19

chairs have asked different things in those regards.

20
21

COUNCIU-"IEl.0BER JOHNSON:

We review

And I guess because I used to be

in work measurement and looking at organizational
charts and looking at structure, you know,

I mean, I

23

suppose from the standpoint of approving certain

24

budgetary items or who signs off on what,

25

probably be fine; but I guess in the context that I
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1

was kind of asking this,

realistically in the

2

structure, you know, we

3

in -- on a par in terms of being accountable, not to

4

our Chair but in terms of our representation of the

5

people.

each one of us is really

So, that's where I, you know.

6

really feel

7

that, with all due respect,

8

boss.

9

where I

10

bosses.

11

that perhaps if I view this more as an

12

administrative guideline of who signs off on what,

13

you know, who authorizes checks,

14

you know,

15

know, as far as my personal opinion is, I

16

it's not really reflective of the reality of how

17

we're really structured.

So, you know,

from that perspective,

that's

look at that -- the pcople are all our
So, structurally that's where I look at it,

I

that type of thing,

can be more accepting of this; but, you

18

CIIAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

20

the Chair is not my

think that

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good morning,

Mr. Fukuoka.

21

MR. FUKDOKA:

22

COIJNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Good morning.
I

just wanted to follow up on the

21

pending hire.

24

guess,

25

for Office of Counci.l Services?

RAT,PH

At this particular point you are,

I

in the process of selecting another attorney
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If I may, no, we wouldn't be going for an

MR. FUKUOKA:

In fact, right now

w~

have

2

attorney this t.ime.

3

three Legislative Attorneys by chance.

4

happened that the best candidate was an attorney.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

6

MR. FUKUOKA:

It just

Okay.

And so, we wanted to hire that level to be

7

able to take advantage to rely upon that expertise.

8

I believe the stage that we're at now is the

9

testing has been done.

10

evaluated.

11

I think.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

MR. FUKUQKA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

The testing is being

They're setting up for the appointments,

So --

I mean, the interviews.
-- because the individual lS an

15

atcorney, had it been difficult in recruiting

16

because of your limitations with pay scale?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MR. FUKOOKA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Before
Oh-you answer that -- before you answer

20

that, since this is a personnel matter and the

21

decision is not made, the Chair prefers to end the

22

discussion right here.

23
24

25

COUNCILMJ:o:MBEH. MATEO:

Okay.

Tbank you, Chair.

Then I can

follow up in another area then.
The -- your particular department, the number

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

of staff you have, both -- I guess the legislative

2

side and the clerical side, because of the last

3

charter amendment and because of the inclusion now

4

of two additional departments

5

me, Water and Transportation,

6

adequately staff so that existing staff is not

J

spread out too thinly?

8
9

MR.

FUKUOKA:

committees, excuse
the -- are you

It's hard for me to answer that definitely.

I'm convinced that people are working very hard

10

right now.

11

in the research secLion.

12

we're going through this recruitment for an analyst.

13

We are not fully staffed, at least not
We're -- and that's why

But the nature of the work is such that no

14

matter how much you have in terms of resources you

15

can always use it.

16

And so,

You can always do better.

the limitation is -- for us,

the

17

limitation will be reached when I notice that the

18

members are dissatisfied with performance; plus,

19

convinced that we're working hard.

20

point comes and we're fully staffed,

21

have to recommend more sLaff.

22

Until that point, you know,

I'm

And if that
then I would

it's a question

23

of just making sure that we're doing as much as we

24

can with what we have and that we're meeting what

25

the members need.
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So, I think at this point I wouldn't be able

1
2

to say we should proceed.

3

know -- I know it's really a policy decision for the

4

'members to make.

From our standpoint, I

And the members are going to have

5

to stand the (inaudible), so to speak, at the

6

election, you know; but I'm not in a mode -- I've

7

never been

8

what I can get out of the Council.

~n

a mode where I feel like I should lake

You know, I mean, we have to be able to

9

10

defend our office -- the Council has to be able to

11

defend our operations.

12

reluctant more than I

13

but that's just the way it is that -- you know,

14

kind of tend to be a little car8flll when I'm asking

15

for additional resources.

16
17

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO;

should have been in the past;

Thank you, Mr. Fukuoka.

Thank you, Chair.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

20

Okay.

And so, maybe I've been

Thank you, Mr. Mateo.

Mr. Molina?

No questions on Mr. Fukuoka's

opening remarks, Chairman.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

VICE-CHAIR. NISHIKI;

23

CHAIR. HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER FONTANILLA;

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Fontanilla.
No questions.

Ms. Tavares?
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Ken, maybe you can help us.

1

You have

2

it -- is it your decision to -- and help us

3

understand.

4

have a category for rural urban design analysis.

5

funding has been proposed over, I

6

three-year span.

7

MR.

On Page, like, 5-11, details, we still

guess, a

Why do we keep listing such items?

1 believe -- and I

FIJKUOKA:

No

-- support section can

8

correct me if I'm wrong; but I believe what happened

9

there is we had an old contract that we had been

10

keeping open for GIS-related matters.

11

it was determined -- I think we decided that we had

12

stretch the life of that thing as long as we should

13

and we should terminate it.

14

And finally

That was originally part of the groundwork

15

for the GIS system and training and things Ijke that

16

that we had kind of been working on two or three

17

years ago, maybe longer; but because, I think that

18

contract was alive, you know,

19

reported.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. FUKUOKA:

this item kept being

Uh-huh.
It's going -- I believe it's going to end,

22

though, because we closed that out a couple years

23

ago.

24

guess.

25

Am I -- yeah,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

that's generally correct, I

And then 5-13, our audit services
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1

program,

2

for -- to do a,vdi t work, you -- you're shifting that

3

all amount to Page 5-6 inlo a different account, a

4

more expanded account, audit professional services?

5

MR. FUKDOKA:

the half million that we provided this year

'ro some degree.

Actuiilly,

the 500,000 we

6

have viewed as seed money or the initial step in a

7

:t:"eal effort to have a discrete element in the office

8

that would be handling (inaudible) at work,

9

as well as contracted out.

internal

As it turns out, you know, we -- we didn't

10
11

have enough work or we didn't pursue enough work to

12

justify completely different sys -- different

13

program.

14

there was

15

money in the regular professional services

16

accounts

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

~.

FUKUOKA:

And so, to some degree, yes, you know,
we tried to make sure there was enough

Right.
-- to cover whatGvGr

worJ~

we could

19

anticipate.

20

standpoint, I was also trying to obsE'rve what was

21

happening in Honolulu.

22

audit office like Honolulu was trying to start up

23

and there's a lot of teething problems that happen,

24

particularJ.y in thG scoping of the work --

25

CHA.IR HOKAMA:

We were also -- at least from my

Because when you start up an

Dh-huh.
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1

and then the use in the personnel, you

MR. FUKUQKA:

2

know. what -- it -- the real problem is how much

3

work gets outsourced, what kind of staffing do you

4

do to do the in-house stuff?

5

And this is all being done from the

6

legislative branch side which adds a complication

7

that i8n't normally presenL in a corporation.

8

corpora,tioD the lines of authority from the board of

9

directors down are a ] ot. clearer.

In a

Anyway, so, to some extent there's a

10
11

transferring; but I have to confess that part of i t

12

is that we -- we were not comfortable in proceeding

13

with a separate

14

point I think the last reading we took on this was a

15

few months ago.

audi~

program yet.

And even at this

It didn't really seem like Honolulu's

16

operation was running real smooth.

18

going to take probably another year for them to

19

settle in.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA;

Okay.

You know,

it' s

17

Thank you for your comments,
~s

21

Mr. Fukuoka.

22

always supported expanding audit functions of this

23

body.

Nonetheless, i t

-- the Chair has

I can tell you, Mr. Fukuoka, that I have

various members as -- speaking from

the~r

chairmanships are asking for near future
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1

considerations to have certain areas under their

2

subject matter to be eonsideced for further

3

auditing.

4

.And I think it's heal thy that: we, on ,a

5

regular basis, go through a cycle where every

6

program and department does get audited including

7

our program, which is fair.

8
9

So, I would ask you to really look at this
number.

If you believe it is sufficient, fine.

If

10

you believe that we may need to add mar"e -- because

11

obviously this year we have -- I have received at

12

least three requests to do what I consider to be

13

much larger audits than what we have done in the

14

past, which is focus on a program.

15

to review divisions or even whole departments which

16

would, again, entertain a lot more scope

17

requirements and setting the parameters

18

realistically for an audit to be done by a third

19

party.

1'm being asked

So, I would ask you to review that, please.

The

20

Can you explain -- you -- okay.

21

adjustments you did explain already on 5-11.

22

that's fine with me.

So,

23

Members, othGr qUGstions either under

24

salary -- let's go down the -- questions on salary

25

and wages, Mr. Carroll?

Ms. Johnson?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

And I think because of what

2

you had said to Councilmember Mateo, I -- I'm not

3

sure what we should discuss about salaries or, you

4

know, anything in that regard.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You can -- the Chair has no problem with

6

you speaking generally about positions.

7

is that I don't want it to be assumed that a

8

decision has been made regarding the recruitment for

9

tbe analyst position when, in fact, no decisjon bas

My

concern

10

been made.

11

floor when we decide whether or not to hire that

12

person.

13

That decision will come on the Council

And so, I don't want it to be assumed that a

14

person has been more or leBs preselected.

15

again,

16

integrity and fairness of the recruitment process,

17

allow the Council services Office to do what they

18

have done consistently and applied fairly to all

19

applicants.

20

time, we can talk about the

21

the position; but until then, J prefer not to be

22

focused on whether or not the person is an attorney,

23

a lawyer and an engineer, a CPA.

24

25

And,

just to show, again, I want to maintain the

And then when we reach the appropriate

But you can --

I

sp~cific

person to fill

have no problem with you --

any member speaking in general about the pmd t.ian,
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like an analyst -- what does the analyst do?

2

should we pay them a certain amount?

3

very much open to all the members.
Yeah.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON;

Why

That is all

And I appreciate that

5

because then 1'11 try and keep my -- my comments oc

6

my question kind of general because I know that in

7

the situation of,

8

attorneys.

9

bas.ically, codification, you know, and -- or by the

10
11

Charter.

let's say, in -- this would be

And I heard you state that it's set by,

It' 5 sct who gets paid what.

I know on many occasions our attorneys who

12

are our legal analysts --- you know, they happen to

13

be attorneys.

14

retaining employ -- well,

15

but we don't want to lose employees because they

16

have a history.

17

They really act through many Administrations and

18

many Councils to really, I guess, give us some kind

19

of grounding.

20

We've had a lot of difficul'ty
I wouldn't say recently;

They have institutional memory.

So, when I look, though, at their actual

21

role -- because they don't, many times, even on the

22

floor of the Council, funct"ion as attorneys.

23

They'll be there for support of whatever, but we

'4

always defer to Corporation Counselor Deputy

25

Corporation Counsel.
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So, how do you square,

1

I guess, the real

2

role, you know, and the problems Lhat we have of

3

keeping good qualified people and then equating that

4

with the actual role and the function of Corporation

5

Counsel?

6

working where we'r8 on a level pay scale and then

7

every attorney basically,

8

qualifications,

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:
MR.

FUKUQKA:

How do you see that, you know,

really

regardless of their

gets paid the same amount of money?

Mr. FukuOka?
You know,

that raises -- that question

11

raises, in my mind, anyway,

12

the simplest way to look at it is we need people who

13

are capable of reviewing legal advice that's given

14

to the Council.

15

words, keep other people honest is what it amounts

16

to.

17

And so,

several issues.

That is the primary rol.e.

For me,

In other

the primary role is a review function.

We also need attorneys because if we go for

18

outside Council, we need to manage tho outside

1.9

Council to some degree.

20

be -- the Council would be totally reliant on other

21

people for advice.

22

would have no way to do a review of what's coming

23

.i n.

24

25

Otherwise, you know, we'd

They would have -- the Council

So, in my mind,

the primary role

primary benefit that an attorney brings to our
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1

office is it enables us to provide the service of

2

confirming, you know,

3

that's being gi_ven,

the goodness of the advice

4

Wc have not gone the extra step to enable the

5

attorneys in our office to actually take on the role

6

of litigation.

7

sought that role is because although,

8

degree, it's convenient and useful,

9

expensive because you need staff.

And the reason why I haven't really
to some

i t will become
You need to back

10

up the attorneys with the appropriate support staff.

11

And the staff is, at least in my mind,

12

specialized.

13

other things,

14

relatively

So, you couldn't use that staff for

In addition to the degree that the Office of

15

Council Services provides direct legal advice as

16

distinguished from reviewing legal advice and acts

17

on that legal advice,

18

a role -- we become a player.

19

then to

that~

degree, we become

And I'm not sure that it's a good -- a good

20

thing for the Council Services office to take on an

21

advocacy role like that because I can see instances

22

where one way or another we're going to come between

23

the members who might disagree on something,

24

when we are involved in advocacy,

25

diminish the credibility of our office to the

l

think that would
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25

individual members ultimately.
I mean,

But that's a ma-tter of judgment.

2
3

the Council assigns us to the task, you know,

4

what we would undertake.

if

that's

Now, with respect to this question of --

5
6

sometjmes people feel that if you don't appear in

7

court, you don't really deserve the same salary as

8

somebody who appears in court; and I don't think

9

that that's true.

There are very successful

10

attorneys who never appear in court.

11

of what kind of law you're doing.

It's a matter

For me, if I were to try to rationalize

12
13

salary, I would look at the need to have capable

14

people on staff to perform primarily this review

15

function and the need to keep them here.

16

that is the more difficult issue.

17

person in this office?

18

To me,

How do you keep a

And one of the difficulties,

I

think,

19

when an attorney works for our office,

20

treated like some prince.

21

attorneys' offices, attorneys,

22

when they want to come to work -- I mean,

23

day.

24

morning and they don't have an appointment,

25

don't come in.

is that

they're not

And if you look at other

they come to work
time of

If they don't feel like coming in in the
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They have secretaries assigned only to them,

1
2

assistants, paralegals.

3

surroundings.

4

in the private sector.

Th8y have usually good

They have their own offices usually

So, in my mind, I think for an operation like

5
6

ours, we want the review skill; but we have to

7

overcome all of these minuses.

8

have to -- we have to compensate, I guess, in a way

9

what I sometimes think might be seen by some people

10

To some degree, we

as poor working conditions.
Now,

11

that said, I don't necessarily believe

12

that the individual who occupies the position has no

13

say in all of this.

14

Council is, I think, a lot of fun.

1.5

with relatively good people trying to do good

16

things.

17

You know, working for the
I mean, you work

There's a certain attraction to that.
I think what needs to happen,

though, is the

18

government has to pay these attorneys enough so that

19

they don't feel like they're shirking their

20

obligations to their families.

21

case that -- if we can make the case that you're not

22

going to get rich working here; but at the end of it

23

all, you will be happy you did and you didn't -- you

24

didn't shirk your obligations to your family,

If they can make the

think that's the best we can do.
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1

We can never compete totally on compensution.

2

We certainly can't compete on working conditions.

3

So, it bas to be that sort of thing we're aiming

'\

for.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And I thank you for that bElcause

6

we basically have to justify whatever expenses we

7

have and whatever we're paying people to the general

8

public because they're ul timately the individuals

9

that help us pay that tab.

10

The only, I guess, question I would have left
within the

struct~uTe

of both the Deputy

11

1.S

12

Corporation Counsel in terms of, you know,

13

I'm not sure how that particularly works; but being
from priva'l:e sector, I

steps --

always looked at, well,

15

sometimes longevity -- you know, years experience

16

you have a cerLain level of, I guess, expertise that

17

brings more to the table, let's say, than somebody

18

that·s just brand-neW coming in.

19

So, is there a mechanism within the structure

20

of the pay to allow people in Council Services that

21

are attorneys,

22

Counsel, have that ability through both their

23

longevity or their skills or additional educationa]

24

qualifications at least be rewarded for bringing

25

that to the table?

as well as in Deputy Corporat_ion
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MR. FUKUOKA:

Mr. Chair, the way we do it in our office

2

doesn't allow for individual judgment, individual

3

customization of a person's compensation.

4

words, I don't -- I'm nol able co say this

5

particular individual did very well.

6

to give them more money.
But there is

7

Q

In other

So,I'mgoing

general recognition that in

8

the first years of a person's practice or getting

9

out of law school and starting to work, you become

10

mare useful at a higher rate than later.

In other

11

words, tha'c's, I suppose,

12

person or in an individual that is recogn.i zed by

13

compensation systems that provide for increases over

14

time.

the value increase in a

And in the system that we follow, which is

15
16

the same as the system that is applied in the -- or

17

that is set forth for the Corp. Counsel's Office and

18

the Prosecutor's Office,

19
20

Now,

there is this progression.

the difference

J.S,

though, in the case

of the Prosecutor's Office or th8 Corp. Counsel's
Office,

the amount that's appropriated is based on

22

the type of staff that they have.

23

if they have staff that have "X" amount of years of

24

experience, then the amount that is supposed to be

25

provided to the Corp. Council's Office for that
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1
2

particular staff is that amount.
But the Corp. Counsel is able to take the

3

lump sum and divide it in ways that the Corp.

4

Counsel feels is rig·ht.

5

because there is one person who makes that kind of

6

decision, the Corp. Counsel.

7

And they're able to do that

In our office, you know, that would be a real

8

complicated thing beCaU};6 the Council me:rrbers fix

9

the salary.

They set the steps for all of the

10

employees.

And to do that sort of thing on a

11

committee level is, I think, difficult and bound to

12

cause hard feelings actually in the end.

13

So, we forego that management device, if you

14

want to call it, in our office; but it is available

15

in the Corp. Counsel and the Prosecutor's Office.

16

COUNCIl,MEMBER JOHNSON:

And that's where I just wanted to

17

differentiate between the two because I think it's

18

important for the people to understand that we

19

don't -- at least in terms of what I consider a

20

reward system, we don't exercise that.

21

And perhaps what we could do as a Council,

22

Mr. Chair, would be to establish certain thresholds

23

or criteria that are irrespective of personal

24

choices, likos, you know, and set up a cri teria

25

whereby if you have certain levels of education, i.f
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1

you have certain degrees, if you have certain

2

things,

3

say, some kind of a step system.

then you could qualify for, you know,

So, I mean, being in private sector,

4

let's

I think

have a different approach because then I think of

5

I

6

you want to reward good employees.

7

reward Lheir longevity, their loyalty,

8

knowledge, if they expand that knowledge.

9

something that I find is difficult sometimes to

10

You want to
their
That

~s

accomplish within government structure.

11

But, Mr. Chair, if we could even think about

12

it as a Council, perhaps try to find some mechanism

13

whereby we could help establish the criteria or

14

within the performance measures that certain

15

thresholds are achieved, to be able to reward that

16

because it's hard for me to, you know, not feel

17

that -- and it's not because of the person,

18

Mr. Fukuoka.

19

to-ble.

20

It's because of what they bring to the

You know, system of rewards is always like

21

income.

You know, while it has its pitfalls, it

22

does have its benefits as well.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

'fhank you.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Mr. Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

Mr. Nishiki?

want to continue with Jo

I

Yes.

4

Anne's thought, Ken.

5

I'll keep it general rather than specific.

6

employees get paid overtime downstairs.

7

attorneys get paid overtime?

8
9

10

MR. FUKUOKA:

No.

And it has to do with -- and
Certain

Does our

The attorneys do not get paid overtime,

but they are allowed to accumulate compensatory time
off at time-and-a-half.
I know ""- if I may, Mr. Chair, I know that,

11

12

you know, maybe some people who -- like maybe Deputy

13

Corp, Counsels, they always make fun of this, that,

14

you know, oh, you know, they make overtime but it's

15

not overtime.

16

off.

17

It's --- but it is compensatory time

I think most attorneys, you know, they have a

18

kind of a compensatory time off, a one-to-one eTO.

19

In other words, they don't work so hard one day and

20

then they got to put in the hours the next day.

21

That's how I assume people like Directors,

22

department heads, would be handled as well; but I

23

think the Council wanted to offer them overtime.

24

could not recommend it because it would -- it would

I

be a.D advantage over and beyond what's being offered
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1

to the Corp. Counsel and the Prosecutor's Office

2

which I had kind of viewed as the basis for the

3

compensation system we had.
But the Counc-i.l told me to do

4

So, we have time-and-a-half.

5

time-and-a-half.

6

not that big a benefit but,."

"7

VICE,·CHAIH. NISHIKI:

It's

Mr. Chair -- and this is where, you

8

know, we in government like to say,

9

to follow the Prosecutors or I want to follow the

10

Corporation Counsel.

11

that type of structure.

oh,

that I want

I don't necessarily believe in

12

I mean,

if you want to keep,

13

people that --

14

determines that; but I would like to take another

15

step outside that box.

16

more pay,

17

have really any law that dictates that we can't, do

18

we?

~n

as we said, good

our office -- and I

don't know who

And if our 3.ttorneys deserve

then we should pay them more,

We don't

Do we?

19

MR. FUKUOKA:

No.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

VICE-CMIR NISI-IIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki, as appointed employees -Right.

-- they're not bound by civil service laws.

23

So, Mr. Fukuoka has some flexibility in proposing to

24

the members a fair compensat.i.on program.

25

And .i f you would look at the March 25th,
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1

2004, memorandum from Mr. Fukuoka in response to the

2

Office of Council Services budget, you will notice

3

toward the back of the memorandum he does have a --

4

I believe, a. proposal, if I can put i t in that term,

5

regarding a compensation consideration based upon

6

also years of service and that he is trying,

7

believe, to address one of the concerns you have and

8

other members have brought up regarding retaining

9

good employees or finding ways to either motivate or

10

I

recognize their hard work to Lhe Council.
It's Exhibit C, members, of the March

11

2~th

So, he does have some flexibility,

12

response.

13

Mr. Nishiki, as do we.

14

We've already have recalled that in the Code

15

we allow Prosecutors as well as Corporation Counsel

16

the flexibility to go either 18 percent above or 15

17

percent below the pay range to address some of the

18

concerns of experience and I

19

factors that a administrator or employer would

20

consider in compensation.

and other personnel

So, I just share that with you as what

21

22

Mr. Fukuoka has done In addressing some of your

23

concerns, members.

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR EOKAMA:

Can I ask Ken a question?

Please.
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VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

When you make these type of

2

determinations on compensation, do you ever tal.k to

3

tho very people that work for you that you pay about

4

what they feel?
I mean,

5

I b,we, you know, outside people that

6

I talk to or that I -- W0 talk about what they want,

7

if it's medical or if it's more pay, whatever.
I'm just

8

Everybody has their circumstances.

9

curious whether you interact with your people in

10

discussing pay.

11

MR. FUKUOKA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. FUKUOKA:

Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Fukuoka.
I don't -- I do not in an organized way.

14

I -- from time to time we initiate project

15

assignments on salaries to gather this kind of

16

information.

17

Typically -- on the attorney pay plan, you

18

know, typically an attorney is assigned,

19

I talked to; but do I solicit opinions or advice,

20

not really.

that person

21

I have to say that if I were not constrained

22

by certain factors -- and I ' l l go through them in a

23

minute -- then I probably would come up with a

24

different plan, and i t probably would be higher.

25

But I know that in order

~o
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1

the Council approve something, you know, I need Lo

2

take care of certain arguments that. may come up.

3

One argwnent, for example, is tha't the -- that an

4

attorney should not be paid more than the persons

5

above them.

6

and, yet, I know that if I were to propose that,

7

this thing would jam up because I think there are

8

there are a lot of people who do not agree with me

9

on that.

And I don't subscribe to that actually;

For me, I wonder sometimes if it is really

10
11

important for us to be consistent with the other

12

agencies of the County, the Corp. Counsel, the

13

Prosecutors.

And I had toyed actually with the idea

of taking us off that system, but I'm not sure it
15

would really amount to a net benefit.

16

I'd have to defend it.

I'd have to be able

17

to defend it to the members.

18

to be able to defend it to the public.

19

you know, the Council sets, in essence, the salar:i es

20

or the available moneys, anyway,

21

agencies of the Count-.y.

22

unless the Council could articulate a difference, to

23

treat us different.

After all,

for the other

It would be hypocritical,

Those elements are things that I think about

24

25

The members would have

when I

come up with any kind of plan.
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not -- it's not as easy as me saying this is what I

2

think is best.
If you look at the memo that I sent,

3

4

March 25, there's a line in there that says that

5

there was a survey -- let's see.

6

compensation for staff attorneys in a survey that

7

was taken in Hawaii with four to eight years of

8

experience was 90,310.

9

eight years of experience, median.

The median cash

That's median for four to

So, if we were to propose something like

10
11

that,

12

getting' passed?

13

don't have a problem with that.

14

gets, like we joke, a better parking stall.

15

Kllt realistically, you know, is that

16

something that I can propose in good faith?

17

And so, you know,

18

the result of consideration of a number of

19

constraints but it's something I can propose and

20

I -- I don't feel like I or the members would have a

21

problem defending that.

22

I mean, what are really the chances of it

VICE-·CHAIR NISHIKI:

The Corp. Counsel makes 80.

I

The Corp. Counsel

No.

these proposals dre kind of a --

Yeah, I guess I J'ust want to speak

23

for myself.

And this is that, you know, we're

24

always having to go outside sometimes and contracL:

25

outside attorneys, Mr. Chairman, all the time --
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1

CHAIR BOKAMA:

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI;

3

,

why?

Uh-huh.
even Corporation Counsel.

You know,

mean,

there's attorneys that want to stay

in public service, you know; and I admire them for

5

it.

6

but I

7

I'm going to get paid.

But, yet, at the same time it's like, oh, yeah,
want to stay in public service but I know what

You know, how -- I don't think that these

8
9

I

people necessarily are going for the bucks; but at

10

the same time if we want to -- we're going to go to

11

litigation or whatever and compete with these other

12

high-powered attorneys, I think we got caliber.

13

it's so often that some of them leave for whatever

14

reason.
-- and to me,

it's like when I

15

I

16

more government,

17

it's all about wrlt.ing good laws.

18

get what you pay; and so, I

19

But

see more and

it's all about litigation and -And sometimes you

look at it as pay them.

You know, if they want to be

if we want to

20

have good government.

21

fault that sometimes, you know, we can't keep them.

22

You know, it's perhaps our

And yet this whole very part of government --

23

legislative is about writing good laws.

24

you know, making sure that we serve the public,

25

making sure that the publie doesn' t_ -- you know,
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1

these outside attorneys don't outsmart us.

2

know,

You

I say pay them, pay them.

3

I think we got some great attorneys in our

4

staff; and I surely don't want to leave -- to see

5

them leave, you know.

You know,

6

even beIng rated by Brian Moto

7

sometimes -- I mean,

I've heard, you know, some

8

attorneys say, well, you know,

9

corporation counsel; but why shouldn't we have the

10

best in our legislative staff?

11

the people that work for us,

12

you grade them, Ken.

I run off with

Similarly with all

I don't know if -- how

13

And I'm not praising our staff but I think we

14

got some great workers in the seventh floor and they

1.5

put out.

16

think that t_hey don't put out as much because

17

they're overworked, a lot of them,

18

And I see where there is more need -- I

to be honest.

I don't know about other members and how

if somebody

19

their committees are but, you know,

20

goes, oh, I

21

your committee the full attention you need.
So, anyway,

22

23
24

25

got to do something else,

I

can'c give

that's my two cents about

compensation.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You get three.

That was well said.

Mr. Pontanilla?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares?
No.

Anyt"hing else under "alary and wage,,?

M.s. Johnson.

5

6

No.

COONcn,MEMBER JOHNSON:

I

just had one question on

Exhibit C, and this is for Ken.

7

On the column where it's less than one-year

8

service, annual salaries currently, 44,136; and then

9

10

your proposal is for 43,360, which is less.

11

then also on line -- in the seventh year,

12

is 69,264; and you're proposing 69,153.

13

you just explain those two decreases?

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR.

FUKUOKA:

And

the salary
So, could

Director?
Thank you.

The proposed scale is,

I

think,

16

based on a different rationalization as the current

17

scale.

18

scale is it was established a long time ago; and

19

then over the years differ-ent mechanisms to increase

20

it were applied, maybe a percentage increase here or

21

a capping of the top amount there.

22

started at a certain level, and then it -- it just

23

changed year by year. because of adjustments into

24

what it is now.

25

What happened,

Now,

I

think, with the current

So, you know,

this proposed pay scale is really an
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1

effort to try to have benchmarks that we can follow

2

in the future so we know when to change it.

3

one of the problems with this

See,

the current pay

,

scale is that nobody really knows when the change

5

should happen.

6

agreements are approved or is i t when the Corp.

7

Counsel's salary goes up or what?
So, if you look at this 43,860,

8
9

Is it when collective bargaining

pegged.

it is now

The effort here is to peg i t to a
~n

10

particular level.

11

service attorney position at the low end.

12

looking at this --

13

COUNCILMFMBER JOHNSON:

And I believe it's

Ken, before you answer,

14.

kind of -- you know,

15

simple answer.

16

I mean,

I

I

the civil
I

am

it's just

just want a

I don't want a complicated answer.

I think that, you know, we want to pay

17

people.

18

don't want to start somebody lower than we're

19

offering right now.

20

We want to keep them.

So, logically I

That's my own opinion.

And then if after seven years -- I mean,

21

be pretty ticked off if -- you know,

22

not a lot of a decrease.

23

over on the right-hand column of 5.51 percent.

24

Well,

25

increase to because if I look at the seven year

granted, it's

And then i t says increase

I don't know what you're comparing the
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what it is current,

1

69,264 -- I don't know.

BuL, anyway, you see where I'm coming from

2
3

that we shouldn't be going down.

4

up.

5

know, you're -- I understand you're trying to tic it

6

to something but --

7

We should be going

And I don't care what kind of rationale.

MR. FUKUOKA:

You

Yeah, wha,t is -- what's going to happen,

8

though, is, you know, for this 43,860,

that amount

9

is going to increase when the salary range increases

10

for tho civil service collective bargaining

11

employees.

U

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

MR.

FUKUOKA:

So, as of
January.

-- I think it's January when the salary

14

range increases go into effect.

15

have to be adjusted.

16

You know, that will

.i\nd then, as I said, you know, what's going

17

to happen here is it will -- it will trigger a

18

change.

19

system where the change is triggered so that it

20

becomes updated.

21

increased,

22

least there will be a mechanism to keep updating the

23

thing.

24

25

And that's what important, to put this in a

If the Corp. Counsel's salary gets

then that will also trigger a change.

At

See, until now, what happens is people wait.
You know, it's never convenient for people to be
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1

right -- and it's -- the war-st time to tr-y it is

2

when they'r-e getting r-eady for a budget, you know,

3

because the Administr-atian is saying, you know,

4

everybody pull things down,

5

know,

6

at that point it's har-d for the departments --

7

departments at that point to come up and say, oh, by

8

the way, you know, we got to up their salary plan.

9

So, part of what we're trying to do -- what

stuff like that.

(inaudible) budget, you

So, it's hard for them to --

~n

10

I'm proposing to do here is to put this

11

that it's clear when something changes, we're going

12

to have to make a change in the scale.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

a way

Well, let.'s say you got somebody

14

right now who'S had seven years.

15

you going to treat that person?

You know, oh, well,

16

you get lOO-some dollars less or

whateve~

17

terms of your pay.

18

I

mean, does it begin

I

mean, how are

it is in

if we accept the

19

proposal that you're making, do we say, all right,

20

you know, if you're at a particular level right now,

21

you would then rise to the next?

22

MR. FUKUOKA:

Well, what would happen is

as far as our

23

staff is concerned, what would happen is we would

24

have to pr-OpOS8 a resolution.

25

accepted as a plan,

If this

then we would need to propose a
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resolut.J on to pay people the different steps,

2

CODNCILMEM8ER JOHNSON:

3

MR. FUKUOKA;

Uh-huh.

And if the person were to drop in salary,

4

you know, by a few hundred dollars,

5

person

6

offset is that ---

1. would recommend it and that -- the

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

MR. FURUOKA:

9
10

They go to the next step.

we -- the person is going to

next year,

~ncrease

Right now, if the person is at year

seven, that's it.
But I

11

then that

There's no

~ncrease.

think what's more importi3_nt -- and

12

maybe not everybody thinks the way I do; but what's

13

more important is at least the person -- at least I

14

can explain to the person that there's a system that

15

will trigger further increases, further adjustments.

16

It won't be like in the past where it's just when

17

it's convenient or when Council Services thinks of

18

it,

19

And that's important to me.

Maybe it's not

20

~_mportant

21

but I think in the long run they'll appreciate it.

22

May -- I hope they don't quit before then.

23

to people who don't think that far ahead,

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON;

Yeah.

And then, Ken, after year

24

ten, you know, there's no -- there's no

25

you know. even if it was 2 percent or whatever; but
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1

are you saying that within the framework of, let's

2

say, tying this to prosecutiug attorney or whatever

3

or other step systems, that that -- everybody would

4

gradually go up",

5

MR. FUKUOKA:

Well, my hope, I guess, or my projection is

6

that they cannot hold the Corp. Counsel salary to

7

what it is.

8

going to increase it at some point.

9

increase it, it will trigger this to be adjusted.

10

80,000 is illogical.

And so, they're
And when they

And we're far from a market rate.

I mean,

11

people come -- maybe they like it on Maui, you know.

12

Maybe they feel that the government is more

13

understanding of family needs than other employers.

14

Who knows why they work here.

15

But we know that we can go up quite a bit and

16

still not exceed the market.

17

you know, as long as there's a system that adjusts

18

over time and as long as it's not grossly low, then

19

I think it's a defensible system.

20

And because of that,

If people really need to make a lot of money,

21

they won't work for government, even if they want

22

to; but if they have to -- you know,

23

they just have to.

24

money is, and there's no way we can compete and

25

still defend it to the public.

they have to,

And they have t.o go where the
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON;

Thanks very much, Ken.

2

CHAIR lIOKAMA;

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO;

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI;

6

CHAIR HOKAMA;

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA;

9

COUNCILMTIMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Mateo?

M~.

No.

Molina.

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?
Yes.

Thank you.

I think your

10

Exhibit C came from the proposed ordinance that I

11

have a copy

12

didn't come together with this, but i t came.

13

so, what I see is that the

14

same as the pay scale of July 1st, 2002.

15

proposed salary is what's being proposed for being

16

effective July 1st, 2004.

17

ordinance.

18

I thlnk we all had copies of.

You know,

curren~

It

And

salary LS the
And the

And that's -- that's this

I would suggest that those numbers

19

be adjusted for the ones that Ms. Johnson is talking

20

about.

21

increase is not based on a percentage, right?

22

just based on a flat $3,614.

23

this number come from?

24
25

MR. FUKUOKA;

And my other question -- my question is,

Okay.

tho

It's

Where was -- where did

If I may, Mr. Chair, well, what

happened was we took the low end of the scale as the
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civil service cl,ttorney entry level --

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

MR. FUKUOKA:

uh-huh.

which is 43,860, which is approximately

4

right when you th.ink about what we have and what --

5

what the other Counties have.

6

But we knew that that was going to be
So, there would be a built-in

7

adjusted over time.

8

correction mechanism for that number.

9

Then at that high end we used the lower of

10

the Corp. Counsel and the Prosecutor's pay,

11

whichever one happened to be lower.

12

now happens to be 80,000.

13

numbers and we divided the difference into 10 slots.

14

So, the difference between the two numbers, I

15

would be, what, 36,140.

16

And that right

So, we took those two

guess,

And so, we divided that amount into 10

17

because the thinking was, well,

18

ten years a person becomes what more or less he

19

should become as an attorney.

20
21

ten steps is

in

Now, a person who's working at it is going to
be better at 15 than at ten; but the bulk of the
increase in value comes in the first ten yea.:r:-s.

At

23

least that was my thinking.

In the early part of

24

the ten years there's probably more incremental

25

progress year to year than in the latter part of the
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1

ten years.

And so, it kind of works out.

Now, that said, this is a very arbitrary way
3

of doing it.

4

figured makes some sense, but any other way to get

5

to a similar set of nwnbers would be fine.

6

It's just that it's a way that I

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

And actually,

7

you know, you see the percentage increases on thn

8

other -- the last colunm.

9

far as percentage increase, 4.97 percent at the low

And it ranges from, as

10

to 8.24 percent at the high, which is a whole

11

different approach to salary scales and what we see

12

in collective bargaining which is across the board a

13

certain percent no matter where you are in the

14

scale.

Okay.

Thanks for that explanation.

15

The other issue that I want to raise about

16

your proposed salary' has to do with CR-O which is

17

basically Council member staff salaries.

18

column did not change from the 2002 to the 2004

19

proposed, and I believe that these all should

20

change.

21

That

You talk about being able to keep good people

22

in your office.

23

Council member's performances and what they're able

24

to produce for the County -- for the community.

25

Staff also is critical to the

And so, I would -- I would like to see that
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1

same percentage or whatever applied to the CR-O step

2

which is -- as I understand it, it's -- those are

3

the only ones that are affecting us, right, CR-O,

4

CR-6 and CR-7?

5

2, 3, 4 and 5?

6

MR. FUKUOKA:

The resl we don't have people in 1,

Dh, no, no.

They -- people there.

Can

I

respond, Mr. Chair?

7
8

CHAIR HDKAMA:

9

MR. FUKUOKA:

Yes, Mr. Fukuoka.
The way the collective bargaining agreements

10

are coming out, as far as we understand it, is that

1.1

there's a step movement called for,

12

and then there's a salary range shift.

13

words, each step in the salary range increases.

14

I think that happens January 1, 2005.

I think, July 1;
In other
And

And as far as the step increase is concerned,

15

16

our office for most employees has step increases.

17

You know,

18

year they're out of practice; and then for the other

19

employees it's -- they start out at a given step in

20

the salary range and then every year they go up

21

until they reach the maXlmum.

I

mean, for the attorneys they go up evory

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

MR.

FUKUOKA:

Uh-hull.

The difficulty

I

think you're referring to

24

is probably CR-O where they don't automatically get

25

a step increase, you know; but they don't -- thGY
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1

are not pegged by some mechanism into a step

2

increase to begin with.

3

place them in the steps where they feel they should

4

be.

5

The attorn -- the members

Arld that's a matter of discretion.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I guess I should clarify this.

6

don't have a problem with the steps and all that.

7

have a problem with the cap on the last step.

8

Because, yes, each year we have the opportunity

9

to -- or whenever we want to put people in the

10

step --

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

You know what -- what would be helpful

maybe --

13

MR. FUKUOKA:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Up and down.

-- for all of us since you're so

15

knowledg'eable and you have been very consistent

16

through the years you and I have sat on this body

17

with your philosophy.

18

19

Members, Ms. Tavares is specifically
regarding' the internal office of each member.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Uh-huh.
We're not talking about Support

Services.

We're not taJ king about analysts

23

division.

We are not talking about secretary

24

division.

She's specifically concerned about the

25

internal setup of your own individual offices; and
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1

normally I believe our assistants -- legislative

2

assistants come under CR-O classification or

3

category, whichever way you want to call it.
So, if you would look at that. bill for an

4

5

ordinance, it shows steps A to M; and it goes from

6

CR-O to CR-7.

7

focusing on the Legislative Assistants' portion.

8

So, just so that you're aware,

COUNCIT"MEMBER TAVARES:

she's

Thank you for that

Dh-huh.

9

10
11

'CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Or if there was some kind of

12

mechanism where we could -- if the person was at the

13

back step, that there would be a way to -- or a

14

trigger or a percentage of something whereby

15

person

16

MR. FUKUOKA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

MR. FUKUOKA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA;

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

tha~

is that ten -- ten increments from A to L?
I think it's more, more than -More than 10?

12.

12.
127

And theoretically we can be
So,

theoretically someone that

21

here for ten years.

22

you wanted to put in at the higher scale, because of

23

their skills and background, the other person in the
office or somebody else's office could catch up to

25

them in no ti.me i.f this person remains at -- tied
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1

into the cap on that.

2

that we can adjust the cap in

3

be the cap for all of those, whether we do -- you

4

know, all of those

5

move -- well, what happens if somebody's in CR-3 and

6

they're at the L step?

7

:MR. FUKUOKA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

:MR. FUKUOKA:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

:MR. FUKUOKA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

So, if there were some way
'-~

I guess that would

oh, no, you said they can

Then they stay there.
They stay there forever?

Right.
So, what I would suggest, Ms. Tavares -I can -- I can -Let me suggest this.

See, because I don't

agree with this either.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Dh-huh.

Especially wi th the discretionary decision

16

each member has within his own office that he should

17

be held accountable for and be able to explain for.

18

I

19

within the office.

prefer to have no classificatj on and no steps

You have $99,000 you're responsible for.

20
21

answer to your peers and to your -- to the

22

constituency why you chose to pay someone,

2]

want to,

You

if you

$99,000.

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Dh-huh.
You may not have other money to do
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1

other things but that was your decision and you're

2

responsible for that decision, okay?

3

pay $1,000 and the person agrees, that's what I'm

If I wanted to

4
5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR IlOKAMA:

Uh-huh.

I don't feel to be bound by this scale

7

either but from a different approach also.

8

legislative body should have its flexibility and

9

should be able to be -- accept that responsibility

The

10

to be accountable for what they choose to pay their

11

staff.
So, my suggestion is,

12

lot's amend the code

13

and exempt the members on the internal office

14

allocations.

15

amount, Ms. Tavares. you pay them that amount.

You feel your person deserves "X"

16

COUNCIL.MEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCIL.MEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Uh-huh.

But you work within your allocation.
Right.

And you be responsible.

And if somebody

20

says why did so-and-so -- you know, I'm sure you'll

21

have your rationale why the person deserved an "X"

22

amount of salary consideration_

23

I think that is fair and more responsible for
each member because right now all we can say is look

25

at the scale.

That's why they get paid that much.
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1

lNhy did they get the raise?

2

scale says.

3

not good enough --

Why,

that's what the

That's why they got the raise.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR HOKA.MA:

Dh-huh.

-- in the legislative branch.
So, if you feel to givG them your whole

6

that's fine with me.

7

allotment,

8

answer for that when the question comes.

9

That's

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Just be ready to

Well, thank you, Mr. Chair.

And

10

actually I can support that because this has beeD a

11

very difficult thing to deal with, you know,

12

depending on, you know, how you justify it with

13

your -- you have two staff, you know, and trying to

14

justify it within your staff because they're both

15

not on the same level and because they're different.

16

Their skills are differ"ent, and their contribution

17

is different.

18

So,

I

--

I can support what you're saying and

19

just leave it up to the members to determine where

20

they want to put their staff people at whatever they

21

want to pay; and

22

I'm finG with that, MJ:". Chai_c; and 1 certainly can

23

SUPPOct it.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:
Mr.

we'r~}

answerablo to tho public.

We'll give everybody an opportunity,

Nishiki.
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Mr. Carroll, any questions?

1
2

Ms. Johnson?

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

3

COUNCILMBMBER MATEO:

4

CHA1R HOKAMA:

5

VICE-CIIAIR NISHIKI:

No.

Mr. Molina.

Mr. Nishiki?

Thank you.

But don't forget that you

6

need to also increase this office amount,

7

Mr. Chairman, because if you want to give pay raises

8

to your staff and you're still locked into this --

9

what is it, 99,000 that we got?

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's correct.

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I think we need to increase that also

12

to be able to compensate bocause, otherwise, then

13

you're going to choke yourself off somewhere else.

14
15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I understand what you're saying,

Mr. Nishiki.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

And so, I just think you need also to

17

look at increasing that 99,000.

18

to say.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That· s all I have

And the Chair would just give this comment.

20

If the members believe that is a justified increase,

21

then let it be so and let us increase it.
would ask you to take into account,

What I

though, members,

23

is that you must decide what you expect and we're

24

going to have -- need to explain this to our

25

communi.ty, our taxpayers, why you choose to increase
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1

your office when we Slave a whole division, Corp.

2

Counsel services, we have the Clerks under us --

3

depends what you want your office to provide versus

4

what Council Services does provide, okay?
Because we -- we are going from what was at

5
6

once Council Services basically did everything,

7

okay?

8

services was three people, Ms. Martinez, Ms. Kihm

9

and Ms. Ota.

10

And at one time the whole thing of Council

'rhat was the whole show for n,i ne

members, okay?
Than we -- then Council started expanding

11

12

Council Service and whatnot.

Then you notice this

13

was only eight cubicles because the members'

14

requirements was done by the professional staff.

15

So, if you feel to increase your internal

16

offi.ce, that's fine; but just know that you are

17

already spending more than 99,000 under your office.

18

There's things that come out of central account that

19

benefits ea,ch office; but it's not allocated to your

20

office.

21

So, take a look at the whole picture.

And if

22

you believe you need -- we need to increase our

23

office accounts, then let us do so; but understand

24

why you want t"o do it that way.

25

relief to Council Services to do some of the things
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I

you say they need to do which they may not be able

2

to do now because of workload?

3
4

So,

just take all of these considerations

int.o account.

And while I say I have heard the

comments that, yes,

WG

6

employees,

7

private world, members.

8
9

want to maintain good

jt's a lot different out there in the

unless you're good, you don't get that kind
of compensation you hear about the big bucks people.
They're

10

They get it because they're good.

II

proficient, and they get the job done.

12

in demand.

13

spectrum.

14

work; and you're not going to make that kind of

15

money compensation.

16

So, they're

We also know the other end of the
If you're not good, you don't get the

So, they'ro out there in a competitive

17

enviro:rnnent.

If we're all attorneys, nine of us are

18

scratching for the same client, you're going to see

19

all kind of proposals; but only the top dog is going

20

to get that cont1?act, not all nine of us.

21

So, look at the environment.

I agree, we

should need to be fair in our compensation.

We

23

should find a way to retain good employees and I

24

would say very frank I think Mr. Fuklloka runs a

25

above-average organization.

I'll never givo anyone
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1

an excellent rating.

2

including us.

Everyone can improve,

3

And so, while I say it ilc> lair t.o ask him how

4

does he evaluate and .review his staff, tha.t's a. fair

5

question.

6

because in the end it is your responsibility to

7

evaluate Mr. Fukuoka and whether or not he will be

s

reappointed.

I hope you will talk to him about it

Working for government should not be job

9

10

guarantee.

11

assumption that you work for government, it's there

12

for life.

13

you should be fired just like anybody else.

14
15

I don't agree.

If you don't do your job,

And maybe we need to got away that mediocre
is good enough.

It's not good enough.

Any other questions under salary and wages?

16
17

We need to eliminate that false

Questions under operations?

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

.70

COUNCILMF.MBER FONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

VICE··CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

CQUNCILME.MBER !vIA'l'BO:

2:'

CHAIR IIOKAMA:

My.

Ms. Tavares?

No.

Pontanilla .
No.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Molina.

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Ms. Johnson?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Mr. Carroll?

I

No.

think, members, if you do have, you know,

5

we stlll can move it forward to Mr. Fukuoka for

6

explanation.
I

7

think he's been very consistent.

He's gone

8

back his histories to review the numbers well.

9

so, I am at this time satisfied; but if you would

And

10

look at 15 -- 5-12 of the details, you will see that

11

he does have some equipment consideration, members.

12

I think there is one area of expansion that maybe he

13

can give us some comment on.

14

MR. FUKUOKA:

The backup LAN server is a system that would

15

kick in when the main server goes down.

16

had many instances of that kind of unreliability;

17

but we have for some time been trying to implement a

18

reliable backup system, a redundant system.

19

this is the money to do that.

20
21
22

We haven't

We had actually tried to do that earlier.

It

never really worked right, but that's what it is.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So, number

the backup LAN and tho

23

impact LAN printer, that is a package thing,

24

Mr. Fukuoka?

25

And

MR. FUKUOKA:

No,

they're not really connected.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

:MR. FUKUOKA:

Okay.
The impact printer

lS

an attempt to try to

3

daal with these multi-part forms that we deal with

4

instead of using a typewriter.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

:MR. FUKUOKA:

Multi-part forms.

Oh, maybe -- maybe I'm

saying it wrong, multi-form --

8
9

7:

Carbons?

10

MR. FUKUOKA;

11

?;

12

MR. FUKUOKA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA.:

Yeah, carbons.

Carbon copies.
Yeah, like your travel forms and -Okay.

You got the original.

14

to -- whatever -- Finance.

15

You got one to file, one to member, one

16

okay.

17

Multi--

what is your term, multi

6
7

What is -- help us understand.

MR. FUKUOKA:

You got one

You got one to Clerk.
yeah.

We understand that.
Nowadays so many things are done by laser

18

printers.

19

impact -- these forms that need impact printing.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's hard to deal sometimes with these

Okay.

At this time we do not have any

21

backup capabilities for the LAN, and that's why this

22

request is in?

23

MR. FUKUOKA:

Well, the LAN operating system has -- the

24

LAN operating system has the ability t.o add on Lo it

25

a backup system.

Now, in the past we have tried a
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1

backup system L:haL: -- this is software, software

2

implementation, that was made by a third party,

3

other words, not the same software developer.
And that

4

~

-

I

in

think the Administration tried

5

to implement that, too; and it had been problematic.

6

In the meantime, you know, they're -- there is a

7

need for actually a separate set of hardware so that

8

that system becomes available if, for example, you

9

have a -- you have a fire aT. something --

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MP..

Uh-huh.
that destroys the main file server.

FUKUOKA:

So,

believe, you know, what this is is the hardware

12

I

13

that's necessary to implement -- to try again to

14

imploment backup capability.

15

reason at this point to believe that it's more

16

feasible.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And

I

guess we have

It's more workable.
Mr. Fukuoka, we are aware of all the other

18

departments including your requirement.

19

sufficient space or is it not so large that space is

20

not a con.cern for this addition?

21

MR. FUKUOKA:

Do you have

'rho space is not really a constraint.

lt's

22

not -- at least not with respect to this

23

particular -- this i tam; but in generaL

24

wilh other agencies in the County building, it is a

25

problem.
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You know, we've -- w'e've configured our

1

2

purchases recently -- when I say recently, over the

3

last few years -- to fit into these racks so as to

4

use less space; but it's still not an ideal
situation.

At some point it may be best just to

6

move the equipment out, find a room for it; but it's

7

not -- even that is not so easy, you know.

8

to find a room.

9

for something.

You have

I mean, all the space is being used
But there are other needs,

10

air-conditioning needs, things like that, that

11

become moro critical when you're dealing with small

12

rooms.
So, you know, those are things that we have

13

14

talked about and we are thinking about; but right

15

now we don't have any immediate and specific plans

16

to move the equipment someplace else.
On the other hand, you know,

17

it

~s

getting to

18

be a problem, this noise problem, this heat

19

problems.

20

monitoring, thinking about alternatives.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA;

So, that is something that we're kind of

Okay.

22

equipment?

23

COlmCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

24

CHAIR

25

COlmCILMEMBER MOLINA:

HOK~:

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll?

Questions under
Ms, Johnson?

No.

Mr. Mateo.

Mr. Molina?

No.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

M'r. Nisbiki?

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMDER PONTANILLA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?

No.

Ms. Tavares?
No.

Questions In any area regarding Council

8

Services' requests for' OS·?

9

Ms. Johnson.

Mr. Mateo?

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Molina?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?

Ms. Tavares.

So, is Mr. Fukuoka going to revise

that CR-6 category?

14

CHAIR HOKAl"iA:

15

MR. FUKUOKA:

Mr. Fukuoka?
May I respond to that maybe in writing·,

You

16

know,

the thing about changing t,hat is it takes it

17

off -- what -- would it be acceptable if we were to

18

say this, nobody gets dropped.

19

the -- when you slot people into the positions

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MR. FUKUOKA:

When you folks make

Dh-huh.

-- that we'll slot them In dnd then -- at,

22

the same level if it's going to cause a drop until

23

that person qualifies, in essence, to the next step.

24

I

25

these steps and try to figure out some of the

mean, either that or I

could go look
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rationale.

2

You know, honestly [rom my standpoint, my

3

thing is to have a rationale behind it that will

4

automatically trigger increases in the future -- not

5

increases.

6

adjustments or updates automatically.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA;

9

MR.

FUKUOKA;

guess the way I

think about it is

Then, Mr. Fukuoka, wha.t -- let us assume

nothing.

8

I

What triggers a step movement, please?
For the attorneys?

It's done by fiscal

10

year, and it's based on the number of years since

11

entering practice.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. FUKUOKA;

Okay.

So, it doesn't mean working for us?

That·s right.

And in that sense,

that's

14

different from the other positions in the office.

15

The reason why that -- that had to be done is

16

because attorneys can shift jobs fairly easily.

17

know,

they're mobile.
And so, i t didn't really work to have a

18
19

person come in at a low level just because they

20

happened to start with the County later in their

21

career.

22

we've configured. these salary plans.

23
24

25

You

CHAIR HOKAMA;

So, we couldn't use the normal way that

Okay.

For others the step movement is

triggered by?
MR. FUKUOKA:

There's -- they have a starting point and
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1

there's a formula based on the years of experience

2

that pertains to the job and their education.

3

Essentially,

4

if they worked within the County.

though, that formula provides a benefit

Anyway, through a fo:cmula they are slotted in

5
6

to a particular point :in the appropriate salary

7

range; and then from there thore's an annual

8

increase up to the max.
Now, I have to say that this annual increase

9

It's not provided

something that is a benefit.

10

l.S

11

to regular collective bargaining compensation plan

12

people.

13

our office.

14

that compensate for the appointed status.

And this movoment up the range is faster in
That's one of the, I suppose, benefits

And that's the reason.

15

Because of the speed

16

with which they move up the range,

17

why.

18

cap because in practice it takes a long time for a

19

civil service type of employee to reach that cap.

I

that's the reason

haven't felt compelled Lo worry about the

Now, if they do reach it, actually they get

20
21

further increases, longevity; but it takes them a

22

long time to reach that cap.

23

it's enough of a compensation -- it's enough of a

So,

I

guess in my mind

benefit to be able to go on an annual basis up the
25

scale.
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1

CHAIR HOKANA-:

Okay.

Thank you for that.

So, when can we

2

expect a written response to the request from

3

Ms. Tavares?

4

MR. FUKUOKA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Would a couple of days be enough?

Okay.

That will be fine.

Last question,

since it seems to be one that has been asked of the

6

Chair numerous times -- and the request shows the
8

County should have all -- everyone report E/P,

9

including us.

10

MR.

FUKUOKA:

Any comments for -- regarding that?

I believe we can work with it.

From my

11

standpoint -- this gets into the policy end, though;

12

but from my standpoint,

13

order to ensure that the Council knows what's --

11

what's happening in the agencies.

15

there,

16

Council has a chance to take a look at these things

17

if the E/P count is going to be exceeded in a

18

particular administrative agency.

the E/P counts are there in

I suppose, as a control; but it's more so the

It's very little, actually.

19

It's partly

You know,

if it

20

happens in oux- office, the members don't know about.

21

And so, I don't really see there being the same type

22

of need for an E/P restriction in our office, more

23

bocause the members know about it.

24

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm more concerned about the questions that

come from our general public.

We're aware.
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1

out there looked. at our

2

aware.

3

that could be 10 people, could be 30 people, could

d.ocument~s,

they're not

They see a number for salary and wages; but

,

be 50 people.

5

levels we have since we do not list position counts.

6

MR. FUKUOKA:

They have no clue what staffing

well, Mr. Chair, I would DoL object to it

7

for Office of Council Services.

8

members' offices, I know that there are times when

9

members will want more tha.n one

10

With respect to the

~-

more than two

E/Ps.
You know, like, I

11

think there was one time I

12

can remember when there was a

13

student intern and they already had two staff; but

14

things like that

15

members' offices and we were the only ones who were

16

under tha.t kind of constraint, that would be okay.

17

I

18

But that's

19

decide.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

~~

-~

one member had a

if it were not applied to the

can project problems for the members' offices.
you know, that's for the members to

Okay.

Thank you very much for your

21

comment.

22

Seeing none, thank you very much for your presence,

23

Ken.

24

MR. FUKUOKA:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA;

Any other questions for Mr. Fukuoka?

Thank you very much.
Members, we shall close testimony.
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had no request for it today, the 20th of April,

2

2004.
We shall move into rates and fees after the

3
4

return from recess.

5

until 11:05.

6

RECESS:

7

RECONVENE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

So, we shall take a recess

(Gavel.)

10: 53 a.m.
11:12 a.m.

(Gavel.)

We shall bring this meeting back

to order.

10

RATES AND FEES

11

12

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, members.

We shall at this time

14

move to the review of rates and fees of the various

15

departments.

16

The first area is Police.

17

consideration

J8

Director, you have a

19

MR. AGSALOG:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. AGSALOG:

Police has a

let me go find it.

Budget

Yes.
-- reference, please?
Okay.

Mr. Chair, yes, on the rates and

22

fees, approximate B-1 it showed -- be -- looks like

23

this, should be behind the rates and fees section.

~4

25

It's called the public records reproduction
charges, Mr. Chair.

And tho Police Department have
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1

requested to add tape reproduction of 911 recording.

2

And we have the Commander of the communications

3

section of the Police Department, Mr. Robert --

4

Lieutenant Robert Hill to explain the request

5

addition to our reproduction charges.

6

CHAIR HQKAMA;

Okay.

Members, this is on the ordinance

7

proposal that you have a copy of under Appendix B.

8

Right after Page 44 is the public records

9

reproduction charges portion.

And this is on

10

No. A-II, tape reproduction of 911 recordings,

11

$33.03 proposa,l.

Lieutenant Hill, comments, please?

12

13

MR. HILL;

Mr. Chairman, members, the fee that's charged

14

is basically for reproducing tapes that are

15

requested from either the media or private attorneys

16

or citizens,

17

in writing.

18

for that matter, if they do request it

The information itself is considered public.

19

However, making these tapes and reproducing them

20

takes a person off of their regular course of duty

21

to make the tapes.

22

It's also radio transmissions, administrative phone

23

calls, all the different lines that we actually

24

capture in our recording system.

25

It's not l:i.mited t.o 911 calls.

The rate itself is based on the person who
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1

usually does the work who is one of our supervising

2

radio dispatchers.

3

one-and-a-half because I was told to put in the

4

fringe into that because it actually -- that's what

5

th8 County is losing out on while he's doing the

6

tape recording.

7

tape.

8

basically that's what it costs us.

How

I

His rate of pay times

And it's addi tional $1 for the

got at the dollar for the tape is

So, that's -- this rate also is dynamic --

9

10

for example, if there's two hours' worth of work, we

11

charge the two-hour rate, perhaps one hour for the

12

tape if we can

13

going to fluctuate by the actual job that's done.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

16

-- if we can fit it all.

So,

it's

So, this proposed rate is per hour, $33 an

hour?
MR. BILL:

It's actually 32.03 an hour plus the tape fee,

17

whatever -- however many tapes that are used is how

18

many -- and the -- right now on our current system

19

we're using cassette tapes.

20

right now of switching' over to a different system

21

that's going to use possibly DVDs, CDs; and we might

22

even be able to send them through e·-mail as way

23

files.

24

place, this request may change again.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA,;

So,

We're in the process

once that happens and everythjng is in

What would be an appropriate substitution
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1

instead of a 911 recording since you mentioned it

2

can be other things that comes through the

3

Department's communication system?

4

MR. HILL;

Occasionally we'll get a subpoena from a

5

private attorney representing a defcmdant, perhaps,

6

or representing a client that would ask for radio

'I

transmissions between officers and dispatch between

8

offj cers and officers,

several different things.

We record several different channels, each of

9

10

the administrative lines.

It doesn't necessarily

11

have to be a 911 call in.

It could be someone

12

calling

~n

on the non-emergency line.

Very recently we had requests from several

13

14

different areas of the media for anything involving

15

the shark attack,

16

go into all the different tracks and channels, find

17

all those different transmissions and recordings and

18

put them onto the tape.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

for example.

So, we would have 'to

So, would there be a belter way to

20

describe this o;pecific rate for reproduction?

21

Instead of 911 recording, do you have something else

22

that can encompass all of the things you've

23

mentioned to us this morning?

24

pretty -- and I don't bring it up because, as an

25

officer, you deal with specifics.

You know, if it's
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1

make an argument that the only thing you could

2

charge me for is for a 911 recording reproduction.

3

MR. HILL:

Okay.

Yeah,

I'm sure there

I understand that.

4

could be a -- we could chi:mge the language to be

5

more inclusive of 911 ---

6

? :

Emergency.

7

MR.

HILL:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

10
11

12

emergency, non-emergency
Okay.

s~rviccs.

Questions for the Lieutenant?

Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Thank you, Chair.

Bow many calls

do you -- how many requests do you get a. month?

MR. HILL:

It varies depending on the types of situations.

13

On average, external, perhaps ten a month.

14

Internally we also get from internal affairs for

15

in-house stuff.
Prosec'utors will basically do their own.

16
17

They have a person that has the code -- a couple of

18

people and they make their own tapes and their own

19

recordings.
This is fees charged anything other than

20
County.
22

Outside agencies, this is what we charge.

Outside agencies, approximately average ten a month.
COUNCILMEMI3ER ClIRROLL:

24
25

So, maybe 120 a year.

what is the averQge time, an hour or so?
MR. HILL:

That varies as well.

SometimEOS it' s
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I haven't had

1

anywhere from one to four hours.

2

anything over six hours; but we've had one hour,

3

hours, three hours.

4

average everything out,

5

maybe.

6

CQUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

two

So, I would say if you want to
I

would say about two hours

And you're -- you're commenting

7

that you might be able to change in the near future

s

using the Internet and e-mail and what to do this.

9

Would that reduce the time?

10

MR. BILL:

It may reduce it slightly.
~s

11

probably reduce

12

a

13

is, probably pennies maybe.

What it would

the other half of it.

Instead of

dollar -- I'm not sure what the unit cost of a CD

And then if we do get the compression

14
15

software, e-maili.ngit wouldn't cost us anything'.

15

It would be -- just be straight labor in the future.

17

And it again depends on the capabilities of the

18

recipient, whether they have that media for

19

receiving it under e-mail or if they still need it

20

on a CD or a DVD.

21

COUNCTLMRMBER CARROT,L:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

That's all.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Ms. Johnson?

You believe that,

~ll

things

24

considered, that this fee does cover all of the

25

costs, time, everything that's associated with
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setting this

pa~ticular

rate?

It's as close as we can get it, yes.

2

MR. HILL:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thanks.

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Mr. Mo I ina.

Yeah, Chairman, Lieutenant Hill,

8

with the -- I take it there's been about

9

Carroll had asked you a question earlier as far as

Member

10

the amount of calls or requests you get and it kind

11

of fluctuates from month to month.

12

Counties also initiated a charge for this type of

13

procedure?

14

MR. HILL:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

MR. HILL:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

MR. HILL:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

20
21

Have other

Not really sure.
We would be the first, yeah.

I'm not really sure.
Oh, okay.

I know we've been charging it all along.
Oh, okay.

What was the previous

charge?
MR. HILL:

49.40.

And it was based actually on the

22

Lieutenant's salary, but honestly I don't do the

23

work.

I delegate it.

So, I'm doing it on the

person who's actually doing the work,
25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you.
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Thank you.

1

CHAIR HOKAM.A.:

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Fontanilla.
No.

Ms. Tavares?
No.

Corporation Counsel, do you have a

8

suggestion on how we can properly word or phrase

9

this rate to be a.ccurate?

Because not only police

10

provides reproduction services and obviously not

11

everyone has the same rate for reproduction.

12

there somel.hing that can be offered that we may

13

consider to take in account the needs of the

14

Department?

So,

Because lieutenant, you also receive the 911

15

16

calls for fire and other emergency servi.ces, not

17

just for a police call?

18

lS

MR. HILL:

That's correct.

Would that be correct?

We get them all and we also

19

our system records not only Maui island, but we do

20

Lanai and Molokai as well.

;u

the central hub for all of the calls for the County.

22

CHAIR BOKANA:

Okay.

So, we -- we're actually

Is there something you could suggest

23

on how we

24

for something that could encompass all of the

25

potential requests for reproduction under their

C011J.d

be specific about this rate proposal
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1
2

system?

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I guess what

3

I would do is first fiet a -- set a fee for the

4

actlJal cost of the tape i tsel£.

5

like -- for instance, if we also produce videotapes,

6

audiotapes, you know, whatever the cost of that tape

7

should be separate from the fee for actually

8

reproducing those copies of the tapes.

So, i f there's

And then I would check with the other

9

10

departments to see, you know, what it is they

11

what it is they copy and then maybe do an average

12

you know, an averaging of the cost to -- you know,

13

for the labor to reproduce tapes and set it in the

14

budget that way.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

What about the description?

16

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Yeah,

I would -- I would change

17

that to be more general.

18

know, reproduction of audiotape, reproduction of

19

videotape, you know,

20

could apply to all the departments.

21
22

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Like, for instance, you

something more general that

But we have different rates for all the

departments.

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

I don't know.

We were -- your

24

staff and I wore tryiJ:lg to find wherG it i.s in the

25

budget currently, and we are not able to locate
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where it's set forth in t,he budget.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We need to work on this if we're

going to consider it.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina?

Yeah, Chairman, Lieutenant Hill, is

5

there any stipulations

6

have an attorney makes a request for this audio

7

reproduction.

8

to,

9

their separate case or is thls strictly

Then can

~~

or as far as I can see you

~hey,

in turn, pass that on

say, another attorney who wanted to use it for
-~

do you

10

have strict guidelines where it's only to be used

11

for one, I guess, particular case?

12

rules there?

13

MR. HILL:

Is there any

Generally the information is considered public.

14

So, what they do with it is truly their business.

15

What I do when I get a request of

16

requGsts need to be in writing; and they're usually

17

done by subpoena.

18

subpoena with the actual request through Corporation

19

Counsel first before I actually release it.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

~~

first of all,

And I do run a copy of the

Okay.

Thank you.

Any other questions fOI' the Lieutenant

regarding this rate proposal for reproduction?

23

MR. HILL:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

MR. HILL:

Mr. Chair.
What, Lieutenant?

Just to let you know also wo do itemize the
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1

difference between the labor and the cost of the

2

tape for the requestor.

3

because the attorneys actually charge their clients.

4

So, they want to know what they're being charged.

5

So, we itemize it in a letter to the attorney or the

6

requesting party.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And a lot of times it's

Thank you for that.

Any other

8

questions for the Lieutenant on this rate

9

consideration?
Seeing none, thank you very much, Lieutenant

10
11

Hill.

12

Department?

13

?:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15
16
17

18

Is there anything else under Police

No (inaudible)
Under rates and fees anything else, Budget

Director, since we have the Lieutenant
MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, that's the only request from the

Police Department.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

here.

20

up, please?
MR. AGSALOG:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. AGSALOG:

SGe Planning

I

So, why don't we bring Planning Department

19

21

Thank you very much.

Mr. Yoshida?

Mr. Botellho.

Mr. Chalr?
Budget Director.
Under proposed rates and fees,

Page 42,

J.S

24

the special revenue trust of agency where it starts

25

their request, just to -- Page 12 on the proposed
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1
2

one.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Deputy Director, if you would

please guide the Committee through your request.

3

,

78

MR. BOTEILHO:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

We have

5

submitted several amendments to our rates and fees

6

schedule.
At first glance it -- well, it's in Ramseyer

7

8

format.

9

lot;

And at first glance it looks like it's a

b~t

it's really, really simple.

So,

if I could

10

briefly go over it, under Table A, this is the fee

11

schedule for the public hearing required permits.

12

If you go down to the total valuatj ons, 7.ero to

13

$125,000, we've basically struck $20 per $5,000 of

14

total vaiuation or whichever is less.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

One second, please, Mr. Botoilho.

Members,

this is on Page 41.

16
.17

7:

18

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yeah.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

Oh .

This is the portioll that the

20

Department is reql)esting to delete.

21

was areas that they're re -- a,sking to amend.

22

portion is a deletion.

23

24
25

So, I'm sorry.
MR. BOTEILHO:

That Page 42
This

Thank you, Mr. Boteilho.

Thank you, Mr. ChaiT..

And we've done

similar -- we've struck the $20 per $5,000 total
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1

valuation for the additional review required by

2

changes, additions, revisions,

3

renewals.

time extensions or

The reason we did this is because we're

4
5

having difficulty in evaluating certain projects,

6

especially the smaller ones, special use permits,

7

somebody working out of their home.
Also, we do not want to be arbitrary in

8
9

this

i.n these cases.

So, we thought better just

10

to make it a flat fee,

$500.

We've had no

11

complaints about the 500 -- $500 fee,

12

talking public hearings, our -- right off the bat

13

you -- we need $300 just for advertising the public

14

hearing anyway_

15

I

If you're

guess, Mr. Chair, the next page --

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Why don't we take it --

17

MR. BOTEILHO;

Okay.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- one at a time, please.

Members, on this

19

request by the Department, questions for the Deputy

20

or Mr. Yoshida?

Mr.

21

VICF;-CRAIR NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla.
No.

Ms. Tavii:res",
No.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

Wayne, you're just saying that you

want to make it flat $500 for everything on that

3

4

Mr. Carroll?

MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair, yes.

The previous rate -- the

5

flat rate was $300, and last year it wa.s increased

6

to 500.

7

CQUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

different things that you're Ipoking at?

8

9
10

so, those are for all the

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Isn't that more complicated,

11

though, when you get into actually the fee

12

supposedly covering --- I

13

again, I mean, at least approaching a,n approximation

14

of the amount of work, isn't it -- when you have

15

something that's more complicated and, you know,

16

you -- it costs more to process than something

17

that's really uncomplicated, then why would you just

18

want to go to a flat amount?

19

MlZ.

BQTEILHO:

know it doesn't: but,

Because -- well, it's -- it's easier on the

20

Department to just charge a flat fee.

21

somewhat in -- ea"ier on the ilpplicant,

22

they just pay their fee and they do not have to

23

estimate what their value of their project is.

24

25

A lot of times they don't know.

And it is
too, because

I

mean,

they

ask us and, you know, we hesitate to toll them what
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1

the value of their p:coj Gct is.

2

you know, off the bat it's $300 anyway.

3

you're complicated or not, you know,

4

really is standard

5

whether you're complicated or not.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

scrv~.ce

Well,

Also, as I noted,
So, whether

the extra $200

which we would provide

let me ask you a question

7

then.

Because :Ln justifying why you want a flat fee

8

and somebody's down here and he has a $1,000 project

9

here or a $1,000 valuation, whatever it .is or -Let

say he has

10

that's probably unrealistic.

11

10,000.

12

other end of the scale, and he's got an $8 million

13

prOjoct.

rS

And then there's another guy up on the

14

MR. BOTEILHO:

15

COONCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Oh,

okay.
You know,

I'm trying to look at

16

the issue of fairness in proportion to the amount of

17

fee that you're charging based on,

18

request.

19

MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr.

lee's say, a

Chair, actually this only app.lies

20

this flat fee onJy applies fo.1": projects whose

21

valuation is between zero and $125,000.

22

that,

Beyond

I guess further down on Page 41 we have

sliding scales for other projects
24

COUNC.lJ .MEMBER JOHNSON:

25

MR. BOTEILHO:

Okay.

So

-- up to -- yeah.
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1

So, you're not proposing,

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

like,

that just --

2

EO'l'EILBO:

Oh, no, no.

3

MR.

4

COUNCILMEMEER JOHNSON:

5

MR. BOTEILHO:

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

for everything?

No, no.
Just -- I was misunderstanding

7

then what you were saying because r saw the bracket,

8

but then I didn't see where it onded.

9

I thought that all that was going to be removed.
Okay.

10
11

Well,

You know, and

lhat makes more sense.

you.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

CQUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

'rhank you.

.Mr. Mateo?

No.

Mr. Molina.
No.

Chairman Nishiki
No.

anything for the DepartmenL?

19

Department, if you would move to the next

20

consideration, please.

21

Thank

MR. BOTEILHO:

Okay.

Mr. Chair,

Okay.

I guess on Page 42,

this

22

is Table B; and this is the fee schedule for permits

23

for which no public hearing is required.

I guess if

you look to other permits and approvals this is
25

where we've made some changes, but. really this is
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just clarification type changes.

2

Parking approvals, non-adm,inistrativc and

3

parking approvals, administrative, we had -- WG had

4

clarified between that.

5

So. we wanted to reduce the fee for those that were

6

administrative.

Before it was all

j

n ono.

For the historic district permits we wanted

7

8

to stratify or say what type of permits were in

9

the -- in the historic district.

This is because

guess, primarily for signs and banners.

If you

10

I

11

look below we have a Ramseyer saying other sign

12

permits and other sign banners.

13

WE~'re

experiencing a situation where,

I

14

guess, applicants when t.rying' to pay the fee

15

prior to that, it -- it just said historic district

16

permits,

17

district sign permit or historic district banner

18

permit would be a historic district permit.

19

they would pay $100 rather than the 50 or 25.

20

$100.

And tJ-ley would think that a historic

So,

So, we've just clarified i t out what the fees

21

would be in the historic district to make it easier

22

for the applicant.

23

other pennits and approvals. we have added a

24

landscape planting approval.

25

no charge for this, but we felt that $25 is a

Finally, at the very last for

Previously there was
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reasonable cost.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr.

Thank you.

Boteilho, landscape paying -- landscape

3

planting approvals, can you give us a little bit

4

more -- this is as i t regards to

5

situations, please?

5
7

MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr.

or what type of

Chair, could I yield to Mr. Yoshida who

is the head of our current Planning Division?

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. YOSHIDA:

Thank you.

Mr. Yoshida, comments, please?

Mr. Chairman, mGIllbers of the Budget and

10

Finance Committee,

11

planting approvals.

12

or build a structure that requires

13

parking,

14

crown-shaped tree per five stalls.

15

to have hedging -- a hedging buffer if it's adjacent

16

to a residential -- residentially zoned property.

17

there are two typos of landscape
One is if you have a building
require

there's a requirement of one large
Plus, you have

So, we review the -- in terms of the building

18

permit application, we review the landscaping plan

19

for conformance with the planting requirement for

20

the -- per the off-street parking and loading

21

ordinance.

22

The second instance would be if you did a.

23

subdivision, you would have to provide a street tree

24

planting plan which comes to the Department and goes

25

to the Arborist Committee through the Parks
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1

Deparlment for review and approval.

2

Planning staff would attend the Arborist Committee

3

meeting and take down the comments made by the

4

Ar.borist Committee and transmit a letter saying that

5

the

6

planting plan for said subdivision.

Co~nittee

9

approved or denied the street tree

So, those are the two instances where we

7

8

And so, our

would have landscape planting plan roview.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

And you believe this fee should be under

10

Planning Department and not under Parks and

11

Recreation where the arbor -- arborist is situated?

12

MR. YOSHIDA:

I guess the -- in both cases the plans are

13

submitted to the Depart -- Planning Department who

14

then transmits it to the Arborist Committee.

15

then the Planning Department staff attends the

16

Committee -- Arborist Committee meeting and takes

17

down the comments and does a disposition letter to

18

the applicant whether

what the comments were from

19

the Arborist Committee.

So, it does take up staff

20

time.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

under -- I

understand that.

And

It appears

22

that there's a lot of tillie by various people to

23

review this landscape permit request.

24

based upon what, Mr. Yoshida?

25

MR. YOSHIDA:

So,

the 25 is

I believe right now we don't charge anything
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for this review.

1

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

MR. YOSHIDA:

4

banner

5

$25.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I felt it very comparable to, say, a
barmer permit review,

I think, which is

But if you're in a historic district,

that

same banner is going to be $100.

7
8

So, how did you decide --

MR. YOSHIDA:

No, Mr. Chairman,

I believe we're proposing

that the historic district banner is $25 and the

9

10

historic district sign is $50.

11

eMIR HOKAMA:

No,

12

MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair?

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

14

MR.

BOTEILHO:

that's not what is in the proposal.

If you look at other perm,its and approvals,

15

I

16

district signs are $50 and historic district banners

17

are $25.

18
19
20

guess, halfway dOIlm there i t says historic

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No,

it's 25

in what we have -- the

members have as part of the ordinance proposal
MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair -- you are correct, :Mr. Chair.

21

Thero seems to be a typo.

22

signs should be $50, and historic district banners

23

should bo $25.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

get the

Okay.

And historic district

We'll work with the Department and
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25.

1

7:

2

CHAIR HOKAJ'IIA:

3

-- corrected rat?s for each specific area

or permit request.
But in general discussion let me ask the

4

5

members for their comments and questions.

6

Mr. Nishiki?

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

No.

8

CHAIR nOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla?

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

CODNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

Ms. Tavares?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
When -- let's sayan event is

coming for a non-profit or whatever and they put the
It can only be up for,

I

15

banner up on Front Street.

16

think, no more than seven days.

17

we've put banners up; but was there always a fee for

18

the banner to go up in that area, Clayton?

19

MR. YOSHIDA:

And I know that

Mr. Chair, Councilmomber ,Johnson, I don't

20

believe we started to charge for banners until the

21

2004 budget.

22

fiscal year where we charge for banners.

23

we would just process them as we did landscape

24

planting approvals.

25

So, it was only last

COUNCILMEMBER JOlmSON:

Yeah.

-~

Previously

And, you know, tho only
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1

p:t:oblem I have is --- I ' l l give you an example.

2

spend -- some of these bannors are like -- just to

3

have them done, you know, 200,

4

cost of the banner to a non-profit to advertise your

5

event.

6

You take it down,

7

of that?

8

I

$300 just for the

Then you can only have it up for seven days.

mean,

And then you get charged on top

the specifications are really easy to

just -- you know,

9

You

somebody looks at it, you know,

10

and makes sure that it's in conformance or whatever;

11

but I don't know.

12

of manini to be charging for that when you just look

13

at the sign specification of the size or the banner

14

size.

15

So -- and you're saying now i t should be $50?

16

MR. YOSHIDA:

17

Somehow it just seems really kind

And you can't have it up that long anyway.

Councilmember Johnson, we're saying that

should be $25.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOrmSON:

19

MR.

25.

And if I -- may I add, Mr. Chair, yeah, $25

I30TEILI-IO:

20

is like the lowest fee that we have.

21

this --

22

staff time; but

23

applicant, sending them a letter,

24

of their -- of their records so that we can provide

25

them records if they lose theirs.

I

gUDSS

And this is --

cost you would say like -- maybe not
I

would say Xeroxing for the
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thing, the more personal service kind of cost.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON;

If you were to assign this task

3

let's say Lahaina Restoration Foundation, for

4

example,

5

that the rules,

5

are really easy to look at.

7

for you to establish some kind of a

8

what

9

whatever it was that just looked at the stuff, made

~~

they're right there.

Isn't this something

the regulations, all the other stuff
Wouldn't it be easier
~-

I don't know

advisory historic district committee or

10

sure it met the criteria instead of going through

11

and having you guys do all this work for such a

12

manini little thing?

13

why you would want to do that.

14

It just seems kind of weird

So, have you considered that option at all

15

if -- just trying to establish some other entity

16

outside of the Planning Department to really, yOll

17

know, hand off this ministerial type of task. to

18

somebody who is, I guess, capable of doing that?

19

And, YOll know, it's really easy if they

20

lhey have their, you know, location right there in

21

Lahaina.

22

I guess

And I'm just speaking, Mr. Chair, only of

23

Lahaina because that's my experience_

24

thought of doing something like that?

25

~~

MR. BOTEILHO;

Mr. Chair?

So, have you

That partiC1Jlar scenario that
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1

you said, having a -- having an advisor.y group

2

basically, no, we haven't thought of that.

3

we would have to research further because that might

,

'Chat

be a legal problem -- not problem but a legal issue

5

in that I'm not sure if the Code says that we must

6

administer this sign and banner ordinances.

7

However, yeah, we have thougbt about the

8

non-profit organizations, especia.lly in La,haina,

9

that put on events; and we would like to look on

10

that, basically, for lack of a better word, giving

11

them a break.

12

times that

13

a banner.

14

event, too.

15

Although --see, because a lot of
you know, they're not just putting up

They're holding -- they're holding an

So, actually where the cost comes in for them

16

is the historic district approval itself, you know,

17

the historic district permit; and that,

18

is like $100.

19

up a banner and

well, they have several permits

20

that they need.

There is -- there is an except'ion

21

to fees £0J:" concurrent

22

which if you have several permits being processed at

23

the same time,

24

50 percent discount on any other permits other Lhan

25

the first permit.

So,

I

believe,

in a case where they're putting

concurrent processing,

that you have 50 percent of the
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So, that is there; and we'd be looking at

1

2

expanding that, if not,

3

exceptions that non-profits are exempt.

4

we're not pcQparcd to do that now.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHN'SON:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

just putting in the

All right.

Although,

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Mr. Molina.
No.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Nishiki

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No.

-- anything else?
Yeah,

Mr. Pontanilla?
just a point of

14

clarification in regards to -- excuse me -- the

15

banners.

16

be liable for

17

MR. BOTEILllO:

If you don't get a permit, will the County
a~y

liabilities?

No, we would -- I don't think we would be

18

liable as much as the person could be in violation

19

of the ordinance because these banners really are

20

basically announcing events usually, and they're
usually temporary.

22

really be a factor.

23

CQUNCILMEMBER FONTANILLA:

I don't think liability would

So, the ones that they put up

24

at the War Memorials intersection, Kanaloa and

25

Kaahumanu, so, non-profit organizations get
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pe:onission go up there and put up the banners?
MR. BOTEILHO:

And you're asking if -- if in that case if

3

they do put it up,

4

be liable or if they don't put it up that we would

5

be liable?

6
7

that we would be

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

MR. BOTEILHO:

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA;

11

If they get permission

from the Parks, let's say.

8

10

No.

that we would

Okay.

They just go up and just put up

the banners without no permits?
MR. BOTEILHO:

No,

they would -- they would have to come

12

to us, unless Mr. Yoshida can correct me; but

13

Mr. Chair, can I yield to Corp. Counsel on this

14

matter?

15

CHAIR BQKAMA:

Corp. Counsel, you have comments?

And tie

16

it into whatever is already on the Code, if

17

possible, regarding sign ordinance revisions and

18

adjustments.

19

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I

just -- I

20

was just mentioning to the Planning staff that the

21

sign ordinance does not apply to County property.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

That's good.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares?

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank you.

I was going to follow what
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1 mean, you say the sign

1

Mr.

Pontanilla asked.

2

ordinance does not apply to County property.

3

that correct, what you said?

4

not apply to anybody putting signs on County

5

property or banners on County property?

So,

Is

these fees would

So, then, can we expect a rush or a rash of

6
7

signs being wanting to be placed on county property

8

because there is no fee associated with putting up a

9

banner?

Because I know that in Parks there used to

10

be a policy where you could not put up a banner for

11

longGr than seven days and i t had to be an event

12

that was occurring at that park facility,

13

notice that the

14

department or a. County.

15

but I

we have strayed from that

a~

a

But if this banner permit just went into

16

effect this year,

I don't know if we've had any

17

complaints about -- about the permit fee; but I
would support having the fees exempted for bona fide

19

20
21

non-profits in that consideration.
That's the only comments I have for now.
wouldn't that

And

it would -- it seems to me it

wouldn't bG that difficult to do but I don't want to
23

say anything is simple around here but it would --

2{

you know, unless we had a little statement in here

25

on -- you know,

afte~

all those other permits and
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1

approvals,

2

non-profit organizations -- bona fide non-profit:

3

organizations would be exempt from the banner fee or

4

havG an asterisk or whatever kind of thing.

5

know

6

to me,

7

that we add a statement in there that

I don't want to say it's simple again; but
it's simple,

just put that caveat in there.

Thank you.

Can the Department tell us at

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

this time what type of fees,

9

to be generated monthly or annually by this

10
11

I don't

if any, you anticipate

consideration?

MR. BOTEILBO:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

We estimate -- well,

in

12

the past before the fees were raised last year,

13

was estimated about 110,

14

from recent fees.

15

have been receiving about $250,000 in revenue per

16

year.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Per year.

it

$120,000 a year in revenue

Since it was raised last year, we

That's a sizable amount of

18

money.

And the reason I ask that is -- and I

19

course,

I'm, you know, also listening to the

20

members' comments because at one end while we are

21

being requested to impose rates for signs,

22

banners,

23

the signs and banners portion, are you confident

24

enough that the ability of your personnel to enforce

25

these things are adequate?

of

for

other applications but particularly witb
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I would hate for us, again, to try and do

1

2

something and, again, the complaint's going to be,

3

well, you don't fairly enforce.

4

you don't cite the other eight members here or, you

5

know, why you charg'e me?

6

and "ee i f I
So,

7

'"

You cite me; but

You've never come around

have a valid penni t.
enforcement satisfactory that you can

8

fairly apply this regardless instead of just spot or

9

complaint-driven inspections?

10

MR. BU1'EILHO;

Mr. Chair, at this point I would say yes.

11

The Council grant -- granted us two more inspectors

12

last year; and the problem is that we've had

13

difficulty in actually -- actually hiring people.

14

We hired a zoning inspector trainee but she started

15

about a month ago and she's training.
In fact,

16

this particular zoning inspector

17

trainee we're thinking of assigning to Lahaina and

18

trying to get a grip on the Lahaina signs and

19

banners -- I meao, no, excuse me, Lahaina town signs

20

and banners.

21

experieocG the most complaints about, well, you cite

22

the other guy; but you don't cite me.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR.

25

BOTEJ.LHO;

'I'hat is the case,

I

guess, whElre we

Uh-huh, uh-huh.
I mean -- yeah, I mGan, you cite so-and-sa

but you don't cite everyone.

So, at this point,
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1

yeah, we would be -- we would be confident that we

2

can increase zoning -- zoning enforcement.

3

degree, it remains to be seen because we s·till have

4

to recruit another Zoning Inspector 1.

5

CHAIR HOKANA;

Okay.

To which

And I just -- I'm happy to hear your

6

comment, Deputy Director, .regarding the ability to

7

enforce.
Does the Department currently feel at this

8
9

time that there is an unreasonable amount of

10

non-compliance regarding signs or banners and that

11

this is one way to address the compliance issue?

12

Yes, Mr. Chair, especially -- especially in

MR. BOTEILHO:

13

IJahaina town.

That is the most egregious violations

14

that we could see.

15

We've experienced business owners just

16

putting up the signs, not caring because -- thinking

17

that, you know, the Council -- the County is not

18

going to inspect.

19

someone to Lahaina town, maybe -- maybe not every

20

day but several times a week.

21

That's why we like to assign

This would -- this would lead to several

22

results:

One,

just a presence.

People know that

23

we're going to be coming around.

24

have voluntary compliance.

25

inspect.ion ratheT than complaint-driven.

So, they would

And, secondly, increase
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1

We are -- we are working with the Lahaina

2

Restoration Foundation possibly if we could have an

3

office in that area in the courthouse where our

4

zoning inspector could be stationed.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that, Mr. Boteilho.

6

Again, members, because of our ever vigilant staff

7

and corporation Counsel

8

informed your Chair that under Chapter 16 -- and

9

this is .13 -- .160 under the sign ordinance,

Corporation Counsel has

10

members

11

there is a -- already in the Code,

12

entities shall be exempt from having to submit the

13

non-refundable filing fee."

I mean, under commercial signage, A-3,

So,

I

"Non-profit

believe Corp. Counsel would say that

15

that would be able to take your concern into

16

account, Ms. Tavares, of getting the non-profit

17

valid non-profit entities on the fees.

18

19
20
21

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Is that the same?

fee be the same as a permit fee?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Corporation Counsel, how would you opine on.

that?
MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

My understanding 1s 'that's the same

23

fee.

24

fee is -- from my understanding.

25

Would a filing

They wouldn't -- they wouldn't have to pay any

COUNCILMEMGER TAVARES:

'l'hank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that, Corporation

Counsel.

2

So, no need, already exempt.

3

?:

4

MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Chair?

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Boteilho?

6

MR. BOTEILHO:

My only concern about that would be that in

7

the historic district, I'm not sure if that Title 16

8

applies to the historic district.

9

be different regulations there.

The -- there may

We can check; but

10

even if there is, we would certainly try as much as

11

possible to comply with the spirit of the -- of

12

Title 16.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

But we would be interested,

14

Mr. Boteilho, if you do have information that gives

15

preferential treatment under certain specific

16

situations.

17

MR. BO'l'EILHO:

Okay.

18

CRAIH. HOKAMA:

So, if you do find it, please make us aware

19

that, yes, in specified historic districts, the Code

20

does provide a difference of application.

21

MR. BOTEILHO:

Okay.

We will do that, Mr. Chair.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

That, would be helpful for us to

23

be informod of.

Anything elc;e. members, under

24

Page 42 of the rates and fees proposal for the

25

Department of Planning?

Mr. Mateo?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, if you could,

just so that

2

we can verify the numbers on the side of these

3

permit items just so we are -- we're sure that what

4

we see is what the Department is actually telling us

5

so there are no more changes.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that request,

Let us go from the first Ramseyer format

7

Mr. Mateo.

8

under parking approvals, non-administrative, the fee

9

is $100, Mr. Boteilho?

10

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Parking approvals, administrative, $SG?

12

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Deletion of historic district permits,

$100?

14

15

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Adding historic district commission

applicatjons, $100.

17

18

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Historic district administrative

20

applications, $50.

21

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

2?

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Historic district signs, what is --

23

MR. BOTEILHO:

That should be $50.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

25

r:.ffi.

BOTEILHO:

Okay.

(Inaudible) of 25.

Ob.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

2

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yeah.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Historic district· banners, we have $100.

4

That should be?

5

MR. BOTEII.,HO:

25.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25.

7

Under other, adding a category, other

sign permits, $50?

8

MR. BOTEILHO:

Yes.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Other banner permits, $25?

10

MR. BO'I'EILHO:

Yes.

11

CHAIR HOK.AMA:

Landscape planting approvals,

12

MR. BOTEILHO:

Y~s.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any others, Mr. Boteilho?

14

MR. BOTEILHO:

No.

$25.

But, Mr. Chair, if you'd like, I could

15

submit a, I guess, correct copy of our rates and

16

fees if -- to your staff.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Staff, do you need it?

18

offer.

19

the Committee, Mr. Boteilho.

21

24

25

Thank you.

AIlyt.hing e.lse, members,

in this

specific area?

22
23

We'll make the corrections internally within

Okay.

20

Thank you for the

Okay.
MR. BOTEILHO:

Next area, ploase, Mr. Boteilho.

Mr. Chair, that is it.

There is no more

changes to our rates and fees.
I would like to note, however, that we 1 ve
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J

been working with Corporation Counsel and your staff

2

to clarify that these rates and fees should go to

3

the General Fund and I guess preferably go to

4

planning as opposed to a Special Revenue Fund now

5

that we can only use for advertising.

T am told

6

I have been advised by

7

corporation Counsel that it's a -- it's a relatively

s

easy thing to do and that

9

clarification can be made in the budget ordinance.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

and such a

Thank you for that.

Then you

11

wouldn't have a problem with the Maui Redevelopment

12

Agency permit fees going to the redevelopment

13

agency?

11

MR. BOTEILHO:

No.

15

CI{lI,IR HOKN1A:

Okay.

16

And, again.

I wi.1l caveat thal wlth

if appropriate.

17

MR. BOTEILHO:

Okay.

We'll check on that, 'too, Mr. Chair.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

And, again,

just basing it off the

19

State statute that allows them to have

20

administrative expenses and that -- unless Council

21

gjves them Bone-time .,- or seed money,

22

other ways to croate help and create revenue.

23

thank you.
Any other comments, Deputy Director?

24

25

there's

MR. BOTEILHO;

No, Mr. Chair.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA;

2

to add?

3

MR. YOSHIDA;

4

CHAIR HOKAMA;

5

8
9

10
11

Okay.

Thank you very much.

We are done

wi th Planning.
Staff, after lunch what is our -- on our
schedule, please?
MS. KOLLER;

Mr. Chair, we have Department of Parks and

Recreation coming in at 1;30.
CHAIR HOKAMA;

Okay.

shall be

12

RECESS:

13

RECONVENE:

14

CHAIR HOKJlJ1A;

15

Mr. Yoshida, anything you may want

No, Mr. Chairman.

6
7

Okay.

~n

Thank you very much.

recess until 1;30.

Members, we

(Gavel. )

12:02 p.m.
1:39 p.m.

(Gavel.)

We shall bring this meeting back

to order.

16

We will continue the review of the rates and

17

fees for the Fiscal Year 2005 budget consideration.

18

We have just completed Planning Department.

19

afternoon we will start with Department of Parks and

20

Recreation, and we have Director Correa present.

21

Mr. Correa, anyone else you plan to bring

22
23

This

forward regarding rates and fees?
MR. CORREA:

Thank you, Budget Chair, Hokama.

Good

24

afternoon and good afternoon, Council members.

25

have an ordinance -- Recreation Chief Tamara Horcajo
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1

and Aquatics Chief Marian Feenstra and from the golf

2

course, Ron Kubo.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

What we'll do, Mr. Director, is

4

we'll allow -- we' 11 ask for you to guide us through

5

the areas of review regarding the budget proposal

6

and you. can start with the -- whichever division

7

chief you wish.

8

be first.

I guess it's -- Ms. Horcajo shall

And so, what we would ask is that you give us

9

10

a page and reference, please, so that we may follow

11

along.

12

MS. HORCAJO:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MS. HORCAJO:

Good afternoon -Good afternoon.
-- Chair Hokama and members, the county

15

Council.

16

fees and assessment, our Department has added a

17

category on our fee scale under gymnasiums and has

18

included the category of gymnasiums with

.19

air-conditioning.

20

assisting in the cost of the air-conditioni.ng at the

21

Lahaina Civic Center that was recently installed.

22

Please let me know if you have any questions on

23

chis.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

On Page 23 of the proposed revenue rates,

Okay.

And this is our attempt at

Wait now, Ms. Horcajo.

Okay.
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It's the very first line.

1

MS. HORCAJO:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

and then your second one is with air-conditioning.

3

4

So, the first category is just gymnasiums;

MS. HORCAJO:

Correct.

That is the only change on this

5

rates and fees schedule is the addition under

6

gymnasium of the category "with air-conditioning."
And this fee schedule was, again, an attempt

7

8

to offset the charges for the air-conditioning which

9

is approximately $80 to turn on and got going and

10

that these rates are based on the other scale for

11

air-conditioning with community centers.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

13

on this portion?

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Yes.

Ms. Johnson, qUGt>tions

Tamara, is this a daily

charge or is it a per-event charge?

15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Horcajo?

17

MS. HORCAJO:

18

COUNCILMEMBBR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

This is a daily charge.
Okay.

So, if the event went seven

19

days, then it would be a charge per everyone of

20

those days?

21

MS.

HORCAJO:

That's correct.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And could you go through -- you

23

know,

I'm reading in the Category I, II; and then

24

you have like "CC" and thon "wo/R."

25

explain what those are?

Could you just
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2

MS. HORCAJO;

Yes, thank you.

Category I is a Type I

activity which is a County-sponsored activity.
Type II(CC} is a new category that was

3

4

implGmented last fiscal year which indicates a

5

community class, which is the new word for our

6

fee-for-service classes, as some of you may be more

7

familiar with; but we're trying to make it a little

8

more user friendly for our community.
And a 1yPe I I is a co-sponsored event which

9

10

means that the activity is brought to the attention

11

of our Director, falls within the certain guidelines

12

undor the ordinance as a co-sponsored event.
And wolR, that means without revenue, meaning

13

14

that there is no fees involved in the activity at

15

all.
The Type II (w/R) is with revenue --

16
17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON;

18

MS. HORCAJO;

Uh·-huh.

which indicates any kind of activity that

19

has a type of membership fee included or activity

20

where some kind of fees are exchanged.

21

Do yOIl want to -- a Typo III activity

lS

22

those activities that are put on by an individual or

23

a _.- basically it is by an individual.

24

25

Type IV activities are a private non-profit
group that are for, like, a fund-raising activity
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1

that do collect some revenue based on the activity;

2

but the Type IV indicates that it is a private

3

non-profit organization.

4

And a Type V is a profit-making organization

5

that is sponsoring or has the permiti£Q.r that

6

activity.

7

CQUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON;

B

9
10

Thanks very much,

~amara.

That's

all, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA;

Thank you.

COUN"CIl,MEMBER MATEO;

Mr. Mateo?

Thank you.

How would the rate for

11

the gymnasium with air-conditioning vary from, Day,

12

the Community Center with air-conditioning?

13

the gymnasium size -- I mean, the Community Center

14

size does not in -- you know, in any way match the

15

gymnasium size for tho -- I guess it's just

16

generally larger.

17

rate being based?

18

CHAIR HOKAMA;

19

MS. HORCAJO;

Because

So, how is their rate -- that

Ms. Horcajo?
Thank you, Councilmernber Mateo.

This was

20

ou.r first attempt at solecting a feo that would

21

compens,nte for turning on the air-conditioning at

22

this particular location.
As you can see,

for the 'Pype II event for the

24

community center of 500 or over, the community

25

center does show a small increase; but as it
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1

graduates to the Type Ills, IVs .. - and IVs

2

activities, the fees for the gym are larger.

3

this was our first attempt at i.ni tiating fees for

4

the gymnasium complex.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

Again,

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

6

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Molina?

8

COUNCILMEMBE:R MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

9

afternoon, Ms. Horcajo.

10

Bow much does it

Good

I don't know if you have

11

a ballpark figure for us.

12

County to provide air-conditioning in the -- I guess

13

in that Lahaina gymnasium?

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MS. HORCAJO:

What does it cost the

Do you know offhand?

Department?
According -- oh, thank you.

AS soon as you

16

turn on the air conditioner at the Lahaina Civic

17

Center, the bill will be approximately $800.

18

COl)N'CILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

MS. HORCAJO:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

MS. HORCAJO:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

23

MS. HDRCAJD:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

CHAIR HDKAMA:

This is $800 per

As it's cooling down -As it's cooling down.

-- per event.

Right,

Per event.
for time that you turn it on.
Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Fontanilla?
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108

CH~IR

HOKAMA:

Maybe what the Department can assist che

4

Committee, Ms. IIorcajo or Director, is if we look at

5

the first line which is gymnasiwn and then lhe

6

second it says "with air-conditioning" and then In

7

parentheses' (additional flat charge) ."
Let's take category V as the example.

8

9

Would

then that be 500 plus 300 for -- for a facility such

10

as Lahaina Civic?

11

schedule?

Is that the way to read this

12

MR. CORREA:

Yes, Budget Chair.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COIThTCIL.MEMBER FONTANILLA:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So, then thac would be $800?
$800.

So, members,

to make it clear, the second

16

line is in addition to what is on the category right

17

above for air-conditioning requirements.

18
19

Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No,

that was my only question

20

as far as the startup of the air-conditioning, you

21

know,

just as long we break even.

22

CHAIR HOKAMl\.:

Okay.

23

COUNCIL:tv[8MBER TAVARES:

Thank you.
Yeah,

Ms. Tavares?

thank you, Chair.

I guess

24

I'm looking at the facilities with air-conditioning

2,

with capacities over 500.

The charge is $1224 a
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1

day.

And I think the gymnasium, even when you add

2

the two together, is only $800 a day.
I guess WG're suggesting that these figures

3

4

are too low, Ms. Horcajo.

5

events -- with the events in the gymnasium that are

6

going to use the air-condi tioning,

7

Type VB,

8

ln there.

especially these

they'ro uflUally charging admission to get

So,

9

And, you know, with the

I

-- I

don't -- I don't have a problem

10

with the fee being more accurate -- accurately

11

reflecting the actual charge or the cost of turning

12

on the air-conditioning and then the operating cost.

13

Have you been able to actually look at

14

figures for the electrical cost for Lahaina Civic

15

Centor complex prior to air-conditioning and with

16

air-conditioning?

Have you had a chance to look at

those kind of figures?
18

Does our electric bill come

broken out like thaL?

19

CHAIR HOKAMA;

20

MR. CORREA;

Mr. Director?
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

21

figures for you.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

Yeah.

We can get that

I mean, I don't need the

23

figures, per se, you know, unless we're going to

24

change the fee.

If we're considering changing tho

fee or if you're considering changing the fee, you
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know, in light of what our discussion is today -- I

2

don't know if that's where you want to go; but"

3

know,

4

Iuuning out of time in this budget deliberation.

I

you

know we're getting down to, you know,

And, you know, if that kind of information

5

~s

6

readily available, if you can just send us copies of

7

some month's bills prior to -- or even if you look

8

at the period when the Maui Invitational was held

9

prior to air-conditioning, that month and then the

10

most recent month.

11

air-conditioning in there one -- one cycle, right,

17

for the Maui Invitational.

13

CHAIR BOKAMA:

I think,

Because I

M:r:.

think we've only had

Correa, we had this year with

14

the newly installed program and then the year before

15

we leased or rented air-conditioning equipment, is

16

that correct,

17

MR. CORREA:

18

CHAIR HOKAJliA:

the year before?

That's correct, Mr. Chair.
So, my -- can you recall a year we didn't

19

have -- provided air-conditioning, whether it was by

20

rental equipment or not?

21

better reflection because even with the rental

22

equipment you're going to

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Maybe that would be a

Yeah.

-- have a different variance, so, if

available, please, Department; and then we can
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reVlew the rate proposal with more information.

1

Mr. Carroll, questions as ,-- on this area?

2

3

Mr. Kane?

4

Ms. Johnson?

5

Anything else, members, under this a."ea?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHI\JSON:

The other thing, too,

that I

just

6

want Lo find out is in terms of the 10 percent of

7

the proceeds, whichever is -- I

8

is the greater, you could conceivably, if there was

9

a high attendance and there were charges, you. know,

guess it's whichever

10

like for Maui Invitational where there's so many

11

tickets sold -- what would you be getting out of

12

that if this were to be applied?

13

idea?

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MS.

HQRCAJ-O:

Department?
Thank you.

16

the gross.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

example,

19

$1, ODD?

20

MS.

21

HORCAJO:
mllllmllID

It wou.ld be the 10 percent of

So, if they made $10,000,

for

then you'd get 10 percent of that or

That's correct.

These fees reElect the

amount

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

MS.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

HORCAJO:

Do you have any

Okay.

-- that the County would be receiving.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Anyone else in this area?
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2

Ms. Tavares?
COUNCIU1EMBER TAVARES;
~-

3

Type II

4

is that the _.-

I had another question.

On your

it's without revenues and with revenues,

5

MS. HORCAJO:

Correct.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

-- "R"?

Have you looked at

7

charges for the other places where I see zeros,

8

the baseball stadium, you know,

9

all the way down the column up until you get to

for

the football stadium

community centers?

11

used to be the fee-for-service class, is that what

12

it is, these categories?

13

MS. HORCAJO:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

MS. HORCAJO:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

17

The Type II(CC) --

Oh,

those are the community

classes.

MS. HORCAJO;

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

The Type II(CCls,

-- is the community class.

18

20

Or is -- this is for the

what

10

Right.

So, the with and without

was for non-profits?
MS. HORCAJO:

r~venue

What was that one?

The Type II is for non-profits organizations

22

only; and it's without,

23

doesn't mean that they have revenue, but they have a

24

membership fee of some sort.

25

COUl\lClLMEMBER TAVARES:

like,

a membership fee.

Oh, so, with revenue is tha·t their
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organization charges some kind of membership fee --

2

MS. HORCAJO;

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

MS. HORCAJO;

That's correct.

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

I

got it.

Thank

you.

7

8

MS. IlORCAJO:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

-- DOt we're making some money off

of that?

4

6

That's correct.

It's getting more confusing all the time.
Thank you.

Thank yOll,

CHAIR BOKAMA:

Anyone else in just -- on this

proposal?

11

If not, Department,

12

the next area, please.

13

Anything else on the schedule of fees and deposits,

14

no other changes?

15

7:

Which page?

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

247
One question, please, before we go to 24.

17

Mr. Director -- and, again,

18

Wrestling room has -- is an existing category?

19

not a new category, the bottom of your schedule on

20

Page 23, wrestling room?

21

I cannot recall.

It's

I'm just trying to figure out if that is an

22

underscoring line over the line so that it would be

23

a new proposal.

24

copies have been duplicated.

25

I'm not sure how the other members'

Ms. Horcajo?

Right after ballfields, tho
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1

next category is wrestling room.

2

category?

3

4
5

6
7

8
9

?

No.

MS. HORCAJO:

I -- I'm sorry.

I can't say if that was a

new category on this fee schedule.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Where is this?

Where is this

wrestling room?
MS. HORCAJO:

The wrestling room was there from last year.

Thank you very much.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MS. HORCAJO:

12

Is that a new

And where is it located?

Well, the actual wrestling room is located

in Lahaina civic Center.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MS. HORCAJO;

ah, upstairs?

Upstairs, that small area.

And we added it

15

last year because of the Type II(CC) which we have

16

an activity going on up there.

17

class, aikido class going on.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

19

MS. HORCAJO:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MS. HORCAJO:

22

Oh, they use that?

They use that.
Okay.

So, that's why therG was -- that addition

was last year.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA;

25

We have a taekwondo

Okay.

Okay.
Thank you.

Staff has also confirmed

that it is in the current fiscal year's rates and
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fees schedule.

So,

thank you for those comments.

Department, next consideration, please?

2

3

MR. AGSALOG:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair?
Budget Director?
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Onder Page 24 under

6

the Hula Bowl from $2 to $3 per Hula Bowl tickets

7

sold and we removed 2004 and put 2005 games.

8

think this was something that they have in the

9

contract, my understanding.

10

I

And Corp. Counsel have

us insert this new numbers there.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that, Budget Director.

12

I

13

has an escalating amount per ticket to be reimbursed

14

back to the County.

believe the members can recall the new agreement

15

So, thank you.

Any quostions on this portion, members?

That

16

is, again, by agreement between the County and the

17

Hula Bowl organizers.

18

COUNCILME:MBER MOLINA;

Mr. Molina?

Yeah, for the Director, bow much

19

did we take in from this past year's Hula Bowl on

20

the $2 per ticket?

21

now,

I

22

CHAIR HQKAMA;

23

MR. CORREA:

24

25

If you don't have those figures

guess we can get it at another time.
Mr. Di.J:ector?
I don't have the figures

~n.

According to my

understanding, it's still being worked out.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

lNhen possible, Chairnlan, I'd
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like to get those figures.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.
I'd be interested in knowing.

3
Thank you.

4
5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay.

7

seeing none, next consideration,

please.

8

MR.

AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair,

that's the only one that's in

10

that rates and fees.

11

some rates.

12
13

Anyone else on Hula Bowl

Maui7

6

9

Sure.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Now,

they have the ORAP's --

Do you want to discuss that, Mr. Cha]r?

The Ocean Recreation Activity Permit,

I

believe that's what it stands for?

14

MR. AGSALOG:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Right, yes.
Is -- I think we had a communication from

16

the Department.

17

review?

18

your --

19

COUNCII~EMBER

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

2?

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson, are you ready for the

As our subject matter Chair, I will ask 1'or

JOHNSON:

Sure,

let me just --

-- comments.

Okay.

-- get my (inaudible).
Members,

this is on an April 6th,

23

2004, communication from the Department of Parks and

24

Recreation to the Budget and Finance Committee.
It's a two-page communication from Director Correa
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under the heading "Proposed ORAP Fees."

Members, do you have a -- that copy?

2

Okay.

3

Why don't we take a very short, short recess and

4

have some duplications made so that lhe members can

5

be all on the same page?

6

(Gavel. )

Three-minute

reces~;.

2;OCt p.m.

7

RECESS:

8

RECONVENE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2:12 p.m..
(Gavel. )

Let us bring this meeting back to

order.

10

Members, please direct your attention to a

11

12

memo, April 6th, 2004,

13

members of the Budget and Finance Committee under

14

the subject "Proposed QRAP Fees" or Ocean Recreation

15

Activity Permit fees.
At this time, Director, if you would

16

or your designated designee to provide

17

please

18

some comment, please.

19

from Director Correa to the

MR.

CORREA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

r have Marian Feenstra

from Aquatics.
21

MS. FEENSTRA:

Thank you, Chairman Hokama.

22

Council persons.

23

Aquatics Division.

24

25

Thank you.

I'm Marian Feenstra with the

We have in this proposal submiLted an
application fee that would be non-refundable of
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$150.

The:ce' S a lot of processing that goes into

2

it, and it has to be directed to other agencies

3

besides the Parks Department.

4

just the serious -.. - have the serlOUS vendors apply.

And we would really

The monthly permit is at $200 a day per

5

6

activity per park.

7

wanted to have classes on Tuesdays and Thursdays,

8

depending on how many Tuesdays and Thursdays are in

9

that specific month, would be $800 or $1, 000.

And this would mean if they

It

10

would be for the days that they actually used the

11

park.
If -- and that would be for those vendors

12
13

that are looking at only wanting to teach surfing,

14

let's say, during the summer months on the Lahaina

15

side.

16

had the Tuesday/Thursday, as an example, for the

17

entire year, we would look at that calendar year and

18

assess them accordingJ.y to how many Tuesdays and

19

Thursdays there are in that year.

20
21
22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

If they were going to do a yearly permit and

Thank you, Ms. Feenstra.
Ms. Johnson, cornments or questions, please?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

My question would be that some of

23

the schools are upgrading where they've got several

24

classes throughout the day.

25

result of our discussion during the ocean rec

And I know that a.s a
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1

permitting issue, many of the people stated that

2

they have a very small school and they maybe only do

3

one class a day; others, which are currently

4

operating -- they operate maybe five or six classes

5

per day.
Would each one of those classes then --

6
7

because many times they're different instructors.

8

Would they each require a different permit or a

9

different application fee or would they all be

10

treated equally regardless of the number of times

11

they have classes during a particular day?

12

CHAIR HOKAMA;

Department?

13

MS. FEENSTRA;

We would try to keep it fair as to the
Lot's say it was determined

14

number of students.

15

that a permit was good for instructing 10 students

16

per hour with. a maximum of two instructors depending

17

on the discipline.

18

Because we want to -- what we want to do is

19

we want to limit the numbers at the beach parks.

20

And in the rules and regs that we're proposing, some

21

beach parks would only be aJ lowed,

22

permits rather than opening it up to as many as they

23

wanted, which is what we presently have.

24

two permits would be -- that would be it for that

25

beach park.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOffNSON:

2

MS. FEENSTRA:

So,

Right.

it might just be 20 students.

And if

3

one vendor got both of those permits, well,

4

they would have 20 students.

5

between two vendors, then each would have 10.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

MS. FEENSTRA:

then,

If it was split

Dh-huh.

But we have to kind of keep it fair because

8

if you looked at windsurfing, it's -- the ratio is

9

usually a one-to-one.

10
11

So,

they might have more

instructors.
You know,

Kanaha is large; and, you know,

12

Makena Landing is very small.

13

on the :cules and regs because it's going to be park

14

specific for thE] permit, not just get a permit and

15

go wherever you want.

16

discipline specific.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So, it would depend

And it's also going to be

And in the case, let's say,

18

that they have one student and one instructor, like

19

in the case of windsurfing,

20

to figure out in my own mind is that -- let's say

21

they're doing it on an annualized basis and so,

22

they'd be paying $150.

23

one company, would they pay tha,t same $150 as, lot's

24

say, somebody that's doing maybe a surf lesson and

25

they have six students?

I guess what I'm tJ:ying

If they had one student and

Would they both be paying
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that same fee regardless of the number of students?

2

MS. FEENSTRA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Okay.

I -- you know, and this is

4

just my comment because I think we're going to have

5

a problem with some of the smaller businesses on

6

this concept only because what's going to happen is

7

the smaller, you know,

8

operations, they're going to be taking a larger

9

percentage of their actual profits then or any

instructors -- let's say

10

potential profit.

11

school, it really tends to penalize the smaller

12

business as opposed to the larger one.

13

So,

And so, as you look at a larger

somehow I'd like to -- and I know that

14

we've gone over this and over this but even have

15

like maybe an integrated fee that can take into

16

account both -- maybe the type of activity where the

17

nature of the activity might be that they charge a

18

higher fee but they have fewer students and

19

integrate that somehow also with the other kinds of

20

activities where they don't need that one-on-one

21

instruction but maybe have it tailored both to the

22

type of activity,

23

students.

24
25

the location and the number of

So, somehow -- I know we wrestled with this
in the ocean rec meetings; but I
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1

fits all -- I know that the vendors and those people

2

who do have -- like,

3

small operations where they charge a reasonable fee.

4

And if we charge them $150 a day,

5

go out of existence because they take so -- such a

6

small nmnber of students that they would say, oh,

7

well, you know, there goes my whole day profit,

8

might as well get a job doing something else.
So, I

9

I

can think of a couple very

they would simply

know that we've struggled with it but

10

that, I

11

got to be able to address that within this.

12

then my other question to you would be based on the

13

fact that now we have to do the environmental

14

assessment which the Council had stated in order for

15

the Parks to take over the responsibility for ocean

16

rec from Finance and in order to continue these

17

kinds of activities -- will this fee cover?

18

know, even with the current number of permittees,

19

will it cover the expense or a portion of that

20

expense for you guys to be able to complete that

21

environmental assessment?

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

.MR. CORREA:

think, is the one element that somehow we've

And

You

Department?
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

That's why we still

24

have to go to our public hearings and figure this

25

out with these ocean activity people because we
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1

cannot say right now how many activities we can have

2

in any area.

3

So, we need to work out things first.

COONCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So, basically, Glenn, you're not

4

certain at this point in time because you haven't

5

done the analysis and you haven't, you know, limited

6

or figured out what each individual park can

7

actually handle,

8

able to say whether or not it would cover the cost

9

of that EA?

10

MR.

CORREA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. CORREA:

Mr.

And so,

that's why you wouldn't be

Is that a
Chair?

Mr. DirectoT?

That's part of it.

The other part is we

13

wanted to be -- this program to be self-sufficient.

14

So, we have to come up with a fee structure that

15

should make it self-sufficient that we don't have to

16

come back year after year to ask for more money.

17

COUNCIL:MEMBER JOHNSON:

Dh-huh.

Well -- and, Mr. Chair,

18

one of the things

19

don't know if Parks is prepared to do this today;

20

but I

21

I need to find out about the EA and what the scope

22

of it

23

24

I

would ask that somehow -- and

-- before they take over,

you know,

I

this area,

~S.

And, you know, it's really hard to look at
the fees and then do that in isolation because some
of tho arguments that were made during my Committee
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1

meetings -- and they're very good ones

2

the commercial activities are only a portion of the

3

users that arc 1n that area.

loS that

So, while I appreciate what you're saying,

4

5

Glenn,

I think that the greater percentage are not

6

commercial users.

')

something self-sustaining, thon my thought would be,

8

okay, then we're going to have to start charging

9

admission to our parks because for the people that

So, if we're going to make

10

come to the parks, for them to use that,

11

an impact on the park area.

12

realize they're making a profi.t on a County resource

13

or a public resource.

14

they having

The commercial, I

So, I can justify that.

But one of the arguments that was made during

15

our meeting -- our many meetings was that they're

16

not the only users that are having the impact.

17

Therefore,

18

the visitors, everybody that comes to the parks just

19

within their commercial activity, that was really

20

hard for them to swallow.

21

for them to pay the full cost for all of

So, that's -- I understand whero we're going

22

with this; but I don.'t know.

I don't think we're

23

quite there yet; but that -- that's all -- you know,

24

if you have any commen.t about, you know, how we can

25

fund that study or how we could approach that,
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certainly welcome i t al this point.

2

CHAIR HOKAJI1A;

3

MR.

CORREA:

Department, any comments?
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The only COmInent I

have is I have a red flag up because of the State
5

6

closing the area for ocean activities.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And by saying' that, you

7

moan that basically YOUe concerned now because all

8

of these people that are fonnerly using tho State

9

land are now corning onto our County land?

10

MR. CORREA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

12

That's correct.
Okay.

All right.

Thank you very

much.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

14

COUNCILMEMEER MATEO:

Mr. Mateo?

Chairman, thank you.

And,

15

Mr. Correa, continuing on with what you just had --

16

had said with these activities not allowed -- not

17

allowed in State parks anymore,

18

like the new (inaudible) is to, you know, venture on

19

to County-operated areas.

20

obviously it looks

In addition to getting these people to go

21

through the permit process, what is the enforcemenL

22

factor that would be involved so that, in fact, we

23

know, you know, who should be operating in the

24

parks?

25

the parks that will be doing

Is there an assignment of individuals from
t~bis
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on the businesses?

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

MR. CORREA:

Department?
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

That's why in the

4

budget we have three so-called park rangers

5

positions that would be doing this monitoring most

6

of the time.

7

can do other monitoring.

Once we have tha't down pat, then they

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

Chairman.

Mr. Molina?

No, not yet on this point,

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank y01J.

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILl,A:

Mr. Pontanilla.
I don't know if

Thank you.

14

anybody asked this question, but how did you come by

15

with $200 a day for a monthly permit and $150 a day

16

on a yearly permit?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Department, if you would, please.

18

MS. FEENSTRA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

We looked at the

19

Type V permit, which is a commercial pormit, at $400

20

a day and we took that and we actually halved i t and

21

by putting in the fact that they could select

22

certain days of the week.

23

There's a lot of other things that we talked

24

about and discussed, as Jo Anne had mentioned.

25

this is looking at it to where hopefully it would
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1

pay for itself rather than having it be another

2

cost-bearing expense on

3

4

5
6

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANIT"LA:

Department.
Thank you.

Thank you,

Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares?

Mr. Carroll,

questions?

Mr. Kane?

7

COUNCILMEMBlm Kf\J\lE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMl>.:

9

OUI

No.

Okay.

So,

from what I am hearing in the

discussion. are we ready to change the fee structure

10

since there is definitely some concerns about

11

transition -- the transition date is what I'm

12

hearing and there's some additional requirements

13

that must be done regarding the proposed fee

14

structure?

15

You know, I've heard our Chair, M's. Johnson,

16

talk about the environmental analysis that needs to

17

be done.

18

the current budget on Page 3 there is an ocean

19

recreational activity fee currently at $250 a year.

20

So,

21

different from the proposal.

22

I can tell you, though,

that, members, on

there is a rate currently that is, of course,

So, Department, knowing that there -- in part

23

of the legislation from Finance to Parks there was

24

a -- I believe a transition period worked out, whal

25

is your best estimate, Mr. Director, regarding t.he
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1

'ability to complete the transition by the deadline?

2

Give us your best.
1 moan, you know, we understand unforeseen

3
4

things corne into play.

And, again, besides the

5

environmental assessment, I would assume

6

procedurally it's in an SMA area; and unless

7

Planning Commission or the Planning Department

8

waives certain regulations, it will still need to go

9

before the Planning Commission's -- or planning --

10

the Maui Planning Commission at least in regards to

11

this program.
Comments, if any, please?

12
13

MR.

COFREA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

(Inaudible) July.

So,

14

it doesn't look good until all these reports are

15

done.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

What would be your recommendation to this

17

committee, then, regarding the proposed fees?

18

you like us to consider abeyance of this, maintain

19

the current rate until such time as we have a better

20

understanding after the environmental analysis and

21

other procedural requirements arc complete?

22

would be Lhe Department's recommendation to us?

23

MR. CORREA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

24

that we can get some funds to

25

away.

524-2090

What

If there's some way
to start this right
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CHAIR BOKAMA:

And what kind of resources are we

considering?
CORREA:

225,000.

3

MR.

4,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

This would be for a comprehensive program

5

including all the parks that will be impacted,

6

processing?

7

MR. CORREA:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

Yes, Mr. Chair.
Now, we do have an o:t:"dinance, I believe,

that came from Ms. Johnson's corrnnittee, was it"?

10

there also a need to adjust that o:t:"dinance,

11

Ms. Johnson, because of

12

transition date of responsibilities?

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

One

-~

~~

~s

there

Is

a spocific

one of the things that we

14

have been wrestling with is precisely how do you get

15

from Finance, transfer it to Parks and, yet, Parks

16

doesn't have the ocean rec underneath its purview as

17

yet?

18

that they do an environmental assessment when the

19

thing is not transferred over to them yet?

20

So, I did meet with Finance.

So, how do you justify, I

guess, requiring

They're not

21

here but I'm sure you can ask Mr. Regan and I did

22

visit with Parks.

23

through this transition period, to put in

24

transitional language into the actual ordinance.

25

524 sunsets

One of the suggestions is to get

-~

or act_ually I think it already
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1

sunset in January -- or, no.

2

it's JW1e.

3

7:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Tamara, which one --

June 30th, yeah?
June, right.

And then we

5

allowed

6

underneath the new section ostensibly, underneath

7

the new chapter that we created under these new

8

standards illl,der. the new ordinance; but in order for

9

us to actually accomplish what we need to do, we

10

January 1st, people could apply

need to get everything over to Parks.
My suggestion that I received from Finance

11

12

was to adopt transitional language to transfer over

13

the responsibility to the Parks.

14

any new permits.

15

undernGath Finance would th8n shift over to Parks

16

and Recreation unless they had violations or they

17

didn't meet whatever the criteria were.

18

still be allowed to continue W1derneath whatever the

19

existing rules and regulations are, but no new

20

permits would be issued.

We would not issue

The people that were currently

They would

Then at that point in time they would be kept

21

22

in,

I guess, a continual renewal as long as they

23

paid whatever fees they were paying.

24

in that, but no new permits would be issued or

25

expanded upon.

They were kept

No changes would be made in terms of
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1

their park locations except to delete those parks

2

that we have by ordinance no longer permitted

3

activities at.

4

And then it would give Parks enough time to

5

actually look at now something that's under their

6

purview -- they would be able to have better

7

analysis on the environmental assessment.

8

be underneath their charge and tbey would be able to

9

look at the impacts of the parks that are closed and

10
11

It would

it might take them as much as a year to do the EA.
And, of course, one of the things is to help

12

fund the EA for whatever, you know, depth we need to

13

go into this; but what it would do is it would

14

essentially keep things static except for the parks

15

we deleted.

16

permittees at all.

17

new park locations.

18

least static for a while.

19

We would not be able to add in any new
They would not be able to add on
So, everything would remain at

And that was what we had discussed.

I

did

20

discuss it with Parks.

21

didn't have sufficient staff 1::0 be able, No.1, to

22

enforce.

23

know, park ranger positions in.

24

25

And their fear was that they

And that's why they put some of the, you

But the other thing was that
they go through all of the permitting?
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1

the things that has been offered by Finance, they

2

will be able to have everything on-line so 'that all

3

of the permits, all of the data, everything that's

4

out there, would be then essentially transferred

5

via, you know,

6

mouse; and they would then have all the information

7

in their database.

8

required to do anything oxcept to enforce and make

9

sure that people weren't violating underneath their

10

11

just a simple click of a, you know,

And they wouldn't be really

pennits.
So, that was one of the suggestions that came

12

up because in Finance they will be losing their key

13

person in -- at the end of this month.

14

will be gone.

15

to continue to have both the enforcement

16

responsibility as well as trying to somehow balance

17

this and provide support to Parks.

18

we are right now.

19

Sho -- ,Jane

And so, that was a problem for them

So, that's where

I can get the transition language.

In fact,

20

staff was helping me to work on that.

21

because we've had other things, we haven't had an

22

opportunity to do that yet; but my thought would be

23

it's -- I don't mind if there's, you know, a fee

24

change as long as the effective date of that fee

25

change is going to transition when Parks actually
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has that responsibility under their control.
I thi.nk we need two tiers,

though, one for

3

the small operator and one -- you know, maybe even

4

possibly three tiers; but

5

to need time to do an analysis and show how that can

6

actually work,

7

think that they're going

I

But those are my thoughts, Mr. Chair.

And I

8

realize it's an awful lot of money; but if we're

9

going to really look at our parks and the impacts

10

not only the impacts from the ocean recreation

11

activities that are going on but try to keep it in

12

balance with our park users who are local people and

13

our visitor industry.
And, you know,

I

you know,

I wish I could

15

make it so I would love to have the visitor industry

16

como and offer to pay for half of this EA, but I

17

don't know if that's realistic.

18

and they say take it out of the TAT.

19

have it.

20

I mean, I've asked;
So,

there you

But that -- that's something that we're going

21

to have to try and wrestle with,

22

thoughts, but I don't have a problem with creating a

23

fee that would take effect at the point in time .in

24

which Parks takes this over.

25

be adopted sooner than that, I do have a problem

But those are my

But if it's going to
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1

with that because there's no -- there's no basis

2

with this underlying fee.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Well, we do have a dilemma,

4

don't we, members?

Now, I

5

runs until June 30th --

understand the overlap

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

But wasn't your enabling

'04,

8

legislation giving Parks the responsibility as of

9

January 1st of this year?

10

It was, but that would not be --

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

how do I want to put it?

12

transfer over, I

13

the permittees from the old ordinance into the new

14

one -- see, some of them may not meet all the

1.5

criteria.

16

administrative rules,

17

hearing for administrative rules.

18

guess,

And that's

Unless we find some way to
the -- like all of

all of

that's the thing that with
that Parks has to go to public

All these things was basically predicated

19

upon the fact that they would have the EA done.

20

They would have all of the resources,

21

enforcement personnel, everything there to do the

22

job,

23

them up on the new chapter because that is the

24

chapter that also says you shall not do business at

25

certain key parks; and none of them want to do that,

And so, yes,

they haven't; but nobody's tak.en
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1

So, they're going to wait as long as they possibly

2

can.
So, if wo just keep extending the old

3
4

ordinance, well, then the whole discussion that we

5

had about limiting certain parks and keeping people

6

off of

7

there from here.

8

explaining myself well, but

9

discussion before.

c~rtain

parks -- it's like you can't get
I don't --

I
I

don't know if I'm
know we've had this

So, that's the only problem that

10

have is if

I

11

you sunset one, then, you know, how do you have your

12

administrative rules and everything else underneath

13

the old one?

14

CHl\.IR HOKAMA.:

Okay.

Thank you.

Before the Chair makes a

15

recommendation under this consideration,

16

the other

17

may feel to pose?

18

Ms. Tavares?

mp~ers

if they have any questions thGY
Mr. Kane?

19

COUNCILMEMEER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

CQUNCILMEMEER PONTANILLA:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

CHAIR tlOKAMA:

25

let me ask

Mr. Carroll?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla.

Mr. Molina?

No.
Mr. Mateo?

No.

I would say, members, the Chair doesn't

believe we can settle this today.

So, I'm going to
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One, I

1

defer this portion for a couple of reasons.

2

know -- I understand the transition requirements and

3

we need to find a way to be fair in addressing what

4

we will consider within the Budget and Finance

5

purview.

6

Relating the fines portion,

that is in

7

another section of the Maui County Code; and I

8

would -- I'd prefer -- and I believe possibly

9

Ms. Johnson has within her standing committee the

10

abili ty to discuss and propose an ordinance rolating

11

to fines that did come from that Committee.

12

that would be reg'arding Chapter 13.

13

Tho rest,

I

And

would say may -- I will ask,

if

14

Ms. Johnson,

as our subject matter Chair, will try

15

and work with the Department to see if we can have

16

something for consideration if at all possible by

17

the end of this week.

18

this Chair to my other counterpart from Parks.

That

l.S

just a request by

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

20

Mr. Chair.

21

I do agree that $250 is just absurd, you know,

22

whole entire year.

23

I

And I really appreciate that,

think that we can have a proposed fee.
for a

So, I think we're -- you know, we might have

24

what we call a transitional fee; but I

25

there -- there has to be some leeway given to the
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1

smaller operations.

2

have two or three tiers; but I'd be happy to work on

3

that with Parks.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA;

Thank you.

And so, perhaps we can either

I would appreciate that.

5

Members, any other questions?

6

defer this portion at this time.

7

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA;

9

Any objections?

Thank you very much.

Anyt~hing

else

Mr. Director, anything else?

11

MR. CORREA:

12

CHAIR BOKANA;

14

I'm going to

for Department of Parks and Recreation?

10

13

Okay.

If not,

Not at this time, Mr. Chair.

I saw you brought Mr. Kubo.

Okay.

So r I

didn·t know if you had something for golf.
MR. CORREA;

M,r. Chair, the Council was thinking about in

15

our last meeting to raise the tourists' rates.

16

that's why I have Mr. Kubo here.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

So,

Mr. Chairman?

Yes, Ms. Tavares?
Yeah, on Lhe golf course rates

20

increases, I,

/1

fool around with any of the fees until we have a

22

study done of -- or- an analysis of what the revenues

23

and the expenditures are at the golf courso.

24

25

~

for one, do not think that we should

know that it's very convenient for- us to

say raise the tourist rate and -- because it doesn't
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1

hurt our local people, but I think we should look at

2

the entire golf course and what its demands are.

3

And I bel ieve the last t.ime that there was a rate

1

study done for the golf course it showed that the

5

tourists played about 24 percent of the time and

6

contributed 66 percent of the revenues.

7

a huge imbalance between who's paying for what.

there's

So, I don't want us to just fall into the

8
9

So,

trap of just saying, well, yes, raise the tourist

10

rate; but let's look at it in a comprehensive

11

fashion.

12

And I would ask, Mr. Chair,

that the

13

Department prepare that sort of analysis.

14

Finance Department was a huge help during the last

15

time.

16

done in-house.

17

our course and its revenues and expenditures as well

18

as other municipal courses throughout the State of

19

Hawaii.

And the

It didn't have to be contracted out.

20

It was

But they did an excellent review of

And I know that Jim Harrington, in

21

particular, has the background on this.

22

one who helped with the last one and -- from

23

Finance.

24

until

25

Thank you.

I

And

I

He's the

would not entertain any fee changes

see that kind of assessment or a study.
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CIIAIR HOKAMA;

Thank you for that conunent.

2

Chair makes his reconunendations.

3

by any other member?

,
5

Mr,

Before the

any other conunent

Pontanilla, any comments?

And we're on the golf portion.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA;

Yeah,

I -- excuse me.

I know

6

we did some studies last year in regards to the

7

number of plays by local residents, people living in

8

Hawaii and also the tourists.
Councilmember Charmaine had mentioned that

9

10

the bill for the tourists was -- I think it was less

11

than 30 percent, but they brought in the most money,

12

Throughout this State they do have fees for

13

different categories similar to Maui: and at that

14

time that we talked about the -- increasing the

15

fees,

16

condition or the course.

17

course was improved,

18

fee structure.

I think Lhe -- one stumbling block was the
Until the condition of the

then we can take a look at the

19

And we've heard that the course has already

20

been improved; but I concur with my fellow Council

21

person here to get the studies done, an updated
study,

to see where we're at today.

23

CHAIR HOKAM'A;

24

COONCILMEMBER MOLINA;

25

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Molina,

comments?

Yeah, Chairman, I think -- I

appreciate the Parks Department bringing this matter
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1

to the forefront to at least have the discussion on

2

it; but like my two other colleagu,es,

3

same way.

4

first before we consider any fee hikes as it relates

5

to tourists.

Let's have a full-blown analysis done

Thank you.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA;

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo.

Yeah, I concur with my colleagues.

Thank you.

Glenn?

Ms. Johnson.

How much would such a study cost,

Do you know.

11

?:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Zero.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So,

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Time is money.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

Yes.

18

19

I feel the

Free.
So, you just --

it doesn't cost anything?

You know, I guess there's a

cost but -COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So, anyway, it would not be

20

like we're going to have to spend $10,000 to go find

21

out that we're going to need to raise rates?

22

right.

23

Thank you.

CHAIH HOKAMA:

Thank you.
i

25

All

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?

would say, members, I think Ms. Tavares'

suggestion has much merit.

In-house has its
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1

advantages, and it does have its disadvantages.

2

would say another way to approach it, as we have

3

done in the past in the other areas, is to utilize

4

our account for professional audits and go and get

5

an outside third party that has expertise in golf

6

program, whether we get it from a recommended --

7

USGA-recommended entity or the Aloha Section PGA and

8

have those that understand golf operations, golf

9

merchandising, golf maintenance, golf structure --

10

fee structures to view this and give us -- if you

11

will believe you want that comprehensive approach,

12

then I would say that would be another way to

13

approach it and that we would get it from a

14

non-County entity.

15

And, ag-ain,

I

there is advantages,

16

disadvantages.

17

potential internal bias as possible to a

18

reconroendation, but the key is to improve the

19

program whether we are spending our resources

20

efficiently to the best of our abilities.

21

that -- the way to approach the end goal of what we

22

would like to achieve at Waiehu JS presented in a

23

way that we can understand from financial and

24.

personnel resources.

25

I would like to eliminate as much

And

So, that would be option 2.

And you don't have to make tha't decision
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I just bring it up as ways to

1

right now, members.

2

approach it because I think that suggestion has much

3

merit.

4

Ms. Tavares?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, the suggestion I

5

was making about the in-house analysis is only

6

regarding the fees; but things that you're talking

7

about,

8

at the golf course and including the fee structure.

9

And I certainly would support us going to,

I think, are the overall comprehensive look

like, the

10

PGA for that kind of assistance because those are

11

the professionals In operating and maintaining golf

12

couyses.

13

CBAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And, again, members, I'm not going

14

to ask for that because we can do that outside of

15

budget.

16

Services and that -- by appropriate legislation we

17

can authorize then the Council Chair to go and

18

procure such services as we have done in the past

19

with Solid Waste, and I believe we're doing one on

20

Planning Department.

21

another way

We do have an account within Council

[0

So, I just bring that up as

approach it.

Anything else, members, or Department?

22

23

not,

24

of rates and fees for this Department and allow

25

Ms. Johnson to work with the Department.

If

the Chair will be deferring further discussion
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1
2

Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes,

there was just tho onG little

3

matter that was an oversight from last year; and

4

it's on Pag'8 24,

5

assessment.

6

category Roman numeral II-CC for that so that

7

section, as a housekeeping measure,

8

eliminated.

9

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3455, special ree program

We substituted on the prevjolls page the

should have been

So

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER J'OHNSON:

,--" that was one of the things that

11

the Parks Director and the Department brought to my

12

attention.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

For the record,

Mr. Correa, any -- yeah, your comments, please?

15

MR. CORREA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

staff

18

MS. KOLLER:

No comments, Mr. Chair.
Okay.

Thank you.

I ' l l ask our senior

Ms. Koller for any comments.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Tamara?

I just wanted to make

19

a comment that this language was left in because

20

there were some individuals that were not included

21

in the count as employees.

22

the Corporation Counsel, we just wanted to make sure

23

that the Department reverified to make sure that

24

they do not have someone that would fall under this

25

category where lhe individual has a business and

And in discussion with
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1

it's a business name and would

would go by these

2

fees as opposed to what was on

shown on the

3

previous page.

4

CHAIR HOK.A.MA:

Thank you.

Would Corporation Counsel -would this area of the rates

5

those instructional

6

and fees also apply to programs run by Housing and

7

Human Concerns?

8

and social, and I know we have those contractual

9

services that Kaunoa or Human Concerns operates.

10

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Because this says for recreational

No, these fees wouldn't apply to

11

the Housing and Human Concerns recreational

12

instructors because those instructors are County

13

employees.

14

contracts as County employees.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So, they're paid under personal services

Okay.

Thank you for that clarification.

16

Okay.

17

will ask our Chairman, Ms. Johnson,

18

with the Department so that by the end of the week

19

we can have a recommendation to move forward.

We shall defer this and allow -- again, I

Okay.

20

to please work

Members, without objection, the Chair

21

will be deferring further discussion for this

22

afternoon.

23

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Thank you very

much, Department, for you.r p:r:esentation and
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presence.

2

MR. CORREA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4
5

Thank you.
Okay.

Thank you.

Tamara, who do we have

next, please?
MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair, we have Department of Public Works

6

that will be coming up.

7

ShOTt break until they can --

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

MS. KOLLER:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ten minutes',
Okay.

Members, recess until 3:05.

(Gavel. )

13

RECESS:

14

RECONVENE:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

How much time do you believe they

may need?

10

12

Okay.

So, maybe we could Lake a

2154 p.m.
3:14 p.m.

(Gavel. )

Okay.

We shall bring this

meeting back to order.

17

We shall now bring up Lhe Department of

18

Public Works for their portion of rates and fees

19

rev;l.ew.

20

At this time let me ask Director

21

Agaran-Coloma -- Coloma'Agaran,

22

for any comments, please.

23

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

excuse me,

on the --

Mr. Director?

'l'hank you, Mr. Chair.

I

have with me

24

Glenn Dena from Development. Services, Tracy Takamine

25

from Wastewater, and John Harder from Solid Waste to
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1

go over any questions you ma.y have about our

2

existing fees.

3

We are not proposing in this year's budget to

4

increase any fees, but they are here because there

5

was discussion earlier about the Council's interest

6

in looking at making these division.s

7

self~sufficient.

B

And I believe that the Budget Director has

9

transmitted to you a worksheet that Wastewater did

10

to eliminate the General Fund subsidy if that's the

11

direction that the Council wishes to go.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much.

Members, I believe

13

you do

14

the Department.

15

read?

16

Apri.l J.9

17

Director from D:ir.ector

18

Fiscal Year '05 budget proposed rate increase.

19

you have that communication, members?

20

7:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA;

~~

have _received written communication from
Now, let's see, which one did I

It is from Budget Director Agsalog dated
~~

oxcuse me

~~

it is to the Budget

Coloma~Agaran

regarding the
Do

Yes.

Okay.

As you notice

~~

as you will notice,

22

the response from Wastewater Division is that a

23

proposed rate increase of 8 percent will allow the

24

Division within their budget requirements to remain

25

self-sufficient.
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1

Okay.

2

this matter,

3

that I have chatted with the Director and last year,

4

members, we had authorized an increase for this

5

Division in the amount of approximately 11 percent

6

last year.

7

can add that up, but the increase is in -- witHin

8

two consecutive years.

9

So,

Before you
I

I

allow questions on

just wi.sh to bring to your attention

And so,

this

~ncreasc

is 8.

And we all

I just ask that you take that into

10

consideration as you pose your questions to our

11

representatives from the Department and let us first

12

take up the Wastewater Division; and that would be

13

with Mr. Takamine.

14
15

16

Mr. Molina, as our Chairman, questiom, for
the Department or our division head, please?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chair.

I think maI'O so

17

my question or the comment will be more towards the

18

cesspool and septic tank pumping for Wastewater.

19

see the proposal is to go from the -- I guess the

20

current fee that the County charges, 390 up to 420

21

and -- okay.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I

Where are you?
The one, two

24

actually second page.

25

to back so --

third page --

Same of theso pages are back
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Now, Ms. Tavares, I believe the --

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Oh, we're working off this.

-". Mr. Molina is working off of the

4

April 19th communication from Mr. Agaran to the

5

Budget Director.

6

COUNCILMEMEER TAVARES:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you.
Sorry about that.

So, getting back

8

to the cesspool and the septic tank pumping,

there

9

would be no additional services or enhancements to

10

the current service provided as far as cesspool and

11

septic tank pumping.

12

water, yeah?

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

This is just a pumping of

Department, if you would, please.
Yes, that would be no change in

15

service.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

We may get a few phone

17

calls; but, you know, this is the direction the body

18

goes,

Chairman.

19
20

Okay.
on,

Chairman.

And that's the way it goes, yeah?
might have a question or two later

I

Thank you.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMl3ER TAVARES:

25

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla -No.

-- quec:;tions?
Yeah,

Ms. Tavares.
thank you, Mr. Chair.

Based

on -- following up on what Mr. Molina's concern was,
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1

we probably need to reiterate again what our policy

2

is regarding cesspool pumping.

3

a program to reduce the number of free and whatever

4

costs to the cesspool owners in that this cost

5

the cost should be designed in such a way that it

6

covers the cost of providing the service because, if

7

not, all of the people of Maui County who are on

8

sewers who pay a sewer rate fee that's supposed to

9

cover the cost of that operation are also having to

10

or

subsidize the cesspool operation.
So, each person should be responsible for the

11

12

And we have been on

maintenance and cost associated with whatever kind
of sewage system they have, whether it be septic

14

tanks, cesspools or the County sewer system.

15
16

I find it a little disconcerting that, like
some other things, I have to pay twice, once for the
sewer system and once to subsidize the cesspool

18

pumping for people who are not on sewers.

19

So, I think that if our policy is to do this,

20

I would like to see a plan to phase out the cesspool

21

pumping, period, out of our County responsibility

22

because the private sector is set up to do this kind

23

of thing and actually do a better job than we do

24

because we only pump tho water.

25

sludge.

We do not pump the

And that's -- I don't know if we can have a
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little review of that for all of us.

I thank you for that question.

CHAIR BOKAMA:

Department,

3

if you would respond to Ms. Tavares' question,

4

please?

5

MR.

Right now 'the Department has

COLOMA-AGARAN:

6

approximately 225 account:s on Maui and 80 -- 80

7

accounts or so on Molokai.

8

Council is to phase it out completely, then we can

9

bring an amendment to the ordinance to the Council.

If the direction of the

I believe the price at 390 per pw;np alrea.dy

10
11

is around the same price as what the private sector

12

charges.

13

expensive.

14

the private sector would char.ge.

15

16

Yeah,
I

think we're about 94 percent to what

COUNC1LMEMBER TAVARES:

Does our charge reflect the cost

to -- the cost of this operation?

17

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

self-sufficient?

20

I think we' r8 still slightly less

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Pardon me?
Is that part of the operation

It's -- it reflects -- if you assume

21

that -- from like a value of the service is what the

22

private sector is charging then, as I say, we're

23

charging 9<1 percent to what the private sector

24

charges.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ThVARES,

RALPH

So, what you have here, the $420
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1

and whatever, does that reflect the 100 percent?

2

Does that bring it up to par with the public

3

sector -,- or private "ector?

4
5

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

No.

I'm sorry.

That wouJd still bring us to

about 94 percent.
Okay.

see you have that on the

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

last page.

8

cost of service, but that percentage is calculated

9

on the 390 or the 420?

I

It talks about the percentage of the

10

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

That number is calculated on the 420.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

On the 420.

Does -- do we pay a

12

tipping fee at the wastewater treatment plant when

13

our pumpers go In there to discharge?

14

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

No, no, we don't.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So, we're not

we're not on an

16

even keel because we do charge the private guys,

17

right?

18

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

Yes.
So, the cost is probably that much

less?
Yeah, Mr. Chair, I don't know where we're

21

22

going to go with this as a policy, if that's a

23

business that we want to get out of in the future

24

and phase it out over time.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I had thought

t~hat

was always Ollr goal --
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long-term goal --

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

That's what I thought,

too.

to phase out of the cesspool program.

And that is why I

believe in the late '70s, early

5

'80s the County had moved aggressively with the

6

availability of Federal funds to go through a -- to

7

a sewer proj ect.
And that's why for Lanai we are 100

8
9

percent -- well, there's a few old plantation
can't tell you 100 percent.

We're

10

cesspools.

11

very close to every single user being on the County

12

system.

13

I

Any questions or else by the other members

14

regarding the Wastewater Division's program,

15

8 percent consideration if we wish them to have zero

16

transfers from the General Fund?

17

questions?

18

CQUNCILMEMBER J'OBNSON:

Mr. Kane?

their

Mr. Carroll,

Ms. Johnson.

You know, looking at. this

19

situation, I think that I had raised -- and I don't

20

know if it was when Mr. Harder was here or not; but

21

I think Tracy was here.

22

I'll use our condominium just as an example

23

where people are actually using potable water to

24

irrigate.

25

metering systeln, you get chargad at a condominium

And then because they don't have a dual
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1

complex based upon the number of gallons that you

2

actually are using for -- or a formula that's based

3

on the gallons of water that you're actually

4

consuming.

5

on that.

And then you pay your surcharges based

How does this -- as a general rule, how does

6
7

this really equate to actual properties that do have

8

a dual metering system?

9

water -- you know, and I've -- Mr. Nishiki is not

Is the brunt of the

10

here; but because of the percentages,

11

were being quoted, you know, like, a very high

12

percentage is going for irrigation,

13

South Maui; and then if you're saying, well, okay,

14

we're only going Lo charge you 50 percent -- and I

15

don't know what the formula is for our condominium.

16

I

I

guess,

let's say,

that

III

can't remember.
Bu t how do you equa t.e tha t now - - and wi th an

17

18

increase like this and then say -_. because I'm sure

19

we're not the only condominium that does that.

20

do you justify to those individuals when you don't

How

actually have a total metering of what the sewage is
22

aud you're just ballparking it?

23

MR. TAKAMINE:

Mr. Chair?

24

eMIR BOKAMA:

My.

25

MR. TAKAMINE:

I think I understood your question, but J

Takamine.
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1

guess I should clarify maybe what you said.

2

condominium complex, it's not based on an open-ended

3

water consumption in terms of dual meter.

4

meter doesn't matter in a condominium complex.

5

For a

A dual

That's a multi -- it's considered

6

multi-family and that's actually -- there is a

7

category, condominiums and multi dwellings served by

8

a common water system.

9

single family home which is based strictly on your

10
11

And that's based on, like, a

water meter reading per thousand gallons.
For example,

for that condo complex, you

12

would be capped at 6,000 gallons.

13

charged a flat rate

14

thousand gallons -- in addition to the base charge

15

up to 6,000 gallons.

16

you use 10,000, 20,000 to irrigate your lawns or --

17

you know, a condo wouldn't have a lawn; but whether

18

you use anything above 6,000 gallons, you wouldn't

19

be charged.

20

residential.

21

So, you are

and right now it's $1.75 per

After 6,000 gallons, whether

So, a condo, you're capped.

It's a

What you're talking about, I believe, is a

22

commercial completion, non-residential, where a dual

23

meter will come into effect.

24

complex we base it strictly on water consumption.

25

There is no cap.

In a commercial

And then that comes into play the
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1

dual water meter.

2

you probably get -- you get charged a higher rate

3

because we presume that everything that you use will

4

be going down to the County sewage treatment plant.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

If you have a second water meter,

Okay.

Even -- even though we

6

don't get a County water bill, we're not on County

7

water system?

8

MR. TAKAMINE:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

MR.

TAKAMINE:

If you're not on the County water system -No.

-- we do still get a water meter reading.

11

For like, example, Kaanapali, we have a agreement

12

with the Water Department that they actually read

13

the private water meters for us; and we bill based

14

on their water meters.

15

water meter reading.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

17

MR. TAKAMINE:

18
19

So, it's still based on a

Okay.

Not the County water meter but a private

water meter.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But up to,

then,

the cap,

the

maximum of 6,000 gallons?

20
21

MR. TAKAMINE:

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

MR.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

MR.

TAKAMINE:

TAKAMINE:

If it's a condo complex, yes.
Yeah, it's residential.

So -Ok",y.

So --

So, condo, your rates would increase --
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1

what we have here is if you're in a condo,

2

multi-family unit, it's currently $1.75.

3

proposed increase it will be $2.02 per thousand

4

gallons.

5

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

With the

And currently we pay 2.49

6

per thousand gallons for the water, you know.

7

we're using.

8

then 6,000 gallons maximum as far as --

9

MR. TAKAMINE:

So, there's still -- you know, and

Correct, for a condo.

If it's single

10

family, we cap it at 9,000 gallons.

11

9,000 gallons we don't charge for.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOrmSON:

13

MR.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

15

CHAIR nOKAMA.:

16

CODNCILMITMBER MATEO:

TAKAMINE:

that

Okay.

Anything over

And that's per -- per unit?

Per unit.

Per unit.

Thank you.

Okay,

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

Thank you, Chairman.

Con -- I guess

17

just to throw my two cents in regarding the cesspool

18

and septic increases, I think the 80 accounts that

19

we have on Molokai predominantly are those that

20

belong to our senior citizens who live in our older

21

communities in Kaunakakai.

22

though, you know, not much, all impacts them and

23

until we actually have a plan to -- actually will

24

tell us that effective this date thG County will

25

know longer be punlping, T would -- I sb.ll would

And the increase,
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1

have a hard time in being -- in supporting any

2

increase in this

3

Chairman.

4

in two years,

5

Chairman.

in this particular area,

My two cents worth,

18 percent increase
Thank you,

that's kind of high.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Molina?

No.

Mr. Fontanilla?
So,

Thank you.

the 8 percent

10

rate increase across the board would make the

11

Department self-sufficient?

12

13

14

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

It would make the Wastewater Division

self-sufficient.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Oh,

Wastewa~er.

Okay.

Fine.

15

And I think that's a question that the Chair had

16

asked the Department.

17

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

20

Thanks.

Bye.

Thank you.

Okay.

Other questions for the Department

under Wastewater?
Let me just again ask either the Director or

21

thG dJvision head to refresh our understanding.

22

Federal law,

23

know if that's the right word

24

self-sufficient program,

25

system pay for the cost of the program or State law?

I beli.eve, requires that -- I don't
but t.hat t.his be a

that the users of the
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MR.

2

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

TAKAMINE;

State law.

1

That the program pay -- is paid by the

users of the system?

5

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA;

7
8

9

10

It's State law.

That's correct.

Okay.

Additional comments, Department?

Any additional comments, Mr. Director?
Yeah, according to staff it's -- it's

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:
mandatory.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Now,

this would also

11

include, since we are entertaining requests,

12

into account that the need of the divisions to work

13

coordinatedly and that any intrafund transfer,

"'

whether it be from Wastewater to Solid Waste, those

15

requirements would also be part of the cost of

16

operating the sewer program and that that would come

17

from user fees?

18

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

CODNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

to take

Yes.

Okay. 'Questions, members?

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, thank you, Chairman.

21

Mr. Director -- or maybe it's a question for Corp.

22

Counsel as well

23

by not having this Division be self-sufficient?

24

Being that it is mandatory according to State law,

25

what will this subject the County to, daily fines,

what is --, what are we subject to
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1

guess,

2

totally self-sufficient?

if we're not in compliance, if we're not

3

CHAIR HOKAMA;

Department, if you would, please.

4

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN;

Well, let me answer i t this way.

5

The -- the mandate for self-sufficiency is something

6

that's been required by State law for a long time,

7

but the County bas only really moved to

8

self-sufficiency about -- in th8 last deco5lde or so.

9

I

think about five -- five or six years ago is when

10

the fees W8re raised enough to cover all the costs

11

in the operation.
And so, I would say that as far as what kind

12
13

of penalties,

14

of what the penalties would be if we were not.

15

think what it -- what's proposed in the budget this

16

year is that the County will be covering the full

17

cost of the program with. the Gen8ral Fund subsidy.

18

COUNCILMEMBER

I'm -- I don't 'think -- I'm not aware

MOT~INA;

So,

even before this proposal was

19

made today,

20

of the State, okay?

21

guess,

22

self-sufficient prior to this 8 percent increase

23

proposal.

24

25

I

then we would be, I
I

mean,

guess, in the eyes

it's still showing, I

the direction that we're taking at becoming

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN;

I

think the State would be aware that

at -- for at least [our of the last five years, that
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1

we have been self-sufficient in that our sewer fees

2

were covering the costs of the program.

3

would be a little bit of a setback.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

Okay.

This year

Thank you.

Other questions for the Division, please?

Pont -- Mr. Fontanilla?

7

COUNCJLMRMBER FONTANILLA:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

Ms. Tavares.
No.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Carroll?

11

COUNCILMEMBEH KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

No.

1.;l

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much, Mr. 'l'akamine.

No.

Ms. Johnson?

Okay.

Mr. Kane.

Mr. Mateo?

15

We appreciate the information, that if we do want to

16

make an adjustment this budget year, i t will equate

17

to approximately 8 percent increase to our sewer

18

bills of all users.

19

Okay.
please.

21

Mr. Director, which division would you

prElfer?

22

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

.MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

25

Let UB move to another division,

Okay.

Development Services.
Thank you.
Really generally currently most of lhe

operations in Development Services are still funded
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1.

by the General Fund.

A portion of the operations

2

are funded by plan review fees.

J

are about 25 percent of the building pe:anit fees

4

that are in the fee schedule.

5

I think we have about a dozen employees who are

6

funded in that way.

Plan review fees

Currently we have

If the Council wish to fund the entire

7

8

division's operations, you would probably need to

9

divert a lot more of the building permit fees that

10

are collected by the Division towards the operations

11

to make up the General Funds.

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

for the Division?

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER PON'I'ANILl,A:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

Not at this time.

Thank you.

Mr. Fontanilla.
No.

-- questions for the Division?

MS. Tavares?

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Mr. Molina, questions

No.

Mr. Carroll.

Mr. Kane?

No.

Ms. Johnson.

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Can you tell us approximately how .. - what

percentage of the fees collected under DSA we're
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1

currently utilizing to offset some of the General

2

Fund requirements?
I know what the proviso -- the language in

3

4

the ordinance says how much we will fund; but out of

5

the total requirements,

6

a proportionate amount -- I mean, a percentage

7

amount?

8

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

can you share with us the

Currently Development Services

9

receives $1.8 million in General Funds and plan

10

review fees -- and in Building Permit Revolving

11

Fund, our request this year is 630 -- 677,000.

12

approximately the total budget would be 2.4 million.

13

So, about a little more than a quarter of the

14

Development Services budget is from the Building

15

Permit Revolving Fund.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I

So,

thank you for thaL:, Mr. Director.

17

In your- opinion as our Dir-ector -- and you can

18

ask your division head -- should this COlTTIllitt.ee

19

consider increasing the percentage of how much this

20

fund is utilized to offset General Fund

21

requirements?

22

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Currently the total collections in

23

that fund would need to be increased in order to do

24

that.

25

to look -- would be sort of a policy question to

The other

the other issues that would be
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1

look at what services are being provided by the

2

employees in this Division.
Some of the work that they do will still be

3
4

more general types of services.

5

of inspections, the responses to complaints and the

6

like are not directly relatod to the fees that are

7

being collected that go into this fund.

8

you want the services to be as directly related to

9

the fees that are being charged that are going to

10

fund the program.

11

So, that's

Some of the kinds

And usually

I think we'd have to actually

12

take a look and analyze the positions that we have

13

in Development Services and look at that because I

14

don't think you would be looking to fund with

15

Special Funds general

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA;

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA;

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE;

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Questions?

general types of services.
Chairman Molina?

No questions.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?
No.

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Kane?

No, Chair.

Ms. Johnson.
No.
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1

CHAIR HOKA.J:1A:

Mr. Mateo?

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

No.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think as the Chair

Okay.

I

will rereview

4

the part of the Code that allows -- or t"he area of

5

the Code that allows tbe Depar-tment to have this

6

Special Funds and see if I can come up with some

7

options for us to consider.
The intent of why the fund was created was,

8
9

as I understand it -- and I

know we have the

10

Department (inaudible) -- was to help speed up

11

processing and to allow the Department to go and get

12

the non-financial resources to make it happen and

13

that the funds would be used to pay for those

14

requirements.

15

Is that a good understanding of the original

16

intent of the purpose of the use of these funds,

17

Mr. Director?

18

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I believe that's true based on some of

19

the language in the ordinance.

20

ordinance, of course, has been amended over time;

21

and I believe it was amended last year as well.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

think the

Anyway, I'll work with the Department to

23

see if we can -- if it warrants some revisions for

24

this Committee to consider.

25

Okay.

Anything else for Developmental
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1

Services, members?

2

Waste.
Let me ask Glen.

3

4

waiting.

5

MR. UENO:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

8

9

If nol:, we will move to Solid

I

mean, he's been here

Do you have any comments for us?

No.
Okay.

Thank you for being here.

Mr. Director, Solid Waste, please?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Thank you.

Also during the discussion

on the budget earlier there was talk about, again,

10

if we were to move Solid Waste t(] self-sufficiency,

11

what kind of adjustments would need to be made?

12

I

think we -- the focus in that earlier

13

discussion was really on the collections, on refuse

14

collections; but there are other parts of the Solid

15

Waste Division that will also need some adjustments

16

if that -- if that were done.

17

First, on the collection side, right now we

18

collect about 50 percent of the cost of that part --

19

portion of the program.

20

at least 22 to $24 per month for collection fees.

21

And then on

22

beliove we would be looking at a high -- and the

23

ti.pping fees as well.

24

25

So, we would bo looking at

for the landfill -- for landfills, I

Mr. Harder has worked out some rough numbers.
One issue that we have not been able to address in
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1

the worksheets that we've been looking at right now

2

is really the debt service especially for the large

3

costs of the closures that we're looking at over the

4

next couple of years which no doubt will be

5

increasing the debt service in this program.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA;

7

MR. HARDER:

Okay.

Mr. Harder, any corrrrnents?

Thank you, Chair.

We're, you know, a part of

8

a -- different from some of the other programs in

9

our revenue sources in that there arG so many of

10

them and that they all kind of interrelate as far as

11

paying the bills.
Curr~ntly

12

the area where we are closest to

13

self-sufficiency is in landfill operations.

14

looked purely at landfill operations overall, the

15

tipping fees that we charge essentially cover our

16

costs.

17

debt service that goes back _ .. all the way back to

18

the closure of Olowalu, Makani and Kalamaula on

19

Molokai.

20

If you

And that includes, to a large extent,

the

However, there's also our administration

21

program that doesD'

22

and, you know, ln reali'l.:y those costs should be

23

somehow apportioned to the different programs.

24

25

t

collect any revenues at all;

On the other hand, as the Director mentioned,
the residential collection program does not cover
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the total costs of providing the service.

2

question has always been if we look at raising those

3

fees to the point where people like Councilwoman

4

Tavares who put out one can a week find it really

5

inequitable.

6

in those fees and at the same time still guarantee

7

that we're going to get that J:,evenue?

8

the fees climb too high, we know that, you know, the

9

trash will go someplace else.

10

And our

How do we both provide some adjust.ment

Because if

So, what I -- what I'm trying to do -- I

11

don't have anything complete.

12

mentioned,

13

But what I'm trying to do is come up with a menu of

14

options, increases in the tipping fees,

15

our commercial green waste fee which is well below

16

what the private sector charges for the same

17

service, reinstating the residential disposal fee at

18

the landfill and increases in the collecting fees

19

that would move us toward self-sufficiency.

20

this is just a

But it's

As the Director
some rough numbers.

increases in

because it's a number of

21

different fees and there's a lot of options in terms

22

of choices, a lot of it is more policy decisions

23

rather than just calculating numbers.

24

mentioned at the last hearing, I think this would be

25

something appropriate for a Council work session --
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Council administration work session or something to

2

work out in what direction, you know, you want us to

3

go.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much, Mr. Harder,

5

comments.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

for your

Mr. Molina -Yeah.

-- questions or comments for the Division?
Yeah,

thank you, Chairman.

And I

can concur with Mr. Harder's statement that maybe in

10

a -- our Committee, Public Works Committee, we can

11

hash out some more details,

12

the 64 gallon can versus that 96 gallon can.

especially in light of

13

Did you at any time come up with a proposal

14

as to how much you would charge someone who would,

15

say, requested a 64 gallon can versus somebody who

16

has a 96 gallon can instead of the $12, you know,

17

flat fee?

18

64 gallon can be charged 10 bucks a month and

19

don'l know.

20

incentive for someone to get thEl 96 gallon can, if

21

it's just maybe a dollar or two off from the 96

22

gallon can,

23

with the 96; but,

24

dollars a month makes a difference for a lot of

25

people, especially those who are on fixed income.

I guess, would maybe a person who has a

I

I

was just thinking maybe as an

it may give them the incentive to stay
then again, you know, a couple of
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1

2

MR. HARDER:

comments, Mr. Harder?

Again, it's -- I guess I could corne up with

3

some proposals; but I'd really like to get some idea

4

of the intent.
Different communities have addressed this

5
6

differently and depending on their problems and

7

their issues.

8

guess, actual cost of SCYV;lce.

9

basic

Some corrnnunities basica11y charge, 1
And since tho

base cost of the service is putting the

10

truck on the road,

11

gallon can and a 96 gallon can is not that great,

12

the cost of picking it up.

13

the difference between the 64

Other communities that have landfill

14

problems -- landfill capacity problems place a

15

higher incentive on that change.

16

thing is here when the $12 that we currently charge

17

doesn't cover the costs of collecting even the 64

18

gallon can, if I were to look at raising -- I mean,

19

1.0wGring the cost to provide an incontive for the

20

64s, I would have to ask you for a

And then the final

larg~r

General

Fund subsidy.
22

The more, I guess, I get ,-- not beneficial

23

but maybe a more proper direction in moving towards

24

self-sufficiency would be to increase the cost on

25

the 96 to $15 and then let people know that if they
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1

opted for a 64,

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

that they could keep it at 12.
Okay.

And under the possible

3

reinstatement of the residential disposa.1 fee at the

4

landfill, what numbers were you look],ng at there?

5

MR. HARDER:

We were looking at $5.

It used to be 6.

And

6

in talking with my scale house operators,

7

rather keep it simple and not have to be making a

8

lot of change.

9

at 5; and it doesn't mean that big a difference in

10

the -- you know,

theY'd

So, it makes it a little bit easier

in the revenue.

I don't think the revenue -- our total

11

12

Gxpcct0d reV0DUO from a $5 fee is probably about 75

13

to $80,000 a year.

14

as much as basically if we do start raising the

15

residential fees, not allowing people to completely,

16

you know,

17

in free at the landfill.

18

So,

it's not a big revenue issue

avoid payi.ng because we -- we'd let them

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

By raising the residential fees,

19

you may see an increase of more people coming to the

20

landfill to dispose of --

21

MR. HARDER:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

23

MR. HARDER:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

Yeah.
-- trash on the island.

That would be what would happen.
Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

you, Chairman.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

CODNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

Thank you.

Mr.

Fontanilla?

Just a fast question, what is

your expense for covering the landfill, meaning

,

manpower on a Saturday, Sunday?

5

coverage.

6

7

MR. HARDER;

Basically,

What is our expense for operating the

landfill ?

8

COUNCILMRMBER PONTANI'LLA:

9

MR. HARDER:

Yeah, on the weekends.

On the weekends.

I could -- I could get that

10

for you.

We basically run double shifts Monday

11

through Friday.

12

single shifts on Saturday and Sunday.

13

would be 1-12th.

So, that's like ten. sbifts and then
So,

I'm just scribbling on the paper.

14

that

So,

I

15

would have to really check my numbers; but it looks

16

like about $4,000.

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA;

18

MR. HARDER;

19

COUNCILMEMBER PDNTAlULLA;

20

MR. HARDER:

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA;

$4,000 on the weekends?

$4,000 a day.
A day.

Each day.
Okay.

And then as far as the

22

public coming to the landfill, basically more of

23

them will come over the weekend, am I right?

24
25

MR. HARDER:

Yeah.

I mean, the corrunercial haulers,

because we are a resort-oriented corrununity that's,
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1

you know, open seven days a week,

commercial haulers

2

do not back off on the weekends.

They're comlng --

3

they continue to bring their loads in.

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

5

MR. HARDER:

6
7

8

9

Uh,·huh.

But the residential haul

self haul

probably doubles on the weekends.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

On the weekends.

Okay.

Fine.

Thank you.
CHALR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares?

10

CDUNCILMEMBER 'TAVARES:

Yeah. Mr. Chair,

I understand the

11

challenges

I

12

challenges

somewhat the challenges Solid Waste

13

Division or program would have because our costs are

14

associated with volum,G, you know, how much fills up

15

in the landfill and how soon that landfill fills up.

don't understand all the

And I notice you have different rates for

16

17

compacted and non-compacted commercial waste; and,

18

yet,

19

upon volume.

in the residential pickup it doesn't depend
It's the number of cans and the size

of the can or whatever it is.
21

So,

it's -- and I guess there's no easy way

22

to translate it because I was reading where one

23

place actually has a scale on their truck.

24

they pick up your can,

25

pounds.

And t,hat'

B

they charge you by the

all computerized or something
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1

like that.

But that brings i t closer to what the

2

cost is assoc:lat.ed with the operation of the

3

landfill,

I would seem

_i t woulrl seem.

~-

But, you know, we talked about thi.s before,

4

5

about having the costs associated with this somehow

6

put into the real property tax area and not have it

7

as a separate charge, especially when the rate went

8

up so high

or went up high.

And I don't know if we still want to look at

9

10

that, Mr. Chair,

11

of our public service that the County is going to

12

supply and it's going to be supplied and the cost of

13

it is going to be through a property tax and, you

14

know,

15

actually becomes a benefit to the homeowner because

16

it's a deductible cost.

17

take

~-

that we'd consider that it's part

look at it that way and then that cost

So, you know, we haven't gotten that far into
~~

18

the discussions from the last time; but I

19

appreciate the position that Mr. Harder is in when

20

i t comes to trying to deal wit.h Solid Waste and try

21

to deal with recycling and all the other things that

22

are going on in there and even our contracts for the

23

recycling part or the

24

turning the waste to compost kind of thing,
waste to compost.

~~

you know,

I mean,

I

like the EKO

~-

green

those contracts are not
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1

inexpensive, even the glass one and -- glass

2

recycling and the plastic recycling.
That's -- T. -- and we see it across,

3

I

think,

4

as we -- Mr. Chair, as we read through our, you

5

know, City and County magazines and Government West

6

and all that, there's always at least one article,

7

if not half of the magazine, devoted to solid waste

8

challenges.

9

the nation, how to deal with this.

10

But it's a concern, I guess, all across

So, you know,

I appreciate where Mr. Harder

11

~s

12

that we can provide the resources that he needs

13

while still working toward, you know,

14

self-sufficiency end of -- or the self-sustaining

15

program that we would like the goal to be for this

16

particular program.

coming from and hope that we can work out a way

HARDER:

17

MR.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19
20

the

Thank yon.
Thank you.

Ms. Johnson?

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Mateo?

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Harder,

21

regarding refuse pickup, did the Department consider

22

an additional fee for those residents that are

23

privileged enough to have pickup two times a week

24

versus those areas that are still not in an

25

automated district paying the same amount and their
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trash being picked up once?

MR. HARDER:

When the decision was made a few years ago to

3

collect automated refuse twice a year -- I mean,

4

twice a week,

it was based on volumes because

essentially the homeowner in a manual route bas the
6

right to the -- pays for the right to put out up to

7

six 32 gallon cans, which is 192 gallons.
Since the automated cart is 96 gallons, that

8

would be the equivalent of two 96 gallon cans.

9

10

Rather than give everybody two 96 gallon cans or

11

even those people that wanted them, it was decided

12

to pick up twice a week.
So, as -- as far as the amount of trash that

13

14

the individuals can get picked up, it's the same

15

whether you're manual or non-man -- or automated.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

But the cost factors that would be

17

for those not in an automated area, the truck comes

18

once and you have the manpower to pick up once.

19

MR. HARDER:

Yes.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Those with two times -- the truck

21

comes two times so that there's an added cost with

22

the second pickup because there is a cost incurred

23

with the vehicle and manpower.
HARDER:

Yes.

24

MR.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So, how do we -- is it -- does it
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balance out'?
MR. HlI.RDER:

I guess if we got into those kinds of

3

calculations, we'd have to then look at, I guess,

4

the actual costs of providing service wherever we

5

provide it.

6

providing collection service in Haiku or out beyond

7

Haiku costs us a lot more than providing collection

8

service in Kahului.

9

I

You know, it's pretty obvious that

guess the -- a long time ago

and we

10

could change if the Council wanted us to consider

11

changing, but the idea was that -- we figure what,

12

all the costs wore and charge everybody equally.

13

The same thing we do for landfills, it costs us a

14

lot less per ton to operate the Central Maui

15

landfill than to operate Hana, Molokai or Lanai.

16

And, yet, we have t,he same tipping fee in every

17

area.

18

I

think that's, again, a policy dGcision.

19

And I don't know of too many people or places that

20

have collection routes that vary throughout a

21

municipality.

It seems like it would be difficult

to do.
23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO;

Okay.

Thank you.

And one last

question, Mr. Harder, the reinstatement of what's
25

now $5 to take your trash to the dump, is there
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still an amnesty day?
MR. HARDER:

Well,

just like I said,

this is just a rough

3

out of numbers.

4

have -- still have an amnesty day one -- at least

5

once a month.

6
7

8
9

CODNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I would he asr;uming t.hat we would

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you,

Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

address,

Let me ask, how would we

if we go to a type of universal

10

collection -- I wish I had not made up my mind on

11

yet -- that will be paid by property t.ax, would we

12

provide service to condos and apartments which is

13

now done by the private sector?

14

MR. HARDER:

It's nothing that would he required or DoL

15

required.

16

are comnunities where the counties or the city,

17

municipality, collects refuse from condominiums and

18

apartments.

19

refuse from commercial businesses.

20

all dependent upon what the decision makers want to

21

do.

22

It's, again, a policy decision.

There
the

There's communities where they collect

One of the -- the,

So, it's kind of

I guess, more flexible

23

methods of a universal collection, that is,

24

to property tax, basically looks at assessing every

25

singlo-family residential property and then going
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1

through the planning data and tax -- property tax

2

data to determine how many residential units there

3

are on that property.
And so, if you did that, you could include

4
5

small multi-family, you know, duplex. quadruplex

6

kinds of things or small apartments.

7

you could also include larger condominiums or larger

8

apartments.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA;

And I guess

So, I guess if -- under universal if I

10

owned one primary residence as my home -- primary

11

home, I own four other properties, I would be paying

12

through my taxes for five pickups regardless of

13

whether I reside only on ono property?

14
15

MR.

HARDER;

If all of those properties had

single-family

16

CHAIR HOKAMA;

17

MR. HARDER;

A dwelling, a dwelling on it.
-- residences on it -- a dwelling unit on

18

them, yes.

19

of a number of --

20

CHAIR HOKANA:

21

MR. HARDER;

So,

Again, that's just one, you know, system

t.his is --

If you can think of a way of charging people,

I'm sure some community out there on the Mainland
So,

th~re's

a -- there's

23

has thought of it already.

24

a lot of different options and alternatives.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Uh-huh.

So,

is the Department ready to --
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1

and I really never did get the -- a true sense from

2

the Department whether or not it did support the

3

pay-as-you-throw program or not, which is something

4

what wo have.

5

since we still do some General Fund transfers now

6

and then.

7

philosophy?

8
9

MR. HARDER:

I guess we have a type of hybrid

Are we ready to give up on that

I don't think we're ready to give up on a

variable rate fee or -- or select a variable rate

10

fee or a universal system.

We -- as I've mentioned,

11

we have looked at this -- I

guess you call it a

12

hybrid.

13

not so much in -- whether it's doab18 but actually

14

the complexities in putting it all together and

15

educating the public as to what you're going to do.

16

It seems to have lots of questions in it,

But I think there are significant pros and

17

cons in both areas and it's -- but again,

18

think it's -- at the division level it's not our

19

place to make that kind of policy decision.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

I don't

appreciate your comments, Mr. Harder.

21

guess in one sense a universal program is like a

22

time-share program.

23

whether you use it or not, we've already got your

24

money.

25

do i t -- nothing is ea"y nowadays.

You pay in advance.

I

And

So, whether or not that is the right way to
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Any othor questions for the Division?

2

think Mr. Harder has been very candid in his

3

comments.

4

decide whether to continue the current practice of a

5

hy -- as the Department says, hybr'id type of program

6

to pay for it for Solid Waste and -- such as sewers

7

which is -- goal is self-sufficiency, members, and

8

we have other programs that we ask by their Special

9

Funds to be self-sufficient.

10

I

Definitely we as decision makers need to

I ask that you consider the intent of

11

self-sufficiency.

12

itself is that the usors have a reasonable sense

13

that the program is being run as efficiently as

14

possible.

15

through the payment of fees,

16

confidence that the value they receive and the money

17

they pay equates to a fairness that we are trying to

18

put forward.

19

Of course, besides paying for

Then through that efficiency, the users,
can maintain a level of

So, I ask the -- you -- from a concept, while

20

that may be the goal, I know we have questioned at

21

times whether or not the level of efficiency that we

22

currently have meets the standards.

23

So, I continually ask that you question a lot

24

of departments to provide their comments and then

25

for us to make our deci::;j,on based on best possible
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information.
Other than that, since we do have Mr. Harder,

2
3

Mr. Takamine, any other questions regarding Public

4

Works?

5

MR. COLOMA-ACARAN:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

And--

Mr.

Yes, Mr. Director?

COTJOMA-AGARAN:

Let me just make one clarification --

Please.
about Wastewater.

Mr. Takamine did

10

check with his staff, and actually it's EPA

11

regulations -- so,

12

require user fees pay for the cost of the program.

13

But the regulation also mandates that only for

14

operations and maintenance.

15

it·s federal regulations -- that

So, actually ClP and debt service are not

16

required to be covered by user fees.

17

to make an --

18
19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Wait.

The decision

Please repeat that last portion,

please, Mr. Director.
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

elP and debt service are not required

21

by the Federal regulation to be paid by user fees;

22

but the County at some point did make a decision to

23

make the entire program, including eIP and debt

24

service, covered by all user fees.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that update.
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thought I had misread the Federal regulations,
So, besides tho Federal EPA,

2

3

reinforced by State statute also?

4

just the Federal Government"?
Okay.

5

6

COUNClLMEMBER KANE;

Thank you.
No.

it has been
Just the EPA,

Mr. Kane?

Tha.nk you,

I'm sorry.

Chair.

I

just wanted

7

to get clarity on the grease trap issue and

B

specifically the ClP project for Parks.

9

Page 30-10 of the program.

10

too.

It's on

And the general question was asked and

11

answered and the general question was whether the

12

County is exempt from the requirements of the FOG

13

ordinance, and the answer was "no exemptions are

14

being given.

15

been issued NOVs for failure to comply with the

16

December 31st deadline."

17

Both State and County facilities have

However, during our discussions last time

18

around,

19

I'm sorry if I'm missing something, Mr. Chair, from

20

somewhere,

21

because there were six specific facilities that were

22

listed and of the six -- and although nothing is

23

showing up in this FY '05 CIP on this Page 30-10,

the question went on to be because -- and

some handout or some response -- but

there is a reference on 13-15 details showing
25

$50.000 for repair and maintenance servico and
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1

contracts which was described as being for

2

accommodating the compliance for grease traps from

3

one of these facilities.
So, my question is because Lhere are no

4
5

exemptions being given and whatever you folks have

6

done administratively to determine your day-to-day

7

or your daily fines of $100, I'm going to ask the

8

question that I asked last time.

9

restaurant A in Wailuku or Lahaina and I came to you

If I were

10

and I says, you know what?

I want to comply with

11

this.

12

NOV, but I'm not going to be able to pay for my

13

compliance until at least starting July of '06 and

14

sometime in Fiscal Year '06, which is July.

15

June,

16

knowing that the guy just came out and said I can't

17

pay you until 14 months from now -- starting from 14

18

months from now?

I haven't complied yet.

'06.

19

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I've received my

'05 to

How would you deal with t.he daily fine

Mr. Chair?

Mr. Director?

Our policy would be that the daily

22

fines will be running.

My own view,

though,

is that

23

I wouldn't want the daily fines to run to the point

24

where the County effectively would not be able to

25

collect that money.

Then that business would be
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going -- would not have the money to pay.

2

would probably --.

3

asking for enforcement on the daily fines.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So, wo

would probably at some point be

I

Okay.

So, now let's bring it to the

5

reality of the situation.

We're dealing with Parks

6

and Recreation Department coming forward with a elP

7

request showing 50,000 -- it's going to cost them a

8

total of 300,000 to comply with this and they've

9

budgeted $50,000 for this fiscal year and the other

10

250,000 is going to be budgeted for next fiscal year

11

to come into compliance.
What actions would your Department take to

12
13

14

ensure compliancy with your sister Department?

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

First, in looking at this after that

15

last meeting, we did confirm that they have only one

16

permitter for Kihei, meaning that that's the permit

17

that we issued the notice of violation on.

18

will need to get permits for the other facilities.

19

Effectively, they weren't on notice for the

They

20

other facilities except to the extent that they knew

21

that this was a requirement that the County had for

22

at least

23

somewhat at a loss of why only Kihei had a permit,

for at least the Kihei facility.

We'-re

if only because that facility -- the project that
25

buil t

that facility was managed by .. - was -- we
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1

helped with the construction of that project.

2

our Department was aware of that project; but the

3

others -- the other six facilities would need to be

4

permitted.

5

compliance as soon as possible.

6

So,

And they would need to come to

So, are we dealing with another sort

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

of violation since you're now saying that War

8

Memorial Football Stadium, Kahului community Center,

9

Paia community Center, Lanai Community Center,

10

Mitchell Paole Center, and Wailuku Community Center

11

did not have permits even though they did have

12

grease traps -and were contributing to the FOG in OUT

13

sewers?

14

15
16

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

If they didn't have permits,

that's a

violation.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So, failure to have a permit but have

17

a functioning grease trap that's contributing FOG is

18

my question.

And I think, Mr. Chair --

19

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yes.
--. maybe it would be more appropriate

if the two departments -- I don't know if it's your
Managing Director or whatever, but can you just help
24

25

us work through this issue?
I mean,

I don't want to drag it out here on
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I mean, all I'm looking for is a way

1.

the floor.

2

that we can resolve getting our Parks facilities

3

into compliance.

4

being applied across the board, if there's going

5

daily fines,

6

because I -- quite frankly -- and forgive me,

7

don't understand how a permit for Kihei js being

8

talked about when we're not talking about grease

9

traps from various Parks faci.litios being

If there's a mechanism that's

let's figure out what's going on and
I

10

bringing them into compliance when they weren't

11

well, the Kihei facility is not even mentioned in

12

here, first of all.

13

And so, I'm just trying to understand these

14

six facilities based on this -- on this CIP page.

15

And if they don't have permits, should they have had

16

pennits?

17

are -- there's a lot of questions thae, you know

18

and I have no intention, again, of, you know,

19

putting Director Agaran on -- you know, putting him

20

to task on this.

21

If they don't -- you know, I -- so, those

All I'm asking tor is somehow getting this

22

thing revolved.

And it doesn't have to be done an

23

the floor.

24

somehow help us with this so that we can understand

25

how we're going to achjeve compliancy because it is

If we can just have Administration
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You know,

that's all I'm asking

1

a consent decree.

2

for without a -- you know, getting into going back

3

and forth on it.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA;

Mr.

Kane,

I think you have a reasonable

I can appreciate and commend Director

5

request.

6

Agaran in trying to apply the law as fairly and

7

equitably to anyone regardless whether it be the

8

County or a individual business.
I would expect the Department of Management,

9

10

who has the responsibility over all departments,

11

have made the directive clear to Parks or any other

12

department, Human Concerns,

13

compliance.

14

and that as a reflection of the community, for us to

15

hold the community at a standard that the County is

16

not willing to meet,

17

expectations either.

18

I

to

that they need to be in

It's important, should have priority

I can say that does not meet my

think the County needs to be as best as we

19

can the example for others to follow, and showing

20

non-compliance on our part does not put us in good
light because we expec·t to comply with the law also.

22

So,

23

law as it applies to any applicable business or

24

entity.

25

I have my own views about the management of the

And I wuuld leave it at that and hopefully
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1

Mr. Agsalog as our Budget Director can help

2

communicate that we do have a concern on the

3

application of the law, equitability on the

4

application as well as fairness regardless of,

5

again, source of the violation.
Any other questions, Mr. Kane?

6
7

COUNCIl,MEMBER KANE;

No, I'm done today and that's -- as I

8

sit in my chair, if we can get some response from

9

management or Administration.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA;

Thank you.

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON;

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson?

I just had a question of Gil.

12

Because -- you know, and I know I've read through -.-

13

but because I'm not an attorney I don't understand

14

all the ramifications of what triggers of the -- the

15

grease trap because I'm looking at, okay, a

16

restaurant -- for the most part, almost all the

17

restaurants that I know,

18

year.

19

weekend.

20

they oporate 365 days a

Some close occasionally on a day on the

Then you 'va got our conununity centers which
many times nobody uses even the kitchen, but it's a

22

certified kitchen.

It's there.

So, while

I

can

understand the requirement for a restaurant that
24

is -- on a regular basis thcy're gotting monay out

25

of this doing whatever -- putting a certain amount
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1

of grease into the system, what is the trigger that

2

actually puts them all on the same level playing'

3

field?

4

certified kitchen or is there any kind of, I guess,

5

leeway in terms of actual use of that kitchen?

Is i t just the fact that they have a

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Department, i f you would, please?

7

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

The main issue that was -- we were

8

trying to address is really release of fats, oils

9

and grease into our collection system and that -the next thing we looked at was

10

and then the next

11

really what types of facilities those would be and

12

looking at what the Department of Health would look

1.3

at ae; well.

14

I believe Mr. Takamine can explain the

15

diffecent triggers on what types of plumbing

16

facilities that we were most interested in,

17

including -- you know,

18

require by DOH to have a three-compartment sink,

19

that indicated to us that that's possibly a facility

20

that we wanted to look at and require a permit for.

21

if you have a -- if you're

Then Appendix H would then -- depending on

22

the kind of menu you have and the use that you have

23

for the facility and your method of operation would

24

determine the size of the grease intercepter that
would be required.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So, again, we get back to

2

the issue of menu.

3

centers where these kitchens are located are not

4

really --

5

I

6

the equity because frankly, yes, we might be putting

7

grease into the system but then do we just say,

8

okay, fine,

9

kitchens and not allow people to cook at all in them

--

I mean, because our community

mean, they're commercial kitchens but

I

for me, I

want fairness, too; but. I don't see

let's just close all our commercial

10

and just, you know, say they can't do it

11

because it costs too much?

12

So,

I

don't know.

I

an~nore

_.- I'm just looking for

13

some kind of, you know, logical, reasonable

14

solution.

15

by the law; but it's not like the County is running

16

a restaurant business which is very different from

17

what we're l:alking about.

18

Parks fall under my kuleana, at least from subject

19

matter -- I mean,

20

fairness to the Parks Department as well because,

21

you know, fra,nkly I think in Lahaina we put in -- we

22

modified our kitchen; but for the most part, people

23

bring in their food.

24

Many t"eimes, yeah, they'll layout stuff in

25

kitchen; but they don't: even use the kitchen.

And I agree, yes, everybody should abide

So, I

I'm really concerned about the

It's prepared in advance.
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So,

1

I moan,

I'm looking for a standard

2

that --

3

facilities meet that standard.

4

looking at some kind of solution that would be

5

equitable and fair to everyone.

6

I don't really know, but if --

I

don't really know that the County
So, that's where I'm

And I don't just

7

MR. TAKAMINE:

Mr. Chair?

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

M'r. Takamine, if you would, please.

9

MR. TAKAMINE:

Actually, there is no set standard that wo
In fact,

there is -- you

10

apply to every facility.

11

know, there is no standard.

12

when we come across a fac.ility,

13

require is them to get a professional enginoer to do

14

a analysis of the facility in terms of what's being

15

produced, how many hours they're in operation.

16

The procedure we use is
the first thing we

It basically comes down to the size, and the

17

Appendix H sizing requires them to look at the

18

seating capacity of the facility.

19

seating capacity,

20

hours of operation, full-service kitchen,

21

single-service kitchen, paper plates.

22

built jnto an analysis that they provide to us.

23

that's No.1.

24

25

If there is no

then they use different fac'tors,

All of that's
So,

We find a facility and we say, okay, the
first thing you need to do is get an engi.neer, do a
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1

grease trap sizing calculation.

2

us and -- based on their calculation and we review

3

it.

4

We don't do i t for them.

They come back to

We get them to do it.

And the owner with that engineering analysis

5

comes in and sits down with us and says, okay, a

6

facility of this size, we estimate it's going to be

7

200 gallons to 1500 gallons, whatever their

8

calculation comes out.

9

we know in terms of our experience so far to date.

10

We look at -- they might tell us, oh, yeah,

We approve i t based on what

11

for a 20-seat restaurant they might only -- their

12

peak hour might be only 20 seat -- 20 meals; and

13

we'll tell them, no, you know, we know for a fact

14

you're not going to do 20 meals or you're not going

15

to be in business, you know.

16

So, we shoot it back to them; and we go a

17

couple of rounds.

18

again, it's all estimated; and based on that it's

19

the size that they install.

20

We agree to a figure.

For the Parks Department, these

You know,

s~x

21

facilities,

they -- their first step is to hire an

22

engineer, which I

23

back to us and tell us, No.1, if they need to

24

install an intercepter.
We don't know.

believe they've done, and come

M'aybe they won't.

Okay.

They haven't done that first step.
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1

In all likelihood, they will have to have something;

2

but we don't know what size it is.
So, they need to do their first step

3

~s

do

4

their engineering analysis, come back to us and say,

5

we propose to put in a

6

these facilities.

7

case~by-case

size in each of

We'll approve them on a

basis.

Kihei, I don't know what

8
9

such~and~such

s~ze

they put in;

but when you look at that facility versus Paia, you

10

know, we know for a fact that the typo of business

11

they do there for celebrations or whatever

12

whatever you

13

weekend.

14

know that they clean dishes there or they might

15

cook.

16

it's la:r.ge and probably every

So, we're going to look at that; and we

So, again, each one is based on a

17

case~by-case

18

in fact,

19

put one in.

20

~~

~-

basis review; and then we determine if,

they need to have one and what size Lhey'll

COUNCIIJMEMBER JOHNSON:

So, what would the cost be just

21

for the engineer?

22

an engineer to look at the County's facilities in

23

Parks.

24
25

MR. TAKAMINE:

You know, let's say if you hired

The figure that I've heard -- and these are

just estimates -- is that for an average one it
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1

might be $3,000 at 'that -- maybe 1,000, $3,000,

2

depending on how much work he has to do.

3

I think for Lhe County, from what I saw in

4

the paper I read,

5

that they

6

facilitios.

they're being charged to do all of the

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

MR. TAKAMINE:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

MR.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

MR. TAKAM1NE:

16

So, they --

But I don't know for sure on that one.

11

15

Okay.

they've already gone out then

for an RFP?

10

14

$34,000, the figure I remember

TAKAMINE:

That's what I understand.
Okay.

'l'hey do have an engineer designing the

facilities.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So -- all right.

better, at least,

Well, I

feel

that they're evaluating it to see

that, you know, maybe some of the facilities that

18

don't get regular traffic at least don't have to put

19

in the full thing.

20
21
22

Anyway, thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA;

Thank you.

Anything else for Mr. Takamine?

And, again, Mr. Takamine does have a

23

difficult job.

24

the Director regarding the Federal mandate and what

25

are the parameters the County must work with to

I

-- and I

-- he would know best and
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ensure compliance.

2

But I would say that all we can do as

3

councillors, members,

is to rely on the Department

4

to provide us with accurate and meaningful

5

information so that you can make the best informed

6

decision regarding any requests.
Anything else, members?

7

The last thing I

8

want to bring up,

9

gentlemen, which is Wastewater and Solid Waste,

10

just quickly, gentlemen, whichever one _ .. maybe

11

Mr. Harder would be the bost.

12

is there going to be -- do we have a set rate per

13

ton or whatever it be and how long is that period

14

going to run for,

15

years?

16

Because I

since we have the two key

three years,

On this EKO contract

two years,

five

would like to have us be able to

17

provide adequate amounts and not deal with

18

last-minute shortfalls or insufficient funds.

19

you give

20

MR. HARDER:

us

is

Can

some comment, please, gentlemen?

Yes, Mr. Chair.

Excuse me.

Yeah, it's a set

21

contract,

22

the biD solids and for the FOG that will bo good for

23

that five-year period.

24

C8ATR HOKAMA:

25

MR. HARD}':R:

a five .. year contract, with set rates for

Term of the contract, please?
Five years.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. HARDER:

3

CHAIR BOKAMA:

1[

MR. HARDER:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

From when to when, please"?
This was last ,Tuly.
July,

So, we're

2003 until 2008 or '7?

'7.

'7.

Okay.

Is there an -- any adjustments

6

that we need to deal with to ensure that you have

7

the sufficienL amount of

8
9

MR. HARDER:

re~ources?

The adjustments are going to come on an, I

guess, annual basis during -- during budget

10

discussions in the future.

11

to your attention in tho past and during

12

supplemental times, but the adjustments really are

13

not on -- based on the rates but on the volumes.

14

We've brought these up

With the continued implementation of the

15

grease intercepter ordinance, the amount of FOG has

16

continually increased; and so, that's kind of

17

required reguJar increases in the budget.

18

Back in the period of about -- oh, before I

19

got here,

20

increases weren't made; and we were continually

21

falling behind.

22

budget and in fu.ture budgets we will be more candid

23

about those requests because of increased volumes.

24

25

let's say,

2000,

2001, 2002,

those

We're looking to -- in the current

One of the other areas where we're seeing
some increases this year is in the amount of sewage
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1

sludge or bio solids, and it appears that this is

2

a -- it's a fluctuating thing that btisically is

3

caused by the current increase or return of the

4

incr.ease in t.ourism.
And what. it appears is that in the early

5
6

20008 as the t.otal costs continue to increase

7

because of the large increase in FOG,

8

increase as rapidly as it could have because there

9

was a corresponding decrease in the timount of

it didn't

10

wastewater sewage sludge because of 9/11 and the

11

events thereafter.
Now that things are starting to pick back up

12
13

again, we're seeing both sludge and FOG increase.

14

So, we're trying to keep a better handle on that

15

and, you know, a closer eye on the increases.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that comment,

17

Mr. Harder.

18

either the EKO contract or the sludge program?
Okay.

19
20

Anything else for Mr. Takamine,

members?

21

Gentlemen,

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

Any questions [or Mr. Harder regarding

thank you very much for your --

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Mr. Kane?
For Mr. Takamine, you know, on the

grease trap one -- and just simple question -- is
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1

there going to be just one or because there's six

2

facilities there's going to be six per.mits required?

3

Each of them are going to have a separate permit or

4

one blanket permit?

5

Each one should have a separate permit.

MR. TAKAMINE:

now that we know about the six, we are

6

So, we are

7

requesting that the Par-ks Depar-tment submit for-

8

applications to apply for permits for each facility.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Will there be any type of impact with

10

the not -- or any type of notice of violation in

11

this case because it's past deadline and theyTre

12

only now coming forward that you're going to be

13

dealing with?

14

MR. TAKAMINE:

What happened, I guess, in this particular

15

case -- and I don't have the particulars of why we

16

didn't pick it up, but the

17

these six facilities.

18

on file.

19

Department on each particular facility that a grease

20

intercepter is required.

21

we didn't know about

So, we didn't have a permit

So, we weren't notifyiDg, say, Parks

So, officially we didn't notify them like we

22

did every other facility wher.e that is permitted.

23

So, based on that, you know, we' re

24

an NOV, even if you know about it now.

25

~.-

we were issued

So, I think we just -- because of -- because
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1

of this issue, we just sent a memo to Parks

2

Department saying that they need to complete it.

3

believe we gave them a date of August 30th or we

4

will issue an NOV and mainly because they did know

5

about the Kihei facility.
So, in, you know,

6

retrospect,

I

they knew about

7

the requirement.

Whethor they knew about it by each

8

particular facility, yeah,

9

didn't; but if they knew that it was due -- I mean,

that's true that they

10

required for Kihei, you know,

11

in that Department realized that, you know,

12

to look at the other facilities to come into

13

compliance.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KlI.NE;

somebody should have
they had

Would you say similar to sending an

15

NOV or letters to remind them about compliancy to a

16

hotel A that has several different ones and they

17

only do one and then later on you find out that, they

18

have other intercepters and so you -- is that kind

19

of the same thing?

20

MR. TAKAMINE;

Is that like a parallel?

It would be similar, but I know when we

21

first slarted this program

again,

22

in terms of the permitting

the way we found all

23

these facilities was we physically pulled out the

74

Yellow Pages in the telephone book and started going

25

down every restaurant.
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1

pavement and go investigate and then start taking --

2

you know, writing down; and that's how we initiated

3

our list.
In terms of the hotels, we're pretty thorough

4
5

on -- we know exactly what's in there over- the last

6

few years, so -- and restaurants, in general, we

7

know.

8

it's not -- it's not really grease-producing

9

facilities used on a general basis or occasionally.

Again, this was something, again, because

10

We didn't key in on that.

11

it slipped Lhrough.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE;

13

MR.

TAKAMINE:

So, I guess it -- somehow

Uh-huh.

But we're pretty confident that other than

14

that we know of every other grease-producing

15

facility in the County and they are permitted.

16

Again, we're pretty confident we got them all.

17

They -- one that might come up that we're

18

just discussing now is -- for example, is the Fire

19

Department.

20

think about it; but they have kitchens, too.

21

now we':!:'e actually having a meeting with the Fire

22

Department to find out what they have.

23

We didn't realize that -- or we didn f t
So,

Again, it's because we didn't key on that

24

type of business.

25

businesses.

It was more the restaurant

the bakeriss,

the meat-·packing
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1

facilities that really produce the grease, you know,

2

contribute to the -- clogging our system; but we're

3

kind of

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

we're still refining it.

5

understand,

6

homes?

the only exemption is single-family

7

MR. TAKAMINE:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

MR.

10

11

12

TAKAMINE:

And just -- and just for everybody

Not -- non-corrunercial.
Non-commercial.

Condominiums we don't enforce either.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So,

a fire station is considered a

corru:nercial?
MR. TAKAMlNE:

See, that's where we get into that -- I

13

gUESS refining our list, as we mentioned.

14

have a three-compartment sink, that means they

15

they're similar to a commercial facility.

16

that's one Eac'tor.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

MR. TAKAMlNE:

If they

So,

Vh-huh.

If theY're required to have a

19

three-compartment sink by Department of Health,

20

that kind of opens our eyes and says, okay, maybe we

21

need to take a look at this.

22

is it?

23

then

What kind of facility

How often do you use it?
You know, a Fire Department, with -- as an

24

example, with only five mon in it veISUS the Central

25

Maui Fire DepartmenL with -- I don't know how many
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1

staff they have theT8 -- might be lookod at

2

differently because they produce more vorsus the

3

Paia Fire Station or Kula Fire Station.
So, again, I

4
5

6
7

-- it will be on a case-by··case

basis that we'll sit down and evaluate it.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
responses.

Mr. Takamine, thank you for your

Chair,

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMRMBER TAVARES:

thank you.

Thank you.

Anyone else?

Ms. Tavares?

Yeah, Mr. Chairman,

thank you.

On

10

Page 7 of the licenses and fees under electrical

11

permits, the top of the page there i t has for solar

12

photovoltaic electrical energy systems, $30 and for

13

each solar water heater system or heat pump system,

14

the next one, $30; and then when you get down to the

15

next category, heaters,

16

water heater,

17

it's $10 and the residential is $6 ..

18

one is also $6.

19

for each commercial-type

three-phase connection, et cetera,
And the next

I would have some comment about -- and I

20

guess what I'm thinking of doing is to flip these

21

fees around or actually make the no fees for solar

22

photovol taic and water heater sys·tems as part of

23

the -- you know, maybe an incentive package or to

24

get people to look at putting this in more and then

25

charging more for the commercial-type water. heaters,
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1

the ones done in heaters or are these different?

2

the heator separate from the system?

3

CHAIR HOKAMA.;

Mr. Director, you would want to check with

your engineering division?

4
5

Is

MR.

COLOMA~AGARAN:

I'll check with our electrical code

6

inspection section to look at how the fees were set

7

and to see

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

~~

and get back to you on the comments.
Yeah, I guess one of the things

9

would be for the solar photovoltaic and the solar

10

water heating system, does that include the tank?

11

Or what's the difference between

12

know.

13

sections or three, four, whatever, in the heater

14

section as opposed to what's in the section above

15

it?

16

water heaters mentioned in

17

mentioned in that other section?

Is a solar water heater different than the

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

CQUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

2,

-~

or the heaters

Okay.

?

23

I think you

What's the difference between the two

18

22

~-

Anything else, Ms. Tavares?

Okay.

No.
Anything else for Public Works,

either the Director, Mr. Takamine, Nr. Harder?
Seeing none,

thank you very much, gentlemen,

for your presence this afternoon.
Members, I believe we have two morc
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1

Unless there's a request for a short recess, I think

2

we can work i t t,hrough.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

4

CHAIR HOKANA;

5

Two more things?

Go.

That the Chair is knowledgeable about.

I

may --

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHA.IR HOKAMA:

That sounds almost.

The first one, members, I believe is on

8

Page 22 of rates and fees under General Fund service

9

charge.

10

There is a proposal to set a fee for an

11

appeal as it relates to the Animal Control Board and

12

the State,

13

has presented you a copy of the County Code 'J'itie 6,

14

Chapter 01.095 under letter P,

15

board shall be accompanied by a fee as set forth in

16

the annual budget."

19

"An

appeal to the

Budget Director, your comments, please?

17

18

It is part of Rule 7-501-28; and staff

MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you for giving

rnG some times to research about this, Mr. Chair.

20

My able assistant, before she left, she was

21

able to insert t"his as a part of our budget

22

ord:i.nance s.i.nce it's apPGarGd J.n the Maui County

23

Code.

24

25

And I have -- was able to talk to now the new
staff to the Board of Animal Control -- Animal
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1

Control Board, Ms. Tr.acy Ambrose at the Human

2

Concern; and she directed me to

3

that -- make sure that we put it in the budget

4

ordinance, Mr. Chair.

5

that's set by the board is $50, Mr. Chair.

6
7

8
9

CHAIR HOKl!.MA:

th~

ordinance

And apparently the amount

Would you be able to explain how they

arrived at the $50 amount, Mr. Director?

Mr. Chair, as a part of my conversation with

MR. AGSALOG:

Ms. Ambrose this afternoon through e-mail,

I

asked

10

her to print the minutes of the meeting and the

11

rules that cover that -- you know, where it says

12

$50.

13

get that one, I will transmit it t.o you.

So, if you don't mind, Mr. Chair, as soon as I
I

just

wanted to -- since we were doing rates and fees this
15

evening,

16

that we have.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

just to let you know about this proposal

Okay.

Thank you.

18

Diroctor, members?

19

appeal?

/.0

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

23

CMIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Questions for the Budget

Mr. Carroll, anything on $50

Mr. Kane?
No.

Ms. Johnson.
No.

Mr. Molina..

I

Nr. Mateo?

Ms. Tavares?

No.

just would have thought from listening to
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1

comments of members from the animal control program

2

that they would have requested us to consider that

3

this be a consideration to put these fees into the

4

animal control program; but so far,

5

not to but if you can forward that questi.on -- we'll

6

forward the question.

7

response.

they have chosen

That way we can answer a

8

So, staff, if you would contact the board.

9

Maybe they have talked about it, and it may be in

10

their minutes.

11

the question for the Committee nonetheless.

12

members?

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

Chair?

Ms. Tavares?
Yeah, where would that be, the

Animal Control Fund?
AGSALOG;

18

MR.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

20

MR. AGSALOG:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

Page 22 on the proposed rates and fees.
22?

Yes, ma'am.
Yeah, currently it would go back to the

General Fund.
COUNCILMEMBBR TAVARES:

24

25

If you can ask

Anything else on this item at this time,

13

23

I'm not too sure.

No, I mean, there is -- there is a

fund for them already, isn't thGre?
? ;

Yes.
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1

MR. AGSALOG:

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

that go in

4
5

The animal management

CHAIR HOKAMA:

~here?

The licenses, yes, yes, yes.

MR. AGSALOG:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMDER TAVARES:

9

ordinance?

11

12

13

There's a

portion in the --

6

10

Because the dog licenses and all

Revolving Fund.
-- licenses and fees, yes, there is a --

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And is that in this section of the

Because right now where they have it

proposed
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I see it's under General

Fund.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MS. KOLLER:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MS. KOLLER:

Yeah, it's for the General Fund.
Mr. Chair?
Tamara, if you would, please?
On Page 27 of the budget ordinance -- this is

18

in the special purpose revenues -- there's an Animal

19

Management Revolving fund.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MS. KOLLER:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

MR. AGSALOG:

24

MS. KOLI,ER:

25

Page 27.

What page?

I'm sorry.

And I'll see if I can pull that up.
Not on the rates and fees,

right?

Of budget ordinance.
No, no, this is for the rates and fees.

It's

in that spacial purpose revenues schedule. revolving
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special funds.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

it's -Okay.

-- just before Appendix E, members; and

that would be Chapter 3.34 of the Maui County Code.

6

MS. KOLLER:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MS. KOLLER:

9

Yeah,

Mr. Chair?
Yes.

That section of the Code says "The purpose of

the Animal 'Management Revolving Fund shall be to

10

provIde funds for animal management in the County of

11

Maui.

12

redemptions, adoptions and pickups of animals shall

13

be deposited in the Animal Management Revolving Fund

14

and shall be used to fund animal management

15

programs. "

16

Fees collected for licensing,

Okay.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for that.

impounds,

We'll forward

17

the question to the boar.d; and upon receiving

18

comments, we shall _.- the Chair would then ask for a

19

decision by the Committee.
Anything else at this time regarding that

20
21

specific fee consideration?

22

have,

23

members.

24

and feos.

25

MR. AGSALOG:

If not, I believe we

I think, one more before we end our day,
And that would be on Page 37 under rates

Mr.

Chair.
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1

CHAIR [-{DKAMA:

2

MR. AGSALOG:

3

Yes, Mr.
If we can go back to the same page,

Mr. Chair,

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. AGSALOG:

I have one more there, Page 22.

Oh,

I'm sorry.

Thank you.

Page 22?

Yes?

Right below the fees and appeals, Mr. Chair,

6

the bracketed 3435 -- account 3435, share of gate

7

admission fee,

8

gross receipt, agreement with Valley Isle Timing

9

Association, according to ROXanne, staff at the

10

Parks Department, this lease agreement has been

11

terminated; and they are paying fees -- permit fees

12

at the raceway track park.

13

remove this particular fees over here.

14
15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

drag racing, the 5 percent for the

So,

they wanted us to

So, then I guess it would be charged under

the schedule as set forth in -- on Page 23?
MR.. AGSALOG:

That's my understanding, Mr. Chair.

It's

17

according to the e-mail that I got from her just

18

now.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

Ms. 'ravares?
Yeah, could we -- could we ask

Parks to explain that?

23

CHAIR ROKAMA:

24

C01J1'./CILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Mr. Chair?

Yes.
Because if they are under Type V,

that would be $400 a day.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3
4

Yes, that would be
You know,

the last entry for any

other park.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

any park, right, not described

Right,

5

above.

Yes, we'll ask that question to Parks and

6

Recreation prior to consideration of deletion of

7

3435, gate admission fee, drag racing.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Mr. Chair?

Yes, Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So,

am I reading it right for --

11

Member Tavares just pointed out the Type IV -- oh,

12

excuse me -- Type V on the very bottom with the

13

asterisk that the change would also -- instead of

14

5 percent which is being bracket cd out,

15

to be 10 percent?

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

COtJ.NCTLMEMBER KANE:

18

COUNCILMEMBER 'l'AVARES:

19

I'm sorry.

-- to see what that whole thing

is.
I didn't -- I'm sorry.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I didn't --

No, I mean, t,hat' s why I wanted

the explanation --

23

CODNCII.MEMBER KANE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Yeah, that's what I'm asking --

Oh, okay.

20

22

it's going

Yeah.
because I know the 5 percent

was something that was, you know, negotiated early
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1

on with Valley Isle 'riming Association.

And then a

2

lot of times they couldn't, you know, make theiL

3

payments; buL then they reorganized and things are

4

moving out there and stuff.

5

So, you know,

I don't know if it's through

what exactly their contract says

6

their contract

7

cm.d if it's truly a Type V,

8

applicable to this or is there some other

9

agreement -- you know, just like we have a separate

that would it be

10

agreement for the Hula Bowl, there may be a separate

11

contract for Valley Isle Timing.

12

was getting to.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay.

15

request.

16

I

So, that's what I

Thank you.

We shall forward that

Anything else on this one, members?
believe they have a few

I

guess it's

17

prose and composition refinement in their 3436.

18

see they have bracketed out, under the last

19

sentence, see attachments B-2; and they've bracketed

20

out and B-2A.

21

again, you see a deletion.

22

be just minor adjustments to the fee ordinance.
Okay.

23

Under fee, use of park facilities,
So, I believe this would

Anything else, Budget Director?

not -25

MR. AGSAI,OG:

You

That's it, Mr. Chair, on this one.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA;

2

MR. AGSALOG;

3

CHAIR HOKAMA;

Thank you.
And did you say you have other that you -Okay.

Members, on Page 25, motor vehicle

weight tax, you will see that they have made
5

revisions which is basically just restating the

6

effect -- current effective rate, removing the

7

transition or the old effecLive date of January 1,

8

2003, which states the rate also, which they are

9

just recommending deletion.

Next paragraph, same

10

thing, deleting the effective da'te and just

11

restating what is t,he cur:r:ent weight per pound.

12

Questions on this, members?

J3

14
15

Okay.

Seeing none, I believe we can move

forward under Department of Water.
And, again, members,' thece are small, again,

16

veri fications.

17

capitalization for lower-capped letters which is at

18

the bottom of the page 32 under 32-05, duplicate

19

licenses.

20

Page 32, you just have

You will just see minoL- adjustments.

On Page 37 we do have, under deposit _.- well,

21

first of all, under installation charges, members,

22

you will see bracketing for deletion; and the Chair

23

is filling in for the department.
Your Committee has be on informed that we weTe

25

not able to get Department representatives at this
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time.

Nonetheless, the Chair will not wait and we

2

shall move forward.
So, you will see they have proposed

3
4

bracketing deleting requiring plastic meter box,

5

$125.

6

a.rea,

7

reinstallation five-eighths,

8

one--inch meters, 125; upgrade meter from

9

five-eighths to three-fourths, 125.

10

You will see a deletion further down in that
requiring plastic meter box, 180;
three-quarters,

That whole

thing is being bracketed for deletion.
Further down you will see underscored word

11

12

deposit.

In the bottom of the paragraph you see

13

underscored all meter upgrades and reinstallations.

14

They have deleted greater than three-fourths

15

inch, bracketed out $200, inserted $400 underscored.

16

Under installation of greater than one inch

17

permanent meters, they have deleted $200, submitted

18

$100 underscored.

19

Under paving costs, underscoring,

they have

20

included a amount of $1,500.

21

understanding is this is the up front depo5it

22

required and that upon completion -- Mr. Tengan, we

23

have the Director.

21

installation charges.

25

.MR. TENGAN:

And the Chair's

We are on Page 37 under

Mr. Chair?
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CHAIR HOKAMA;

2

MR.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA.:

Mr. Director?
Did you need an explanation of this·,

TENGAN:

First, let me just ask the members if thoy

4

have questions on the beginning part of -,- which is

5

just the deletion of the $125 for the plastic meter

6

box.

7

we'll open it up to any questions by tho members.

Let me ask for your comments first, and then

8

COUNCILMEMBER KlINE;

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Mr. Chair?

Mr. Kane?

COUNCILMEMBER KlINE:

No, no, no,

I understand.

I see it

11

capitalized on each line.

Where the bracket is for

12

requiring that that's the $180 one, that's two lines

13

worth of -- or one line.

14

reinstallation of -- that's two lines.

That's the

15

$125, and then the upgrade is the 125.

So, all of

16

that is being bracketed out, correct?

The next one,

it says

That is correct.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COIJNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, I'm sorry, you're polling

19

us to ask questions only on that part that I just

20

mentioned and not the one --

21
22

CHATR HOKAMA:

I was going' to ask the Director to give us

comments on why the request to delete first

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

-- and then questions by the members.
Thank you.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR.

TENGAN:

Mr. Tengan, you need a few minutes?

Yeah, Mr. Chair, I believe lhat what we're

3

doing is we're just changing the materials that

4

we're using ins'talling meters.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

6

all --

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9
10

11

12

13

And we see that you're deleting

References.

inference -- references to a plaster

meter box?
MR. TEf\JGAN:

Yes.

And it seems that it's -- 1;re're

replacing them with cast iron meter boxes.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Questions from the members?

Mr. Kane, questions?

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBBR MATEO:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

25

No.

Ms. Johnson.
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Mr. Molina.
No.

Ms. Tavares?
No.

Mr. Carroll?
Okay.

Mr. Director, can we move down then to

t.he area of -- under underscoring dGPosi t?
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MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair,

these are deposits that customers

2

would make in requesting water service.

3

deposit that we collect.

4

less than what's deposited,

5

receive a refund for the excess.

6

above the d.eposit,

7

the excess.

8

water services.

9

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And should the charge be
the customer would re -If the cost goes

then. the customer is charged for

So, it's basically a deposit to install

And there you are requesting to go

Okay.

from 200 to 4007

11

MR. TENGAN:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

It's a

That's correct, Mr. Chair.
Which would be in addition to the repaving

cost deposit of 15007
If that's required. Mr. Chair.

14

MR. T"ENGAN:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Mr. Kane?

Questions on this?
Thank you, Chair.

I

guess my

17

curiosity is prior to this request for change, all

19

five-eighths inch and three-quarter inch meter

19

all three-quarter inch upgrades didn't require a

20

d.eposit at all, Mr. Tengan?

21

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair,

or

that would depend on tbe

22

situation.

I would say that tbe deposit wouldn't be

23

necessary in the case of an upgrade from a

24

five-eight.hs inch to a tbree-quarter inch because

25

that partie -,- that three-quarter inch meter would
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fit into the five-eighths inch meter box,
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And so, now the change is -- does

3

that have to do with the cast iron box being

4

something different or why is there a requirement

5

now for a three-quarter inch since it was greater

6

than before?

7

MR,

TENGAN:

Mr,

Chair, I don't think we're requiring a

8

three-quarter inch.

9

if the meter is _ ..

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

All we're saying here is that

Well, you're bracketing out greater

11

than three-quarters now,

12

three-quarter inch.

13

upgrade -- because your smallest one is a

14

five-eighth inch.

15

five-eighths inch you're now requiring -- whether

16

it's for upgrade or for a reinstallation, you're

17

requiring the deposit whereas before from a

18

five-eighths to a three-quarter, based on your

19

answer,

20

the box.

21

MR. TENGAN:

So,

that means including

So, in other words, any

So, anything greater than a

there was no requirement because it fit into

Basically, Mr. Chair, we're saying here that

22

the new installation of a three-quarter inch and a

23

five-eighths inch meter requiring cast iran box

24

and -- would cost the c nsumer $125, so ....

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'm sarr
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1

clear?

l\.gain,

I'm just pointing' out that an upgrade

2

from a five-eighths to a three-quarter prior to this

3

request,

4

didn't exist.

5

required.

and based on the answer of Mr. Tengan,
So, he did -- there was no deposit

Now, we'rG saying that if you're going to go

6
7

from a five-eighths to a three-quarter, you're going

8

to be required to put a deposit and, by the way,

9

double the amount.

10

And so, I

don't know what's -- what's

11

driving -- what's the driver behind this?

12

what I'm trying to figure out.

13

I

CHAIR HOKAMlI.:

That's

think maybe the Director can reconfirm

14

because I

15

Department, even for five-eighth inch meters,

16

members, was that a deposit was also required,

17

if it was -- if i t was at the old rate,

18

because -,- and, again, I

19

trust recently went through for Our own property.

20

believe we put in the _.- a deposit also for a

21

five-eighth inch meter.

22

So,

believe that the practice of the

$200,

just speak from what our

that was the practice; and I

think

23

they're just getting it all incorporated.

24

need the Director to be -- to reverify that

25

information from his appropriate people.
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MR, TF.NGAN:

Yes,

sir, Mr, Chair, 1'm -- I wasn't directly

2

involved in preparing these revisions here,

3

Chair would like, we could come back to the

4

Committee wilh the appropriate personnel as you

5

you know,

6

Officer has something to do and she asked if she

7

could leave and I gave her my approval to leave.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

it'

5

Okay.

If the

late in the day and the Fiscal

What we'll do,

then, Mr. Tengan,

if tomorrow morning you can have a chance to touch

10

base with your Fiscal Officer or anyone else,

11

engineering, and report back to the Committee,

12

please.
And, again,

13

I

believe it's just stating for

within the document what has -- is

14

a -- for

15

has been the practice,

16

meters and that it also required deposits.

17

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair,

including' five-eighth inch

if I may, basically these deposits

18

are being collected in advance so that the -"' the

19

exposure to the Department would be minimal.

20

You know, although, we could turn off the

21

service, at times it becomes difficult to collect

22

moneys from people for these kinds of services.

23

we require a deposit to reduce the financial

24

exposure to the Department.

25

is

And basically these

~-

So,

the ones that require
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1

deposits,

the consumers are charged the actual costs

2

to install the services or to provide the service.
As an example, the paving cost, we collect

3

If the cost is less than

4

that deposit of $1500.

5

$1500, as I stated earlier, we would refund the

6

remainder.

7

WQ1)ld charge the customer the balance of the cost of

8

the work.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

If it cost more than $1500, then we

Okay.

the Director?

10

Thank you, Director.

We'll start with Mr. Carroll.

11

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL;

12

residence have a

Thank you, Chair.
three~quarter

Can a private

inch meter?

Yes.

13

MR.

14

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

TENGAN;

I know before a long time ago they

15

went and took out a lot of

16

and replaced them with

17

water conservation.

18

you can

19

three~quarter

~~

three~quarter

five~eighths

inch meters

as a matter of

This was a long time ago, but

a private residence can have a
inch meter now then?

20

MR. TENGAN:

21

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL;

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

Questions for

Mr. Chair, the answer is yes to the question.

Okay.

Thank you.
Let me just give everyone a chance.

MS. Tavares, questjons?

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA;

No.

Mr. Molina.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR HOKA.MA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO;

No.

Mr. Mateo?
Chairman, yes.

George, good

4

afternoon.

5

subject to change once the Stakeholders Committee

6

take a look at rates and fees?

7

MR. TENGA1J:

Would any of these proposed rates be

Mr. Chair, basically the cost -- or the fees

8

you're looking at here are more or less

9

reimbursement to t.he Department for the cost of the

10

service or the rates and fees are different from

11

these fees.

12

COUNCniMEMBER MATEO:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17
18

'rhank you.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

Ms, Johnson?

No.

Mr. Kane?
Yeah, I just trying to understand

this whole section, Mr. Chair.
So, my understanding is because we're

19

bracketing out greater than three-quarter inch,

20

that's basically saying that's the deposit; but

21

above we're also bracketing out, if I'm not

22

mistaken, reinstallations of five-eighths,

23

three-quarter and one-inch meters from $125.

24

that's why the and reinstallations is being

25

incorporated,
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So, now we're showing a reinstallation of

1
2

five-eighths.

3

going from 125 going up to $400.
More of a statement, Mr. Chair.

4

5

again,

6

this.

7

three-quarter and one-inch meters

So,

I'm -_.

I'm just trying to figure out what's driving

And, again, your question is very valid,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

AD.a I will allow the Department, through

8

Mr. Kane.

9

its Director,

tomorrow -- until tomorrow to return

10

after discussions with the appropriate personnel to

11

accurately respond to questions posed such as yours.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA.:

14

Okay.

Thank you.

Anything else for the

Water Director at this time?
Are there anything else,

15
16

Thank you, Chair.

Budget Director,

that is proposed under Water Department?

17

MR. AGSALOG:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. AGSATJOG:

Pag"e 38, Mr. Chair.
Page 38.
Under the account 3485, sewer billing

20

service, went from 27,171 bracketed to 27,877

21

underscored.

2?
23

CHAIR BOKANA:

Okay.

Are you aware of what HBWS means?

Is that the Honolulu Board of Water Supply?

24

MR. TENGAN:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thae's correct, Mr. Chair.
Can you just explain to us what they do and
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2

why do they do it for us, please, Mr. Director?
MR. 'I'ENGAN;

Mr. Chair,

on -- I believe when the Maui

3

County Department of Water Supply went into

4

agreement with the Honolulu Board of Water Supply,

5

the Department did not have billing capabilities.

6

I think it was back in about 1977 that the

7

Honolulu Board was expanding its data-processing

8

center, and at that time they had some excess time

9

to handle the various coun -- or the other Counties.

10

And so,

they submitted proposals to the --" to

11

Kauai, Maui and the Big Island and made an offer to

12

process their billings for the Counties.

13

County and Kauai agreed to use the Honolulu Board of

14

Water Supply for its processing of billings.

15

Maui

In the County of -- in the Hawaii County

16

Department of Water Supply,

17

processing; and so, Hawaii County just continued on

18

with their own billings.

19

So, basically,

they were already data

this service here is -- has

20

been used for many years by the Department; and the

21

Honolulu Board of Water Supply has been providing

22

the data-processing support for the Department in

23

getting the billi.ngs out.

24

25

And so,

this amount here of 27,877 is

an allocation of the costs of the service that
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Honolulu provides to the Wa.ter Department.

Thank you for that.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

had hoped that the investment, members, we

I

3
4

have made in improving our processing capabilities

5

would have allowed our -_. our new system to be able

6

to take care of such as these.
What we will ask "Finance is is our now system

7

8

capable of assisting Department of Water Supply

9

billings?

Because I would rather see one internal

10

$335,000 transfer than payment to the Honolulu Board

11

of Water Supply.

12

this,

$335,000 a year.

13
14

Questions regarding this, members?
none,

Seeing

thank you.

15

Anything else, Director -- Budget Director?

16

think, Mr. Chair,

I

17

this proposed.

18

could see.

19

We're not talking small money on

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I

that's all we have for

went throu.gh it. a.nd that's 0.1] I

Thank you.

Members,

~s

there any

20

place in rates and fees you would like the Committee

21

to turn its attention to at this time?

22

it's --

23

COUNCILMEMBER 'TAVARES:

21

CHA1R HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

Maybe later.

Well, if you do.

the Chair again --

I had one, but I need some
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information for it.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

MR. TENGAN:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. TENGAN:

Okay.

Okay.

Members--

Mr.-Yes, Mr. Tengan?
Mr. Chair?

If the Chair would like, we could

6

provide a written response to Councilmember Kane's

7

concern.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. TENGAN:

I -- if we can have i t by tomorrow, please.
I

believe we can.

10

noon tomorrow,

11

response to you.

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So, if you give me until

I can make sure that we get that

Thank you.

We would appreciate

1'hank you very much.

that.

14

Anything else, members?

Members,

tomorrow

15

morning,

16

April.

17

whatever areas that we may need to touch upon; and

18

then at this point in time the Chair is thinking of

19

recessing the meeting sometime in the latter part of

20

the morning to allow you to work -- have some time

21

to work on some considerations you want the Chair --

22

as I

23

to you,

just to let you know, it is the 21st of
We will meet at 9:00.

We'll take up

develop the Chair's proposal for presentation
the members of this Conruittee.

24

And then I'm looking at reconvening the

25

meeting sometime in the afternoon to continue.
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1

not expect a evening or night meeting tomorrow to

2

allow the staff and the Chair time to take your

3

suggestions, your recommendations, proposals, your

4

comments and place it in a format that will assist

5

all of us in moving forward to decision making.

6

that's the intention of your Chair.
Any questions?

7
8

very much.

9

adjourn the meeting.

If not, members, thank you

It's been a good hard day, and we will
(Gavel. )

10
11

CQUNCILME1I!Bl!:RS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

12

JPI

13

ACTION;

(excused:

DEFER pending further discussion.

14
15

ADJOURN:

So,

5:21 p.m.

16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
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1
2

C E R T I F I e ATE
STATE OF HAWAII
SS.

3

4

CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

I, Sharon L. Ross, Certified Shorthand

6
7

Reporter for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify

s

that the proceedings were taken down by me in

9

machine shorthand and was thereafter reduced to

10

typewritten form under my supervision; that the

11

foregoing represents to the best of my ability, a

12

true a,nd correct transcript of the proceedings had

13

in the foregoing matter.

14

I

further certify that I

am not attorney for

15

any of the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned

16

wi th the cause.

17
18

DATED this 18th day of May,

2004, in

Honolulu, Hawaii.

19
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21
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23
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